Iskandria, a vast city on a small blue world. Once home to hundreds of millions, a seat
of empire, of commerce and communication, the hub of a thousand planetary systems.
Now the city is a grave, its spires shattered, its highways churned and cratered, its people
in arms or in deep hiding or given over to the nightmare of alien assimilation. War fleets
converge here, armies mobilize, creatures inimical to mankind infest the warm seas
that surround Iskandria, and poison the entire world toward human life.
Men die here.
Iskandria: Planetary Data is the essential companion to the Urban War & Metropolis
game systems. This sourcebook contains a wealth of information on the protagonists
and their conflicts within the Draconis Alba galaxy.
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That expanding halo of gas is all that remains of fifty-seven of my ships,
sleek VASA Cruisers and clunky Neros straight from the Ironglass
shipyards, and the rock-solid Dreadnaughts that I have served aboard for
two-thirds of my life. Below us Viridian kills Junker and Junker, Viridian;
VASA hides its ugly deeds with pretty words; and the treacherous synths
attack all parties without apparent gain while the Slugs infest their way
toward conquest of the planet's surface. Here, in clean vacuum, enemies
and rivals fight and die as brothers, and in death their very essence mingles
in a cloud of silver vapour. On that cesspit below, Iskandria, corpses choke
the streets and humanity tears at its own throat for the chance to make
more. When I see the reports from planet-side I fear that our victory in the
void is for nothing, and the fate of our people rests squarely in the squalid
ruins of a city gone mad with war.
Grand Admiral Tobias Cranmer,
Commander of the Joint Fleet Expeditionary Force in relief of the
Arkadia-Helios Binary System

Mankind believes it has mastered the cold dark of
space; having leapt the impossible gulf between
the stars the empires of man embrace thousands of
worlds and enforce an uneasy peace throughout
the Draconis Alba galaxy. In the centuries since
humanity's emergence from the Viridia-Solaris /
Leviathan Binary System the galaxy has become a
home, worlds have been tamed and remade, great
highways of gravitic force have been tapped, and
far distant empires have risen to glory in the light of
alien suns. Expanding ever outward humanity has
brought its drive and adaptability, its curiosity and
extemporizing genius, to illuminate the cold dark of
space and overcome the challenges of this new
frontier. But man has also preserved his follies and
his faults, his chronic divisiveness; and the schisms
developed in the age of exploration have become
permanent partitions within the human race.
Mankind is at war with itself.
The four great powers of the Tripartite
Alliance exist in an uneasy state of mutual hostility,
an equilibrium designed to maintain a galactic
balance of power. This perpetual cold war is one of
spies and secrets, of clashing ideologies, of
incompatible visions for the future of mankind. It is
a colonial war, waged every day on a thousand
battlefields and in the space between the stars, a
complex game played by cautious giants for limited
stakes and within unspoken boundaries; for to
overstep the rules of the game would be to plunge
the galaxy into a conflict from which it might never
recover.
Central to this great game of dominance
are the homeworlds of mankind, the planets of the
Solaris-Leviathan System. Though the Tripartite
Powers rule vast empires and manipulate events
more than half a galaxy away, it is to the
homeworlds that all mankind looks for guidance.
Viridia herself is still the best and most
benign of humanity's planetary domains; an
enormous, ever fertile world of extraordinary
genetic diversity. But while this lush, green world
stands as a balanced model of ecological and
economic husbandry, the corporate houses that
dominate the Viridian Assembly have shown less
scruples abroad; often engaging in rapacious and
thinly disguised colonial exploitation through
various intermediaries. Such companies control
Viridian society as they do the Assembly,
permeating all aspects of the Commonwealth's life
and culture, and often involving the enormous and
capable Viridian Defence Force in unsavoury
ventures on far distant worlds.
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None can rival Ironglass, however, in
sheer, unrepentant bravado and naked greed:
where other empires seek to conceal their
questionable activities the Ironglass Imperial
Senate blithely ignores protocol and does what it
pleases. Their sprawling empire is part travelling
strip-mining operation and part pirate fleet, and the
Junkers routinely seize marginal worlds and
squeeze them dry of resources before moving on;
a pattern established long ago when convict labour
gangs first worked the barren expanse of Ironglass.
Now the one-time penal colony is the centre of a
totalitarian empire that holds hundreds of worlds in
an iron grip under the direction of the mysterious
Senate, the hard taskmasters of the Imperium, who
rule their enslaved populations with brutal force.
Perhaps the very opposite of the
unsophisticated Junkers are the Syntha, and their
strange and airless planetoid orbits aloofly in the
bleakest outer reaches of the Viridia-Solaris /
Leviathan System as if to avoid the contaminants of
the teeming inner worlds. The Syntha seek
perfectibility in the cold calculus of the machine and
their world, Prime, is a concentration of a unique,
obsidian-like substance that is the key component
in the ingenious artificial minds that govern Syntha
society. One such artificial mind of unrivalled
complexity is the Prime AI, the governing intellect
and absolute authority for all Syntha, human and
machine alike. Utterly efficient and rational the
Syntha have greatly surpassed the other factions in
science and technology, but it remains to be seen if
they can successfully merge man and machine.
Overseeing the great powers is VASA, a
pseudo-empire in its own right and arbitrator of the
Tripartite Peace, a complex web of treaties and
mutual obligations that have preserved man's great
empires for centuries. Key to VASA's authority is its
strategic domination of the galaxy's grav-wells and
the mastery over trade and transport this allows
them, as well as the fabulous wealth accorded
them as keepers of the keys to the galaxy. VASA
manages its multifarious concerns from Vacillus, an
airless, frozen world in orbit around the dead star
Leviathan. VASA's resources are stretched thin
over nearly the whole of pan-humanic space,
making them heavily reliant on surveillance and
diplomacy to maintain their power; but when force
is required their highly trained elite soldiers can be
mobilized at a moments notice to intercede
anywhere in man's vast galactic territory.
For centuries these great empires, engines
of man's fate, remained at peace so long as they

continued to look outward, to channel their
energies into the colonization of the galaxy. But the
frontier recedes as pan-humanic space swells, and
unresolved rivalries flare anew. And it is now, in this
time of mounting tension, that mankind faces its
ultimate test, the alien Koralon; whose biogenic
technologies threaten humanity with enslavement
and extermination. The fateful contact on Void1.1
and the subsequent systematic invasion of human
space by these aliens has created crisis points in
which the Great Powers find themselves fighting
each other for control of key worlds even as the
Koralon consolidate their gains.
One such world is Kyklops in the Arkadia /
Helios System, old imperial seat of the Great Tyrant
Iskander. The two island-continents of Iskandria
that emerge from the Koralon infested seas of this
ocean planet may well be the crucible in which the
fate of the galaxy is forged. Here, cut off from
outside influence or aid, the Great Powers engage
in bitter street fighting even as the Koralon emerge
from the depths to carve out their own holdings in
the endless urban sprawl. But with the coming of
the pan-humanic fleet the balance of power has
shifted in the system, and the ranks of fresh
reinforcements rushed to the planet's surface
promise an escalation of the engagement.
Mankind has never been so divided, so
vulnerable, its vast empires poised on the brink of
civil war and alien invasion. Whether the Great
Powers will combine in the face of the alien, or try
to use the Koralon to further their own designs,
remains to be seen. Man may emerge at a new
synthesis, a new unity; whole empires may fall or
rise triumphant, pointing the way to humanity's
future or dragging the species down into an age of
darkness. Or the invidious Koralon may subvert the
ever-warring factions one by one, sweeping the
fragments of a once proud civilization from their
path as they aggressively expand to fill the galaxy.
The stasis is broken, the future in question, but
man's choice is clear: evolution or extinction.
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Arkadia/Helios Binary system
The Arkadia/Helios binary system is a twin star system consisting of
yellow dwarf main sequence star Arkadia and a white dwarf star Helios.
The binary system was formed when Helios, as a weakly radiating
white dwarf, arrived in the system and set up a tandem orbit with
Arkadia a little over 4 Billion years ago.
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Void System
The Void solar system is located in Rim Sector 52, an area of low
star density. It is quite remarkable in that three out of its five orbiting
planets apparently have naturally occurring atmospheres capable of
sustaining carbon-based life forms. VASA quantum scientists place
the chances of discovering a system of this type as incalculably
small, to the point of impossibility. It is the highest scoring system
on the VASA Colonisation Index. Another feature of the system is
the extremely high biosphere reading on Void 1.1.

Viridia-Solaris/Leviathan Binary System
The Viridia Solaris/Leviathan binary system is a twin star system
consisting of the main sequence yellow star Viridia Solaris and the
long dead black dwarf Leviathan and their satellites.
The binary system was formed 5.5 billion years ago when the
immense gravity field exerted by Leviathan captured the young Viridia
Solaris system.
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Type: Ocean World
Periastron: 112.8 million
km
Radius: 3663 km
Orbital Period: 299 days
Population: 651 million
Atmosphere: Humid/Life
Sustaining
Moons: None

Type: Gravwell
Class: White Dwarf
Gate Magnitude: 9.1
Radius: 8590 km
Mass: 1.01e26 kg
Atmosphere: None

Type: Ice World
Periastron: 508 million
km
Radius: 1343 km
Orbital Period: 411 Days
Population: 38 (est.)
Atmosphere:
Frozen/Nitrogen based
Moons: None
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The Arkadia / Helios
Binary System
I call it Helios for, when seen with the right kind of
eyes as I see it, it greatly outshines Arkadia; more
brilliant by far is its potential…rather than warm but
a single living world Helios warms the heart of the
New Man, its promise is the universe and a fresh
start for humanity.
Iskander,
Reflections (HoloRec MCCLXXVIII bio, case b12)
At first glance little about the Arkadia / Helios Binary
System seems worthy of note, a small mainline star
and its even smaller dwarf partner attended by but
two planetary bodies, Kyklops and Thule, only one
of which is of any value; though perhaps in an age
of galactic empires it is all too easy to forget the
miracle that is a life-sustaining world. Kyklops is
such a world, but it is small and almost entirely
covered by ocean, unremarkable. The reason for
the system's importance, the reason little Kyklops
has become a Gateworld of enormous worth to the
empires of man, lies with the white dwarf star
Helios, Arkadia's fellow traveller in the black
vastness of space.
Helios is an ancient star; it predates the
formation of the Arkadian System by perhaps ten
billion years. Scientists can only speculate as to its
origins, most think it was formed early in the
galaxy's history within the galactic core, a few going
so far as to point to the diffuse gas cloud of the
Croiter Nebula as the distant site of Helios'
collapse. Regardless of its history Helios arrived in
the Arkadian System in its present form, as a
weakly radiating white dwarf, and set up a tandem
orbit with Arkadia a little over four billion years ago.
Helios is super-dense and generates almost no flux
compared with most collapsed dwarf stars, a
perfect anchor point for grav-shunting. It is this,
coupled with the spatial geography and low radiant
count of the surrounding sector, that makes Arkadia
a key galactic system.

The Great Tyrant
For my answer tell them this: the Viridians I
scattered at Eight Fleets, let them seek their reply
amongst those broken hulks a-drift around Karnus
IV; Ironglass I chastised on Pommigral and OnuYesh, if any of those rabble survived let the Senate
inquire of them as to the disposition of Great
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Iskander; for the Syntha I offer only the contempt of
the New Man for their crudities, let them rather ask
of history why it has forgotten them in some future
age than ask me for peace in this one, and for the
sham of VASA I present myself, first New Man, a
pillar of undiluted strength against their clouded
misrule, as answer to their query: ask nothing of me
for I do not ask, I take, I do not negotiate, I conquer,
I am the polestar, the lighted dark, time's agent. You
cannot ask peace of the god of war, nor submission
of one greater than yourselves.
Iskander,
in response to a Tripartite treaty initiative
(HoloRec MMMCMXCIV dip, case k1)

Iskander's brief but glorious career blazes cometlike across the chronicles of galactic history, a
volatile and anomalous punctuation of the steady
march of human progress. Much has been said of
the Great Tyrant's life, his rise from obscurity as a
militia captain in the internecine struggles on his
native Mandigant, his usurpation of the private
security firm of Silvershield Inc. and eventual
takeover of the Viridian combine of GropotkynSsung, his rise to high office on Karnus II and the
resultant decade of frenzied conquest that saw his
ambition writ on a galactic scale. His final years
preceding his eventual assassination are his
darkest chapter, when the 'Universal Ruler' grew
increasingly mad and erratic, bringing suffering to
those who previously recognized in him their
saviour.
It was Karnisian free merchants that
'discovered' the nearby Arkadia / Helios Binary
System a scant three years prior to Iskander's
audacious coup. The peculiar properties of Helios
made 'cold-shunting' into the system extremely
difficult so, for close to a century, no one had been
able to penetrate Arkadian space. Once breeched
the magnitude of the Helios grav-well became
apparent, and Iskander was quick to exploit the
new star system to the fullest once he assumed his
dictatorship. The placid, blue-green world of Kyklos
was declared his new capital, and a massive
settlement and construction program begun,
funnelling resources from surrounding systems for
years, right up until the death of the tyrant himself.
It is somewhat ironic that Iskander spent so
little time in his new capital, soon to be a sprawling
urban centre with a population in excess of half a
billion, for his energy and ambition took him to
many fronts to fight many wars. But Kyklops
nevertheless accrued the benefits of the tyrant's
favour, and the massive public works programs that

resulted in the administrative centre of the
Acropolis and the enormous sub-ether aerial of the
Phaeros were just a few of the examples of the
tyrant's largesse. Capital of thirty-three systems,
Kyklops grew enormously wealthy, and the unique
properties of the Helios grav-well combined with
the lasting improvements and settlement of the
world ensured that Kyklops, and the city famed for
its founder, remained a crucial hub in man's
galactic empire.
Iskander can never be forgotten; the
mysteries and romance surrounding his life ensure
his immortality. Rumours abound that some of his
secrets may lie undiscovered, that deep in the
archives of his great Academy lie the plans for a
super weapon of his design, or the techniques,
whether genetic or psychological, for the forging of
his New Man are sealed in a vault deep beneath
the city streets of Iskandria, or perhaps the tyrant
carried his secrets to the grave, and locked
somewhere in his Mausoleum can be found the
power to rule worlds as he once did. Such success
as his will always excite the imagination of rulers,
and enflame the greed of the empires of mankind.

Since the collapse of Iskander's empire Kyklops
has been the jointly held property of the Tripartite
Powers. By decree no large standing armies may
be stationed here, each partition held only with a
minimum force. This centuries old division into
sectors has created dramatic demarcations in the
city of Iskandria; to the north the clean solar cities
of the Viridian Sector seem to have been lifted
straight from the homeworld, to the west VASA has
created an enormous port and excise zone
alongside a high-technology manufacturing centre,
to the south the eerie termite cities of the Syntha
march seaward in cool, precise ranks, while to the
east the smog-shrouded tumble of leaning shanties
and churning stacks can only be the domain of
Junkers. Between these poles the Iskandrians live
as they always have, proud of their past, energetic
and industrious. They would be the first to suffer the
machinations of Tripartite politics, and their 'free
city' is now, in the wake of the Syntha assault, a
neutral zone between hostile factions, a mostly
abandoned battleground of skyscrapers and
superhighways, manufacturing plants and
commercial storefronts, habitation units
and public buildings: an urban war zone.

Kyklops
Set in a gem of azure two islands, one land, and on
it a city, fed by the sea but nourished by the void: a
city on the crossroads of infinity, the capital of
mankind, my gift to the ages, the centre, Iskandria.
Iskander,
Reflections (HoloRec DCCCIX bio, case a)
Iskandria is the eye of the Cyclops; Kyklops, so
called because of its appearance from space, its
double-island continent a dark pupil in an orb of
pale blue. The Iskandrian Islands, Major and Minor,
together span one thousand klicks, and are nearly
half as wide, and this entire land surface is a city, or
many cities grown into one, the metropolis
Iskandria. One could wander their entire life in such
a vast urban conglomeration without stepping off
the hard shell of plastiment, and meet fellow
natives possessing habits and speech
as strange as that of men from other
worlds. The inhabitants of Iskandria
differ widely from one another, from the
wealthy in their luxurious gated
compounds and private parks, to the
street snipes that roam the abandoned sectors in
vicious packs, to the communities uprooted and
settled from other planets that occupy entire subcities of their own.
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They came in fast and hard, half their number covering the loading dock entrance, the rest taking up
positions at other access points; three to the front office, three by the power plant door, two more waiting
beneath the broad windows of the cafeteria, ready to smash their way in. She watched them from the
shadows atop a crane arm, a massive bend of hydraulic muscle folded along the south wall, nestled
amongst the forest of gantries and walkways that spanned the vast space high above the storage bay
floor. From the cluster around the dock doors pairs of soldiers sprinted into the bay's dim interior, two by
two by two, taking up protected positions amongst the assortment of casks and crates, cliff-like walls of
boxes and vacuum packed bundles of uncharged t-cells; Corvine Chemical and Battery's stock in trade.
Omikron 1.11 observed the last pair leaving the dock door's square of light, running in a half
crouch past their fellows, further along into the shadowed depths of the bay. She shifted her position
slightly for a better view of this lead pair, sheltered by the bulk of two emergency generators; squat
plastiform engines resting on shipping palettes. One of the figures consulted a hand-held device, the
green LED glow faintly reflected on the soldier's bulbous respirator. They were scanning for power
signatures, looking for any sign of the broad-spectrum spike that had led them here.
She closed her eyes, ignoring the faint tingle of adrenaline that charged her system, and sent
her machine consciousness questing over sub-ether carrier bands. Her transceiver was wide-open and
hyper-sensitive to the energies of the surrounding area, she could almost see the lines of force of the
city's power grid, great rivers of static-lightning pulsing with life like the veins in a human arm. Each of
the soldiers, too, generated some background flux, from the low-level power of their equipment to the
staccato pop of their flat-wave comm system, though their speech was just so much encrypted garble
that Omikron ignored it entirely. She tuned and fine-tuned her perceptions, looking for one unobtrusive
thread in the flux-filled space. So sensitive was she, and so delicate her search, that should she be
struck while so engaged by a sub-ether comm-wave of sufficient density, such as those generated by
starships and interplanetary aerials, the damage to her system would be fatal.
Omikron made contact with the other minds of her cell, skipping lightly from matrix to matrix,
reinforcing her positional awareness of each 'synth in the complex. Each SPOMM fed her new
information, for her's were not the only eyes that watched from the shadows, and from that stream of
data emerged a picture of events that went far beyond her body's limited perception. In the space of an
instant she formed a clear idea of the dispositions of the foe as they methodically entered the building
from other directions; troopers hurrying to secure the lobby, one soldier limping from the vicious kick that
had sent the office door crashing inward, three others moving along the second floor gantry of the power
plant, sighting along shouldered rifles, one team still waiting outside, crouched beneath the large
windows of the company cafeteria.
She watched these events unfold, using the constant data feed to keep her mind's perfect map
of the CCB plant updated on a second-by-second basis. Half the Viridian soldiers were in the storage
bay with her and, close by, three more searched the power plant immediately adjacent to her position.
The others were a greater distance away along the building's long axis. It was a tactical disposition very
similar to one of the nine simulations she had run with her battle software, and Omikron was confidant
that, with slight adjustments, the plan she had arrived at by a combination of three-dimensional
mathematics, sampling and analysis of engrafted memories by the SPOMM-guided micro AI in her
cerebellum, and the subconscious evaluation of data collected by her bioorganic processing centre-her
human mind's own intuitive function-she would arrive at a successful plan of attack.
In seconds she had the battle template she wanted and quickly fed it to her second-incommand, who acted immediately upon her orders by directing a torrent of fire into the troopers in the
CCB office section, enfilading them at short range as they moved along a narrow corridor. In their
inexperience the IDF soldiers had not thought to check their rear and, having cleared each room in
succession, textbook perfect, they never suspected the Achilles class biomech that paced them, had in
fact followed them into the building from outside. They fell in a bleeding clump, their armour pierced and
cracked by dozens of hard steel spikes.
Mentally she pulled away from Eta 5.85's slaughtering storm, noting with some alarm the faint
pulse of pleasure she detected in his consciousness, and damped down the background flux around her
once more to search out the IDF troopers that shared the storage bay with her. Omikron listened to their
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comm bursts, detected a pattern of panic in their attempts to re-establish contact with their fallen
comrades. They acted as she had foreseen, without information they languished in indecision, unsure
what action they should take while so much of their location and situation remained a mystery. She
quickly checked the near-dormant SPOMMs that waited scant meters from the unsuspecting squad,
before rushing back along sub-ether currents to monitor events elsewhere.
Through the high-resolution optics of an androsynth's eyes Omikron watched the pair of IDF
men crash through the cafeteria window, their movements disjointed, almost frantic, as they scanned the
room for threats. The idea that these were soldiers of little training or experience now suggested itself
and Omikron fed the hypothesis to the AI analyser incorporated into her memory module suite, which,
after a nearly imperceptible interval, confirmed her guess as eighty-five percent likely. She quickly sent a
data-pulse to Eta and he moved to intercept the pair, activating the tactical androsynths in his vicinity to
accompany him as he surged down the corridors of the CCB administrative wing. It was time for
Omikron to spring her trap.
The IDF team down on the floor of the storage bay had decided on a course of action, Omikron
noted the burst of comm traffic between one of the troopers, most likely the leader, and the soldiers still
in the power generating hall. She allowed herself one last look at those three through the eyes of the
patient androsynth that stood stock-still in the deep shadows of a bulking generator, and inferred from
their movements that they were heading in her direction, probably to secure the door between storage
and the power plant. She broke the connection. Her consciousness was immediately assaulted by a
rush of disjointed stimuli, her body an almost forgotten object, a meat-thing, richly sensuous. Omikron
suppressed that disorienting tide and slipped off the crane where she had been concealed, moving
deliberately along the catwalks that crisscrossed the cavernous bay like a web of grey iron.
She ran with quite tread, spring-tense muscles sheathed in cabled polyprene lending her speed
and a weird agility, and, fawn-like, she sprang through the shadows of the girdered gloom high above
the warehouse floor. She could not sense but see the soldiers moving through the cluttered columns of
the storage bay, hurrying to meet their fellows in the connecting room. She moved to intercept them,
fully intending they should see the speeding blur on their motion scans and turn to engage her. Omikron
leapt whole stairs and the spaces between gantries, flinging herself over guardrails to land, feather-light
and poised, on walkways a storey down. Soon she paralleled the IDF's line of moving soldiers.
They opened fire, uncertain and inaccurate, the flechettes striking a section of the gantry behind
her. She leapt again, rolling in the air to land crouching atop a towering rise of hard-shell crates.
Omikron froze, sticking in place, pausing for a full second before reaching out once more with her
transceiver, coursing along sub-ether strings to the SPOMM minds that waited, close by and concealed,
in crates and boxes on the storage bay floor. She bid them awake, and execute her plan.
They traded fire in that tight space, but surprise and cold resolve cut down the Viridian's
desperate stand. Omikron dropped to the floor, moving to take the survivors of the initial attack in the
rear. She would capture a prisoner, preferably an officer, and extract information as to the IDF's plans
and disposition in the neutral zone. But she was too late, the androsynths had advanced in a machinewall of unbreakable might, the searing beams of their pulse weapon's like great blades of force slicing
through cover and reducing men to smoking piles of meat, leaving none alive.
Omikron paused to gather data and, touching Eta 5.85's exulting mind she knew that he too had
won a victory, killing his way back to her and sweeping the building clear. The entire IDF force was
wiped out, and Omikron gave the order for the androsynths to gather their damaged components and
disperse to follow separate routes to their next assembly point. They did this efficiently, mechanically,
uncaring of the bodies that littered the ground around them.
She approached the scorched corpses of the soldiers, finding the one she had identified as their
leader. Her secondary objective in creating the trap had been the procurement of an enemy commander,
and in that she had failed. Omikron gazed at the trooper, noting the stripes of rank that indicated a
veteran officer; the stencilled helmet bore what
must have been the individual's name: 'Sonder.'
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There would be other opportunities, and Omikron
With this recent endorsement by the so-called 'Lord' Nakamura of the Golden Dragon, all but a few
would watch for them.
of the more boisterous of the eastern clans have agreed to carry out operations on our behalf in
the Neutral Zone. Recommend heavy encryption of transmissions to and from the Centre Clan and
payments by personal courier of the exchequer - because if the other clans ever get wind of just
how much we are willing to pay for cooperation they will have us in debt for the next century.
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The Alien Menace
Oh, lets just take our time shall we? Be patient.
Debate the issue, commission academic studies
and let the politicians poll their constituents, consult
with experts and let no one's opinion go
unrecorded. After all, what need have we for
decisive and concerted action when the Koralon
themselves posses enough certainty of purpose to
supply an entire galaxy? I am sure they would
bestow this enviable quality of theirs upon mankind,
we needn't even ask.
Dr. Avery Valverde,
sole survivor of the Blue Eden Expedition,
from his VBC interview
In the century following mankind's fateful first
contact with the Koralon in the Void System war
with the aliens has been unrelenting, and they have
proven themselves adaptable and indefatigable
opponents. The Koralon posses an empire fully as
extensive as humanity's out on the eastern edge of
the galaxy, and the area between these two great
empires, Human and Koralon, is a sparsely settled
frontier region known as the Rim. The Rim has
been a cauldron of battle in an ongoing war of slow
annihilation that has seen first one side and then
the other in the ascendant. It had become a fact of
life, this desperate but distant fight for survival, until
the Koralon Incursion demonstrated that no corner
of human space was immune from alien attack.
The great Koralon Incursion shook the
Tripartite Alliance to its foundations; the sudden
appearance of massive alien invasion fleets deep
in the heart of human space rewrote the rules of
intergalactic warfare. The Koralon, masters of
gravitic technology far in advance of mankind's,
demonstrated their ability to ignore the normal
lanes of hyperspatial travel - the grav-wells that are
the highways of humanity's empires - and strike
wherever and whenever they pleased. Furthermore
the Koralon showed great insight and cunning in
the selection of their targets and the persecution of
their invasion, conquering key Gateworlds and their
vital grav-wells, coordinating vast fleet actions over
great distances with inconceivable precision, and
waging a kind of psychological warfare against
humanity that demonstrates the Koralon have a far
greater understanding of their opponent than
mankind has ever hoped to have of the them.
But the great empires of Virdia, VASA, and
Ironglass, along with many lesser worlds, did pull
together in desperation to drive the Koralon out of
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their systems and four of the five conquered
Gateworld systems have been liberated from the
aliens - though the worlds themselves lie corrupted
by the ruinous coraline microbe unleashed by the
aliens to transform entire planets, and their
populations, into something more suited to the
Koralon's needs. Now the final chapter of the
Koralon Incursion is being written, as the remnants
of the alien fleet in the Arkadia / Helios System
have been pushed back and mankind has begun
the reconquest of Iskandria, a battle that will decide
the fate of hundreds of millions, perhaps even the
galaxy itself.

The Koralon on Kyklops
Such is my strength that from beyond the grave will
I strike at my foes, should any seek to supplant me
or my heirs in some future age know that my malice
and my will is bent on their destruction.
Iskander,
Reflections (HoloRec MMMMDLVIII bio, case r5)
The events of the Koralon Incursion unfolded
differently on Kyklops than in the other Gateworld
systems invaded by the aliens, for Kyklops is a
nearly ideal habitat for the aliens, a warm world
mostly covered by placid ocean of remarkable
purity and low saline content. No ships seeded the
atmosphere of Kyklops, no bastions were stormed
by alien armies, instead the Koralon annihilated a
few strategic targets from orbit and proceeded to
install themselves in the shallow oceans around
Iskandria. There existed no force capable of
repelling the invaders, and the aliens seemed
content to build their strength in underwater cities
and ignore, for the time being, the troublesome
terrestrial inhabitants of Kyklops' landmasses.
Kyklops' major Koralon Reef City lies three hundred
and eighty klicks out from Iskandria's north shore,
in the continental shelf waters of the Nephrite
Ocean. Here dwell Koralon in the tens of
thousands, masters of a months-old underwater
metropolis that continues to grow at an exponential
rate. Such rapid growth is due to the presence of
several Mother Reef ships - enormous, semiintelligent colonizing vessels that contain within
them an array of self-propagating biota and
coraline host organisms, in addition to enough raw
microbial material to fuel intensive building and
assimilation projects by the Koralon.
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Reefs profoundly alter the marine
environment, releasing aquatic spores and
hybridising sea life, redirecting oceanic currents,
and altering the chemistry of the water through
bioelectric conversion processes and corlinazidinal
excreta. Within a decade most worlds can be
entirely transformed along Koralon standards,
however it is believed in the case of Kyklops such
a metamorphosis can be accomplished much
sooner.
Around these Mother Reefs the Koralon
city expands, hundreds of palmate structures
radiating outward along the rock shelves of the
ocean floor. On mature Reef Worlds, worlds
completely remade by coraline, such cities become
so massive they emerge into the open air. The
rapid assimilation of Kyklops continues even as
mankind reinforces their planetary holdings, and
already the Reef Cities that spread beneath the
blue waters off Iskandria's north shore can be seen
rising from the deep.

Last Battlefield of the
Incursion
If it were up to me I'd nuke the place from orbit it's the only way to be sure.
Grand Admiral Tobias Cranmer,
Commander of the Joint Fleet Expeditionary
Force in relief of the Arkadia / Helios Binary
System
In a series of stunning but costly victories mixed
fleets drawn from thousands of worlds throughout
pan-humanic space won back their systems stolen
during the incursion, one Gateworld at a time.
Utilizing new tactics and more than a little low
cunning humanity demonstrated that it, too, was an
adaptable species, one not so easily demoralized
or broken. From Actaeon to Yvetot human fleets
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wrought destruction on the Koralon while vast
armies descended to regain, or at least pacify,
man's stolen worlds; once prosperous places
remade into nightmare landscapes slumped in
ruinous infection and teeming with hostile hybrid
monsters.
Arkadia and its surrounding systems were
cut off during the incursion, no real fleet actions
were possible in this quadrant until the nearby
Rzhova system was liberated and its grav-well
reclaimed. With each victory the pan-humanic
fleets weakened, and the human and material costs
of the endeavour grew staggering. At Arkadia the
Koralon decided to make their stand, and the
remnants of their defeated fleets from the other
Gateworld systems began to converge on Arkadia,
phase-shunting easily through n-space and
bypassing man's convoluted web of hyperspatial
lanes.
A powerful joint expeditionary fleet under
Viridian Grand Admiral Cranmer made a probing

foray into the Arkadia / Helios system, successfully
shunting in via Helios but meeting with a superior
Koralon fleet and suffering a minor defeat, though
Cranmer skilfully preserved the majority of his force
in the retreat back to Karnus. But this was but a
foretaste of mankind's power and, while VASA,
Viridia, and the Junkers patiently finalized the
creation of the joint fleet that would liberate Arkadia,
the Koralon, reluctant to risk a decisive battle in
distant systems while their newly won planet lay but
partially assimilated, did little more than send small
forays through n-space to harass nearby human
systems.
Or so it appeared, for the aliens, seemingly
alarmed at mankind's concerted response,
dramatically increased the pace at which they
spread their mutanagenic influence over Kyklops in
preparation for the coming assault. This, then, is
the last battlefield of the Incursion, Arkadia and its
world, and the great city-continent of Iskandria.

The Releasing of the
Spores
They say one spore of this coraline turns a man into
a perfect killer, his bones toughen and muscles
swell, his skin secretes a substance that hardens
into armor plate and weapons grow from his limbs.
All knowledge of fear leaves him; he forgets his
own safety and cares only for the destruction of his
foes. His obedience is unbounded and absolute,
his sense of self nil. What I wouldn't give for a
handful of the stuff.
Junker Proconsul Glave Truculla,
from an intercepted dispatch

A few days after Admiral Cranmer's probing
expedition into the Arkadia / Helios Binary System
the clouds began to appear, diffuse banks of fog
drifting down from the Nephrite Ocean on the
morning breeze, entwining Iskandria in smoky
fingers and sliding through the streets and low
places of the city like rivers of dust. The sickness
happened almost immediately, the chills and
nausea, the strange auditory hallucinations and the
uncontrollable outbursts of rage or deep
depression, and the terrible shaking palsy that
seized the limbs.
From scores of up-thrust spikes - great
towers piercing the wave tops like organic
chimneys emerging from the deep - the Koralon
released their spores in thick, choking clouds.

Hundreds of thousands were infected in that first
day, and certainly tens of thousands more once the
coraline began to replicate in contact with biotic
matter. Many of those infected where placed into
quarantined conditions, given some manner of
treatment and watched keenly by scientists, and
eventually destroyed when the irreversibility of their
fate could no longer be denied. But many more
remained outside of such controls.
So, while the neutral zone played host to
an interfactional war the Tripartite forces scrambled
to contain the coraline epidemic, and the streets of
the Homeworld Sectors sank into panicked chaos
as fear and disease shattered the tenuous grip of
civil authority. The free city itself, depopulated and
despoiled, still contained many pockets of
habitation; hardy refugee communities and armed
gangs of looters, the heavily defended enclaves of
the triad underworld and unprotected communities
trusting to luck to see them through, stubborn
loners and madmen like ghosts in the ruins. All
potential prey of the infectious coraline microbe.
Even while teams of gladiators ambushed IDF
reconnaissance patrols and cybernetic assassins
stalked crime lords, and skirmish lines of
androsynths advanced under the withering fire from
teams of colonial marines and disciplined gangs of
Triads closed to engage hulking pit beasts, a new
threat had emerged: skulking in the ruins, fleeting
shapes in quiet buildings half-glimpsed beyond the
panes. Hideous caricatures of humanity filled with
the nihilistic compulsion to destroy now stalked the
streets of Iskandria in increasing numbers, and for
every hybrid seen ten more remained hidden, with
countless more gestating in secret places. Their
masters, too, had been seen; emerging on the
undefended shoreline of the neutral zone to take
command of their new-made slaves and assimilate
entire sectors of the city much as they had the city's
populace. With the releasing of the spores, the
infection of Iskandria had begun in earnest.
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Private First Class Korbert Madsen was still eating his breakfast when word reached him that the city was
burning and, scarfing the last of his saurian scramble, he took the stairs two at a time to get to Top Level
to see what could be seen. Naturally, most of the company had had the same idea, and the mob that
poured into the upper stories of Mobilization Point Five in a wide-eyed wave of frenzied speculation
seemed like anything but the professionally trained and well equipped military force they were supposed
to be.
"Be triple-sunk in salt-streaked hells you tumour-headed stampede of wax-spleened CIVILIANS,"
First Sergeant Arroyo was producing a fluent stream of reprimand, much of it in a pseudo-language of his
own invention; resorting even to the sternest of criticisms and letting the civilian label fall, half-expecting it
to shame the throng into sober obedience. It seemed as if the whole company was crammed tight around
the southern retaining wall on the top floor of MP5, one of several converted buildings that served as a
forward garrison for Viridian forces in the neutral zone. Madsen jostled for a spot near the wall, taking an
armoured elbow in the ribs as he squeezed through the crowd, his scant reward the briefest glimpse of
sooty skies to the far south.
Arroyo, of course, and the other non-coms got things in order quickly, for as soon as it was
discovered that very little could be seen from MP5 it was easy to get the troops in line. Hurrying back to
his barracks Madsen joined in the general murmur of disappointment, a subdued sonic aura that followed
the human wave down into interior of the multi-story parking garage that was now a kind of fortress.
At one time the interior of the place had been open to the outside, but the space between the
waist-high retaining wall and the ceiling had been sealed in by the labour of a single day. First a net of
polysteel had been laid across the outside gap, the super flexible solid draped into place and its adhesive
edges activated with a sonic pulse. The net's inner side had then been fixifoamed to lock its shape, forming
a new interior wall that quick-dried into a broad grey stripe. The final step had been to coat the whole
structure with a triple layer of sprayed permacrete, spray-nozzles suspended high above the vat trucks on
articulated arms had spread the military-grade 'crete over the polysteel frame until the entire building stood
wrapped in a blanket of grey stone. Observations and weapons ports were then hot-bored through the
new-sprayed surface by a squad of men with laser augers. The overall effect was to turn the garage into
a somewhat coarse-walled castle.
Madsen moved to his section, Three Level, a half-floor of barracks and stores packed tight; the
familiar open-space echo that once inhabited this place banished by the tonnes of material and men that
had taken up residence in its body, adding flesh to the hollow skeleton. He quickly donned his fatigues and
padded-harness and ran down to Two Level's armoury. He would catch hell from Arroyo if he weren't back
up at Top Level in five minutes; the morning's escapade had cost him a lot of time.
The armoury; rifle stands and racks of battle armour, the smell of oil and plastic and factory-fresh
nylon. Madsen located his suit and made the final adjustments to his harness, making sure the toggles
were in the right places. Naturally he thought of it as 'his' suit but the papers read differently; for in fact it
was he that was assigned to it, as was the rifle and other ordnance, all serio-coded to the suit's identitag.
His uniform was his, his boots and hygiene kit and the dozens of other things in his locker all his of course,
but the important things, the things that meant life and death, those things all seemed to own him.
Harness tightened, toggles aligned, Madsen ducked under the armour stand and, arms fitted into
the sleeves above his head, stood up within the suit. As his head emerged through the neck hole and the
breastplate's weight came to rest against his shoulders he stepped forward, the suit pulling away from its
magnetic hanger with a scraping click. He shrugged and adjusted his shoulders, reaching under the suit
to pull straight his bunched fatigues, fingering the toggles to make sure they were free of fabric. He ran
through a series of automatic motions culminating in the cinching of straps beneath each arm, pure
routine; but every time Madsen armoured-up like this, donning the hard suit that broadened his shoulders
and deepened his chest, he felt the change; a change from student to soldier, from average young man
to knight in ceramaplate armour.
He went to the Armourer for the final suit lock. Six quick pops with a pneumatic ratchet and his suit
was combat ready, secured tightly to the toggles in Madsen's harness. Approaching the rifle stand, quickly
now for he was running late, Madsen selected the weapon assigned to him (to his suit, he recalled with a
roll of the eyes, his suit) and waited for the audible 'clink' that meant the rifle stand had scanned and
accepted the suit's indentitag and unlocked his weapon. Armed, armoured, and late as hell, Madsen
hastened from the armoury and back up to Top Level.
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Sergeant Arroyo seemed in a forgiving mood, contenting himself with a grimace and cold stare in
Madsen's direction as he saluted and hurried past. Top Level was kept mostly open for the sake of aerial
transports, but the area immediately surrounding the stairwells and lift doors was dominated by
communications gear and makeshift offices. Madsen dodged through this hodgepodge of collapsible
prefab structures and equipment sheds, stepping over the taped-down power conduits that snaked their
way through the maze like creeping vines on a jungle floor, arriving finally at the guardhouse.
As the last member of D-Shift to arrive Madsen was subject to the usual jeers and antics, including
a mock salute from the clowning Pitney; who took his eyes away from his dice game long enough to stand
rigidly at attention in his best parade-ground parody. As always, Palaniyappan wasn't so forgiving.
"Sleep well?" Patronizing, that's what Palaniyappan was. 'Pally' they all called him, a name that
surely must have gotten under his skin, though of course he'd never admit it. 'Regular Army' he called
himself, and technically that's just what he was, enlisting in the VAF three weeks before the Koralon
Incursion, barely enough time to get his dental records transferred to personnel. Looking at him now,
ramrod straight, vigilantly checking the comm-deck, Madsen could only shake his head. The poor guy truly
was delusional, he had gone through accelerated basic with the rest of them, the only difference being he
had a duty waiver from the VAF to hang on his wall.
A roar and the air filled with fluttering scrip, the useless Iskandrian paper money scattering to the
four corners of the room. Vance was on his feet, a smile quirking the corner of his mouth as he continued
to bellow at the unfortunate Pitney; whatever frustration had caused the outburst clearly forgotten as the
good-natured giant played his role to the hilt, threatening to insert the dice in Pitney's nostrils.
Madsen joined in the general laughter, but always he felt self-conscious about such things,
somewhat embarrassed. They were supposed to be soldiers right? While aliens and heartless synth's
threatened the safety of every man, woman, and child in Iskandria they were supposed to stand vigilant,
the last line of defence. Somehow it was disrespectful, the slovenliness, the lack of discipline, is this how
regular soldiers behaved? Regular soldiers who had known comrades killed, and had family to protect?
He took a seat next to Specialist Karenga, who seemed absorbed in scanning the empty expanse
of Top Level through the guardhouse window. She at least was doing something productive, or at least
soldierly, up here as they were for Top Level security. Vance had his arms locked around Pitney now,
flinging the little man around, legs kicking while he screamed laughter. Madsen wore a surface smile; he
really did like them all, even Pally, the brief but intense experience of accelerated basic had made the
whole company seem like a family, second platoon especially. Still, just when he was resigned to do the
job he volunteered for, just as he was ready to call himself a soldier, admittedly not a very good or
knowledgeable one but a person who would give his life for something greater, just when he felt he had
embraced that commitment he was pulled back to the other life, the life of scant responsibility (or was it,
in all honesty, irresponsibility?) that his fellow volunteers just didn't seem ready to abandon.
How was he going to be ready to do the million things a soldier had to do to survive if every time
he glanced at the guy next to him he was reminded of just how ill prepared all of them truly were? And for
all his enthusiasm Pally was even worse, he was so obviously as lost as the rest of them, just using the
pretence of military enthusiasm to camouflage his fear instead of the shenanigans and insubordination
practised by the majority of the company. Madsen hated these thoughts, hated feeling anything other than
camaraderie with his fellow soldiers, but he just couldn't shake the idea that now, more than any other time
in their lives, they could all benefit from a little honesty instead of trying so hard to be two things at once
and failing to be either.
But that was life in the IDF, he probably couldn't expect much more from an organization that
hadn't even existed five months ago. How many had volunteered when the Koralon came, and how many
more in response to the Syntha? Certainly tens of thousands, and the best of those could now find their
way to the frontline thanks to the community security groups that handled law enforcement and refugee
assistance programs in the Viridian Quarter.
Madsen looked around the small guardroom, at
Sec-Net Bulletin. Gate 3,059/tag ISK >sub SYN<, d.3177.05.01
the foolery of Vance and Pitney and the selfI have verified with field operative OBERST (t.334-WE55) the figures for core wave readings along
important Palaniyappan. The best had made it to
the border to Syntha Sector 89. Of course further confirmation was impossible, as none of the
the frontline all right.
remote probes I detached lasted more than 17 seconds in Syntha airspace. That our satellite data
shows no indication of an increase in Syntha production only underlies the long-term nature of this
threat - whatever army they have hidden underground must represent the careful work of years.
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Karenga, perhaps detecting his mood, gave him a good-natured dig in the arm, choosing a piece
of unarmoured flesh as her target. "Would you rather be out with Sonny, that it?"
"Damn right," he said, rubbing his arm, flinching inwardly at the petulance in his own voice. Noting
Karenga's unease at his tone he softened, trying for a smile. "Yea Karey, I would rather be out with the
rest of second instead of, well, instead of stuck here doing nothing."
Cocking her head she regarded him from the corner of her eyes, evaluating. "Never had you
pegged for the guts-'n’-glory type, maybe you're spending too much time around him." She aimed a glance
at Palaniyappan, who seemed engrossed in running a systems diagnostic on the comms. Madsen looked
away, not returning her grin, sullen.
"Wait a second," the idea had struck him, suddenly, alarmingly. "Sonny and the rest of the 'toon
are out there, what about that fire this morning?"
Before she could answer Pitney, demonstrating an uncanny ability to eavesdrop, chirped up. "Not
us. Drones were right on top of it within minutes. Some buildings and cars, couple of dead junks. The grids
in that sector are still good so the buildings just foamed it all down, except for the cars; but they don't burn
long. Besides, Sonny is down by Corvine Chemical and Battery, way the hell the other side of there."
That would be Sergeant First Class Martia Sonder, commanding second platoon, one of many
non-commissioned officers to bear such a responsibility. While regular soldiers in the VAF were bumped
up to non-com status when the small Viridian garrison was rolled into the newly formed IDF, some career
types outside of the Special Forces with actual combat experience became the nucleus of a new frontline
officer corps, many with temporary brevet ranks or, simply, the position and authority of commissioned
officers. Sergeant First Class 'Sonny' Sonder and First Sergeant Iauscu Arroyo were two such officers.
And now the IDF was in the neutral zone, barely more than a superbly equipped militia force led
by a handful of officers as new to their command level as the colonial marines were to handling firearms.
Madsen wondered if it galled people like Pally and Vance and, come to think of it, Sergeant Arroyo that
they had to relinquish their Viridian citizenship to
be deployed to the frontlines. The IDF had to be
Sec-Net Bulletin. Gate 3,059/tag ISK >sub RRR<, d.3177.07.20
a purely Iskandrian venture to tiptoe around the
The recent detachment of yet another squadron of Red Guard from the Phaeros facility to the
letter of the Partition and Intervention Treaty with
spaceport is the continuation of a dangerous trend. Just because the aliens have not attacked the
relay we cannot assume it is not part of their plan, and I find the repeatedly posited notion that they
VASA, and that meant no homeworld citizens
prefer to allow us our comms for 'maximum terror value' of the flimsiest veracity. We do not and
could be actively engaged in military or
cannot know their intentions, and on this isolated spit of land, without my best troops, these things
intelligence operations inside the neutral zone,
only have to rise up out of the sea and take the beacon with no more effort than you or I would
what was known in better days as the free city of
spend in the swatting of a fly.
Iskandria.
Of course, the whole thing was made ridiculous
by the Syntha; occupying vast swathes of neutral territory to the south and essentially reneging on every
Tripartite treaty they had ever agreed to, clear back to the wars of secession. Not to mention that VASA
and Viridia both played host to an Iskandrian government in exile, politicians and administrators that had
fled the city centre ahead of the Syntha invasion; such shadow governments providing some semblance
of political identity for the vast flood of refugees in the Great Power Quarters, even if they were, more often
than not, merely rubber-stamp committees for Viridian or VASA decrees.
Madsen's thoughts had been drifting, wandering down familiar, well-trod corridors when suddenly
he noticed the guardroom had gone silent. He looked up to see Sergeant Arroyo standing in the doorway,
the rest of D-shift at attention and saluting. Madsen sprang to his feet, aware that Arroyo had been looking
in his direction, waiting.
"Right, you five fall in with first platoon at the double, assembling on Base Level." Confusion, a
strange order. Arroyo seemed peculiar, peering at each of them as if searching their faces. He looked
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down for a moment, hands clasped tight behind his back, heels bouncing gently, introspective. He cleared
his throat.
"Better to tell you now." It was clear to Madsen that something was very wrong with the Sergeant,
and the rest of D-shift was quick to pick up on the same signals, themselves broadcasting perceptible
signs of agitation despite their formal posture. Arroyo continued, looking ahead. "As of eleven-thirty hours
you are hereby transferred to my command, as are any survivors of second platoon."
A gasp, Pitney's; general confusion. Arroyo chomped down now, under control. "Sonny…Sergeant
Sonder ran into something around that CCB plant, synths, junks, we don't know. We've got positive ID on
fourteen fatalities, the drones have found all but two." He looked at them all, stern but also somehow
commiserating. "We don't have positive suit idents on all the bodies, we're going by visual count, but
Sergeant Sonder and Corporal Fernandez are confirmed KIA."
Madsen felt light-headed, the news was an unreal thing; like the intimate details of a stranger's
life, or a foreign concept that needed more effort than he could muster to truly understand. He looked
around at D-shift, the paltry remnants of their entire platoon, looked in their faces for some hint of how he
should be reacting, a clue that might let him hold on to the thoughts that kept fleeing his mind, something
to make this new, unwelcome reality part of the day-to-day world he inhabited. He could find neither
guidance nor solace in his squad mates, some visibly as uprooted as he, others sealed tight in a soldier's
façade.
Arroyo allowed them a moment to digest the news before continuing. "The whole company is
getting shuffled, second and third were always understrength, we're rolling everyone that's fighting fit into
first and hitting the NZ, Captain Mazembe commands, Lieutenant Evans remains with Third and will
reconstitute the company when MP5 is reinforced." He was grim now, clenching and unclenching his jaw,
a bone-pulse in hollow cheeks. "This is serious, but I don't have to tell you that. If I had my way I'd head
the whole division south for a smash ‘n' trash of everything within the Syntha held neutral zone. That's why
we need to know just what happened at CCB, so we know where to point the gun."
"So fall in with your new platoon, we go heavy into this fight so grab full kits when you head down
level. Tonight we bivouac somewhere in the Four Bridges Industrial Sector, which is a whole damn citysized patch of plants and fabricators, all abandoned and right under the nose of the synths, a real mess
you'd need a brigade to sweep if you were going to do it property. Instead, it's just us, first platoon and
some elements of the Fourth Recon that are already deep in the NZ, doing a pinpoint recee over to CCB
and back.
"Specialist Karenga," Arroyo's sudden attention made the normally unflappable Karenga start.
"Third could use another systems op, you may stay here if you wish." He regarded her coolly, no hint of
how she should take his proposal.
Karenga shook her head, said quietly, "No way am I missing this Sarge."
"Good," Arroyo wearing the same grim expression, continued, "Get your gear, we're moving out in
ten." He nodded, surveying them, black eyes burning. Turning, he left.
Madsen exchanged weighty glances with D-shift, there in the tiny guardroom he had yearned to
break away from an hour ago. Vance and Pitney both had sobered, the smaller man looking fierce and
pale. Madsen was almost alarmed to see the sadness in Pally's eyes, the genuine emotion there recasting
the man's proud bearing into something poetical, noble. Karenga held his gaze the longest, and what he
saw there was as profound a type of love as any two people could share; friendship and the soldier's fellow
feeling and something else, a pure, unalloyed sentiment, purged of any selfish motive by the hot fires of
mortality-that newly glimpsed consuming flame that had redrawn the lines of their existence.
He looked again at his companions, people he had never really known, and wished for all their
sakes that they could somehow go back to pretending.
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The Balance of Power
…[Signatories] hereby recognize the absolute
equivalencies of rights and obligations manifest in
the other participant nations and pledge to uphold
these standards both in letter and spirit, taking as
their first principle that of balance and harmonious
equality…
The Iskandrian Partition and Intervention
Treaty, Article 1A
The shape of the conflict on Kyklops resembles
nothing else in human experience, an escalating
war between all four of the Tripartite Powers of
mankind and their mortal enemy, the Koralon.
Alliances shift from day-to-day, treaties are
subverted or thrown aside, skirmishes flare into full
scale engagements and whole sectors are brought
to ruin in this battle - a battle that comes ever-closer
to erupting upon the galactic stage as a cataclysmic
civil war.
The Iskandrian War, as it is already being
described, began as a limited engagement in the
wake of the Koralon occupation of the planet,
relying primarily on irregular or makeshift forces
intended both to meet the need for soldiers and to
dodge the requirements of the VASA Partition and
Intervention Treaty. This treaty delineates the
nature of the garrison forces each of the Great
Powers may maintain in Iskandria, indeed in the
entire Arkadian-Helios Binary System, and it is the
most important determinant in the complexion of
the war as it has unfolded. While it may be true that
had the Treaty not existed and the Great Powers
been permitted the retention of their most powerful
weaponry the armies of Iskandria would have fared
better against the Koralon or, at the very least, may
have been less willing to intervene in the neutral
zone in the wake of the alien invasion, it is likewise
clear that, as the conflict escalates in intensity, the
limits of the Partition Treaty may be the only thing
preventing a full-scale pan-humanic civil war.
The Partition Treaty arose from a need to
jointly administer the newly occupied capital of the
Great Tyrant Iskander following his assassination
and the dissolution of his short-lived empire. The
people of Iskandria, more than those of most cities,
where of a highly diverse and cosmopolitan
background, consisting of volunteer settlers from
nearby systems, relocated populations of
conquered worlds, and immigrant citizens of the
Great Powers drawn to Iskandria for its
opportunities. So, while the majority of the
population looked to no outside power for
guidance, there were many within the city who did
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and, in the political chaos following the collapse of
Iskander's government and the defeat or defection
of much of his empire during the General's War,
many voices were raised to demand assistance
from the four Tripartite Powers. A VASA fleet, fresh
from its victory in the neighbouring Karnus System,
swiftly arrived in Arkadia to accept the surrender of
remnants of the Imperial government. But the call
for intervention had been heard by the other
powers, and when VASA convened the Territorial
Council to decide the fate of Iskandria the other
factions were on hand to demand their share of the
prize.
And what a prize it has proven to be.
Blessed with a potent grav-well in the form of the
Helios white dwarf star, the Arkadia / Helios System
was a natural centre for trade and navigation in a
sector of human space that was, despite
occasional conflicts, undergoing a demographic
and economic boom. Iskandria itself was a
staggering feet of engineering, possessing a robust
and high-tech infrastructure built around a rational
plan, constructed with the resources of Iskander's
conquered planets, and largely populated by skilled
and educated workers bought, borrowed, and
stolen from worlds across the galaxy. It lacked only
coherent and legitimate government and the
stability to perform up to its potential. The Tripartite
Powers soon brought it under their aegis and
integrated it into their own material and economic
nexus. Thus Kyklops became a rich but divided
world and, as the centuries unfolded, the divisions
only deepened into permanent partitions until each
Great Power's administrative zone became a kind
of exclusive enclave, a slice of the home planet
transplanted onto one of the great city-continents of
Iskandria.
As the Great Powers soon discovered
military escalation and the rhetoric of empire - that
bellicose face-off of the Tripartite Peace - was
better left on the galactic stage, and it was agreed
in a series of disarmament accords amended to the
original Administrative Treaty to limit the nature and
amount of weaponry and forces available to each of
the powers in the system. This series of accords
was to be collectively ratified as the Partition and
Intervention Treaty, which allowed only limited,
conventional forces to be present on the planet,
restricted the scope and nature of interference
within the greater part of the Iskandrian Free City
(the area often called the neutral zone), and
instituted a permanent program of arms inspections
administered by the jointly run Agency of
Assessment. It was a system that worked, all
factions seemingly in agreement that it was in their
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best interest for Iskandria to remain untroubled by
threats of war, and the city responded with a long
period of growth and prosperity - until the coming of
the Koralon.
One of the reasons the Partition Treaty was
so successful was precisely because Kyklops was
deep within a stable region of human space; it had
never been a frontier planet, having only been
settled long after its neighbouring systems. But in
limiting the threat to one another the Great Powers
also curtailed their ability to defend the system, and
many of the more sophisticated and effective
space-based weapons protecting other important
worlds were lacking in Arkadia. The Koralon met
with less resistance here than in any of the other
Gateworld systems that they subverted during the
Incursion, and their fleet incurred minimal loses.
This, of course, was the other principal factor in
determining the nature of the conflict on Kyklops,
and the presence of a powerful alien fleet in the
opening phases of the engagement prevented any
intervention by the homeworlds.
But mankind did not stay idle, and within
half a year of the invasion an enormous joint
expeditionary fleet smashed the Koralon cordon
and penetrated into the Arkadia / Helios Binary
System, relieving and reinforcing beleaguered
Iskandria.

The Reconquest of Arkadia
Ships are the backbone of empire.
Iskander,
Reflections (HoloRec DCCCVI bio, case a2)
Just as the Koralon pulled the remnants of their
incursion fleets together to create a powerful
defensive force in the Arkadia / Helios System, the
Great Powers (with the Syntha conspicuously
absent) amassed their own invasion force by
combining as many of their far-flung fleets as
practical. This process took a little over half a year,
in which time the conflict on Iskandria continued to
spiral out of control.
The Pan-Humanic Joint Fleet was
comprised of approximately 900 capital ships,
1,700 mainline battle vessels, 350 planetary
assault and/or transport ships, 2,200 assorted
freighters and support craft, and numerous class 'c'
or smaller vessels estimated at around 10,000.
Around seventy percent of these vessels took part
in fleet actions in one or more of the other
gateworld systems conquered during the incursion
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and, thanks to crew sharing and training, all combat
vessels could count at least some veterans of
Koralon fighting among their bridge command.
The sweeping success of tripartite naval
forces in defeating the incursion fleets is due
primarily to VASA's long planned reconquest of the
Rim. The rapid logistical and political mobilization
of the disparate elements of the pan-humanic
forces was conducted purely along the lines of
VASA's blueprint for a swift surprise assault on the
Koralon held colonies on the eastern galactic
frontier. So to the 'secret weapon' deployed by
tripartite fleets, the so called Trojan, was also the
result of this planned VASA assault, but it is yet
unclear how effective this mysterious weapon was
against the aliens and, hence, difficult to asses its
importance in the repulsion of the incursion.
Viridian Grand Admiral Tobias Cranmer
was appointed to head the combined fleet steadily
amassing in the Karnus System. Admiral Cranmer
was both the most experienced and most politically
acceptable commander qualified for the task, and
his brilliant conduct of the Actaeon campaign left
little doubt as to his ability. Cranmer's staff includes
VASA and Junker representatives, as well as
liaisons from coalitions and independent colonies
that contributed vessels to the fleet.
After a long period of supplying and
refitting the joint fleet, and waiting for the rushproduced vessels begun in the initial days of the
incursion to augment their numbers, Cranmer
ordered the attack. His previous probing foray
revealed what he believed to be the Koralon's
intended defensive strategy: patiently waiting for
the bulk of the tripartite fleet to shunt in before
engaging it from all directions simultaneously in an
effort to lure the balance of the human force into the
system and destroy it.
Cranmer devised a variant of that famous
tactic of misdirection, Takher's Gambit, for his
opening assault. Seven small fleets of between five
and twelve of the fastest vessels, mostly modified
VASA Harrier class cruisers, where sent through
the Helios grav-well in random intervals over a ten
day period. These fleets each accelerated away
from the well on different headings, but at
maximum velocity, their skeleton crews handpicked
from among the youngest and toughest available.
Suspended in acceleration gell-tanks, these men
and women had to endure a constant five g's, with
no respite, for upwards of a week. Periodically the
ships released robotic probes and 'dumb' objects of
varied, and it was hoped confusing, properties.
Such objects were referred to as 'slug candy,' and
they proved irresistible.

The Admiral's gamble paid-off as the Koralon,
presumably alarmed and intrigued, could no longer ignore
this inexplicable human behavior. Trusting to their warpbubble technology to get them back to the grav-well if
needed, the Koralon detached multiple elements of their
scattered fleet to interdict the mysterious human vessels.
Meanwhile primitive, boomerang-style micro-probes had kept
up a constant passive surveillance oscillating loops between
the Helios and Karnus sides of the well. Once their sub-ether
arrays detected numerous warp signatures, the telltale sign
of a Koralon phase-shunting jump, Cranmer shunted the
vanguard of the tripartite fleet into the Arkadia-Helios System
with orders to immediately engage the enemy.
Fully a third of the Koralon fleet that had waited in
positions around the Helios well had been detached by
Cranmer's feint, but the human fleet could only count on a
small interval in which to press this advantage. Many of
Cranmer's advisors had urged him to use a force outfitted
with Trojan devices during the assault, citing the enormous
success such tactics had enjoyed thus far. But Cranmer was
unwilling to risk his bridgehead on an already over-exploited
weapon system, and one not suited to the nature of the
encounter. Instead, he deployed an unconventional new
device based firmly on thoroughly understood principles of nspace physics. It was his second big gamble.
Cranmer had modified a handful of battle-ancient
Viridian Dreadnaughts into 'Warp-Diggers,' replacing their
turbo-lasers with the enormous wide band xasers normally
found only on space stations and star-factories. As the panhumanic vanguard surged into the Arkadia / Helios System
and engaged the waiting aliens, these Diggers sped to the
last monitored coordinates of the Koralon fleets that had
warped away from the well in pursuit of Cranmer's probing
gambit. Trusting that these fleets would return to the exact
same position rather than spend time recalculating a new
heading, the Warp-Diggers blasted these areas with their

powerful xasers - resulting in a warp splash powerful enough
to either destroy or hopelessly scatter the returning Koralon
fleets as they attempted to navigate their way back through
the n-space.
The engagement then developed into a more
conventional battle, with the Tripartite fleet soon gaining the
upper hand, especially once they received the processed
intelligence reports of the VASA listening post on Thule,
which had secretly monitored Koralon fleet activity since the
invasion. The quick relief landing force earmarked for the
reinforcement of Iskandria was augmented to include even
more military transports and re-entry freighters once it
became clear that the Koralon were pulling their forces back
to reconsolidate their damaged fleets. Thus the beleaguered
armies of Iskandria received men and material enough to
quadruple their war-making capacity, but already the
cooperation that won such a stunning victory in the cold
depths of space is breaking down in the tropical heat of the
metropolis; and that long line of soldiers issuing from landers
in the VASA, Viridian, and Junker Sectors may soon be
facing one another across the rubble-choked streets of the
neutral zone, where the battle for man's future has only just
begun.
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The first gleam of morning transformed the nighttime city, adding twilight grey to the glossy palette of
black and cold white-silver. What had been pinpricks of light in the distance gained shape; backlit, the
eastern cityscape deepened as it gained flesh, first the highest building tops, then the lines of walls and
lesser roofs, a many-shaped thicket of receding forms growing shadows as Arkadia spilled its light over
the city. Then colours, the first hints of pink soon overpowered by orange horizons, but the streets
themselves white with morning's mist. A new day, and Fukugawa, sitting high atop a 'scraper, greeted
the dawn in repose, serene, a sword by his side.
As night became day Fukugawa sat, absorbing the transforming world, noting the shifting colour,
the first faint stirrings of the morning sea breeze, the wetness that clung to his face and hands and
slicked the plasticrete beneath him. The changing moment in all its infinite gradients, to experience it
was to know life, the transient transformation of this moment to the next, the last moment to this, all
moments an eternal now that would last for no time at all. Fukugawa was between time when he heard
a sound behind him, and knew he was not alone.
"Fukugawa-sama." She was behind him, but Fukugawa did not turn. He could see her clearly in
his mind's eye, bent on one knee in obeisance, her great, articulated wings fanning upward, a knifewinged angel.
"Report to me Ojoo-san, what of the arena-slaves?" he said.
"They continue their course eastward, just now I left them, their leader fought a successful duel
against a subordinate. It is she that carries the antique capsule." Her voice was as a child's, honeysmooth and light.
"It is good." Fukugawa stood, straightening with an economy of motion that seemed a kind of
levitation. He turned to the Dragonfly, bid her rise. "You will follow, watch only. No transmissions. Use
the signal pulse and each new day, when the sun first strikes the city's shore, you will signal to me here.
I will watch for you." She was very young, small-framed as all of her kind, innocent until one noticed her
killer's eyes. Lightly he stroked her cheek, teak-brown fingers sliding over porcelain skin. Her expression
lightened, an almost smile.
"Go, Ojoo-san, and remain unseen. I will send your sisters to you when the time to act has
come. Obey me in this." A formal bow, wings unfurling. A few steps and she was gone, gliding downward
on graviton wings.
Fukugawa, scabbarded sword in hand, left the rooftop by other means; down stairs linking
empty floors in an empty building, past wide spaces tight with nested cubicles and executive offices
resplendent in imitation wood. Leaving the stairwell at the fifteenth floor he strode through tidy corridors
to a narrow office blotched with damp, its open window edged with shards of shattered duroplaz.
Through this Fukugawa leapt.
Another roof, and down, abandoned spaces like any other, quietly frozen afterimages of times
past. Saner times. Fukugawa, though existing outside the sunlit world of the people who had worked in
these buildings, people living conventional lives of conventional scope, could agree that these days
were bad indeed. The surface world was gone here in Iskandria's free city, the neutral zone, and now
the Underworld lie exposed, a dying symbiot, planning and fighting for the return to those saner times.
Fukugawa Jiro was top boss of Wind Ringing Bell clan, and as underboss of Five Clans South
he was one of six captains reporting directly to Boss Sakai, the second most powerful crime lord in
Iskandria. 'Little' Sakai, sometimes called Tiger Shifting, ran the illicit activities of fifty sectors, no goods
were lifted, no organ jacked, no hit contracted without Sakai's knowledge. It was the way of the clans,
called Triads by outsiders, and only through the clans could the Shadow Market and the Floating World
operate as they did, alongside the more conventional mechanisms of Iskandrian society. Fukugawa ran
one such clan; he was the head of a family business with roots stretching back to antiquity.
Fukugawa's winding progress took him to street level, through a narrow alley connecting the
loading dock of an imports store with the waste yard of an autofabricator, to a door in the shadowed
alcove of a switchback. Spy-eyes scanned him, unseen even by one who knew where to look, and the
door opened, far thicker than it appeared, a vault door, the safe house door. A single guard bowed
welcome and Fukugawa nodded assent, satisfied by what he saw in the man's eyes.
He thinks I'm mad to walk alone, a target for the other clans, or even the Syntha, but he
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wonders what I know that he does not, what it is that lets an old man walk unafraid and unguarded
through the city streets. He is in awe of me; he knows the boss is not a normal man, but more than that,
much more.
This was the Old Way, and the Old Ways were best. Fukugawa has seen the bosses of the new
generation, vicious, emotional, eager to show their status. They ran their crews like fat little princes,
bedecked with glittering wearable-wealth, ruling through tantrum threats and cavorting with their men as
if they were still but hired thugs, newly minted to crime. Such was the underboss Togomi Ichiro, called
Black Dagger, who had recently brought much shame to his family, and by extension all of Wind Ringing
Bell clan to which his family owed allegiance.
Fukugawa pushed such thoughts aside as he strode through the many rooms and twisting halls
of his home; through the storehouses crammed with the exotic and mundane in ever shifting variety and
past the contrasting empty spaces of the dojo where classes in the killing arts were taught by old
masters, further along and he passed the general armoury, its pair of guards bowing deeply in his wake,
as did a group of retainers returning from patrol, their full armour bearing the clan's mon; once down a
flight of stairs the chill wind of the tunnels struck him, but he did not enter the broad corridor that lead to
the secret under-city web of passages, instead moving hurriedly along, past yet more guards and the
vehicle bay where a handful of Oni battlesuits stood silently, not looking, sparing but a glance at the lab
where a few technicians stooped over the dismembered corpse of an androsynth, another turn and a
sharp rise, and warmth on the other side of a heavy metal door. Fukugawa nodded greeting to his
private staff, his closest relations, men and women to whom he entrusted his life. Here was the control
centre for his family and clan, here was his home.
One of his sons looked up from the comm-console, a beautifully made desk of polished
hardwood and inlaid ivory, "Lord, urgent encryption from VASA liaison Shimazu, he asks for your
personal attention."
Fukugawa's face revealed no reaction, but such a strange request from VASA was irritating;
instead of going through the top boss of Five Clans South they were contacting him? If this was a game
of divide and rule they had best be careful in whom they invite to play, Fukugawa disliked such games.
Before he could frame his reply Fukugawa noticed the shoji screen separating his private offices
from the control centre was partially open, sign that an important guest was within. Frowning, now visibly
displeased, he said, "We have important family guest and you burden me with outsider requests? Have
my sons forgotten their names as well as their manners?"
Without looking back to see their shame, for they were, after all, good sons of whom he was
proud, Fukugawa entered his private offices, closing the screen. There to greet him with a deep bow
was old Takehisi Taro, respected senior in the Togomi family hierarchy. Fukugawa received his greeting
and, taking his place behind an ornate desk, motioned that Takehisi should sit and speak.
"Fukugawa-sama, for too long has my nephew, Black Dagger Togomi, behaved as an errant
child." Takehisi sat very straight, but age betrayed his nervousness in the flutter of his hands. "So, Lord,
I have done what needed doing, and I give myself to you as one who has broken family law."
It was then that Fukugawa noticed the plastiform box next to the old man's chair, the insulated
kind for the transport of prepared food. He nodded his head, Takehisi had solved an intolerable situation
but in so doing had forfeited his life.
"Takehisi-sama," Fukugawa went to him, lifted him gently to his feet so the two stood, formally,
facing one another. "You bring honour to your family, and to our clan. You will of course be permitted to
take your own life, in the time and manner of your choosing. I have spoken." Before Takehisi departed
Fukugawa bowed in deep respect, as one bows to a lord or teacher, and the look of relief on the old
man's face was replaced by a stern pride. All the threads of Takehisi's life now fell into place, the pattern
of his days now clear, whole, given purpose by a noble end. He exited a complete man, with honour.
Alone, Fukugawa lifted the plastiform box, placing it on his desk. Removing the lid he beheld the
severed head of Togomi Ichiro, one time Black
Dagger, staring back. The Old Ways were best.
Sec-Net Bulletin. Gate 3,059/tag ISK >sub XENO<, d.3177.08.22
Based on drone surveys of 38 Sectors directly in the spore dispersal path, and the information
contained in the Rausch Report (Raush, Vasiliy t.1-EEO-7879) spread of the mutanagenic coraline
must be considered at well-above pandemic levels. Accurate estimates of the numbers of infected
are difficult without more data, but are conservatively estimated at 130 million. Xenomorphic
conversation rate is also difficult to determine, but out of the 744 test specimens allowed to gestate
to completion, 741 of them successfully reached their functional Hybrid end stage.
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The Viridian Sector
We can accept that there are many more battles to
fight, but how many of you are willing to champion
the unpopular view that things cannot go back to
the way they were? It is our duty as the birthplace
of mankind to assume the leadership of this new
struggle, and we can no more be content with our
allies than we can with ourselves. Can no one here
understand that it was the status quo that nearly
spelled our annihilation?
Academician N.M. Dirac
in an open session of the Viridian Assembly
The north shore of Iskandria Major serves as a
startling contrast to the surrounding cityscape, here
the endless march of steel and duroplaz gives way
to lush green jungle and orchards, clean parks and
vibrant forests. Rising from this verdant sea like a
scattering of diamonds are the solar cities of the
Viridians, enormous self-contained domicile units
that contain an entire support system for their
inhabitants, from food-processors and consumer
goods manufactories to entertainment complexes
and medical centres - all powered by the clean
energy solar panels that track the movement of
Arkadia across the sky each day to maximize their
gain.
The Viridian Sector is the breadbasket and
power plant of Iskandria, supplying much of the
planets nutritional and energy needs via its
intensive agribusiness and clean energy practices the foundation of Viridian economic strength. The
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intensive cultivation of hybrid forests and
croplands, in addition to ultra-efficient hydroponics
yields, ensures a wide-variety of terrestrial crops
are available for consumption. Both fish and kelp
farming, as well as deep sea harvesting, also
provide a tremendous amount of Iskandrian dietary
needs. But the Viridian genius for agriculture does
not stop at such simple produce, for their output of
whole foods is dwarfed by their production of
biopastes; a primary ingredient in many foodstuffs
manufactured throughout Iskandria. Biopastes are
recycled and purified organic matter available in
different protein densities, primarily consisting of
fish paste and extracts from the aquatic and
terrestrial agri-industries.
New Fontain is the primary city in the
Viridian Sector, consisting of a conglomeration of
some twenty-three smaller solar cities and
manufacturing centres linked by a web of
monorails. It lies on the southern border of the
Solar District and is well placed to take advantage
of trade and business contacts with the Free City to
the south, and it has long had the most
cosmopolitan population of any city in the Viridian
Districts. Its importance has only grown during the
present conflict as it is the headquarters of the Free
City Assembly in Exile as well as the Iskandrian
Defence Force, in addition to being the major
manufacturing, logistical, and staging area for all
Viridian military operations on the planet.
Neo-Karas, located in the mountainous
northwest of the Cordillera District, is the political
and intellectual capital of the sector and serves as
the seat for the Viridian Assembly of Iskandria.

Nestled amongst vast acreages of wind farms and
high-altitude cropland, Neo-Karas is a transport
and communication hub between the Viridian
Sector and the neighbouring VASA Sector, its skyport and monorail stations always busy with the
flow of traffic to and from these sectors.
A direct line leads from Neo-Karas to the
massive industrial port of Seabreak, in the
Marakata District, the largest port of its kind on the
planet. Seabreak's fisher fleet and sea-farming
industries are responsible for some forty-percent of
the Viridian Sector's total aquatic produce - the
endless alternating bands of cultivated grey and
green that spread horizonward from Seabreak
transform this region of the Nephrite Ocean into a
kind of oceanic farmland. Seabreak is also home to
the Viridian Surface Navy of Iskandria which,
though traditionally little more than a patrol and
rescue service, has recently become essential in
combating the Koralon threat - the undersea alien
colonies that lie beneath the waters to the north.
Unfortunately Seabreak was amongst the hardest
hit by the Koralon spore infection that spread
southward in the early weeks of the invasion, for
much of the city is built along unconventional openair principles rather than the easily sealed solar city
design, and intense fighting with hybrid elements in
the city continues.
A very different coastal city is Duncan,
located in a remote eastern outcrop of land called
Karnasus District. Duncan is completely owned an
operated by Inter-Planetary Pioneers, one of the
most powerful and pervasive of Viridian
corporations. The city actually predates the

presence of Viridia itself on Iskandria, IPP having
been one of the two main contractors hired by the
Karnisian Free Traders, and later Iskander himself,
to terraform the planet. Much of the biota used to
convert Kyklop's atmosphere was first cultivated
and spread from this city (then more of a huge
regulated greenhouse than an actual city), and
much of the richness of the soil in the Viridian
sector is due to the intensive build up of organic
matter originating from this point. The city today is
still extremely important in maintaining Kyklops'
environment, and boasts a large number of
desalination and weather control facilities. But
today Duncan is primarily a secret research base,
open only to IPP personnel and affiliate scientists,
as well as certain members of the VAF and civilian
government. It is rumoured that a new submarine
program has been initiated here with designs on
taking the war to the Reef Cities of the Koralon
themselves.

The Iskandrian Defence
Force
A soldier's strength lies with three factors,
motivation, training, and equipment. Of the three,
motivation is primary; without it the best training
and the best guns will get you nowhere; with it a
group of average men and women can be made
into an unstoppable force. Motivation is at the core
of the IDF.
General Vonic Isambard,
Commander of the Iskandrian Defence Force
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Viridians have always favoured direct action when
confronted with a crisis, but the convoluted nature
of the present Iskandrian disaster has taxed their
ability to wage conventional war on the scale to
which they are accustomed. Unlike the Syntha the
Viridians adhered to the letter of the Partition Treaty
and limited their forces in the system to a small
garrison and core of technical specialists, mostly
military engineers leased to various private
business concerns within the Viridian Sector. And
while the Junkers and VASA each had irregular
forces through which they could act in the neutral
zone and remain, at least ostensibly, within the
bounds of legality, Viridia had to create theirs from
scratch. Thus was born the Iskandrian Defence
Force, an unprecedented mobilization of
manpower and industry that is as much a testament
to the Viridian genius for adaptation as it is to the
courage of the hundreds of thousands of volunteers
who comprise its members.
The Koralon and Syntha invasions threw
Iskandria into chaos, and whole sectors were
depopulated as citizens fled to the apparent safety
of the Great Power sectors. The Viridians received
the largest number of refugees, as their reputation
for humanitarianism and their close economic and
cultural attachment to life in the Free City made
them the natural choice for much of the population
of Iskandria Major. While these refugees put a
strain on Viridian resources they also provided
opportunities in the form of political legitimacy for a
new military organization and much of the raw
manpower to staff it.
The Free City Assembly in Exile comprises
most of the political authorities of the Iskandrian
Neutral Zone and, while VASA has established a
similar body (the Emergency Municipal Council) the
Viridian sponsored body enjoys a broader base of
legitimacy. After all, it controls a volunteer military
organization a quarter of a million strong, the
Iskandrian Defence Force, which has plunged
headlong into the conflict in the neutral zone in
order to protect the territorial and economic
integrity of the Free City and stave off hostile
actions by competing irregular forces and the
Koralon themselves. So far the IDF has met with
mixed results, but as this new army gains
experience and as more sophisticated techniques
and weapons are developed to suit the unique
conditions of the Neutral Zone it has become an
ever more formidable fighting force.
The IDF, all pretence aside, is of course an
appendage of the Viridian Armed Forces, though
the majority of its new recruits are natives of the
Free City. But from the highest tier of command to
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the line officers in charge of leading this
inexperienced volunteer army one finds only career
VAF soldiers, most of whom have been recently
promoted to fulfil new command level requirements
in an ever-growing force. Thus, many noncommissioned officers have found temporary
commissions as platoon commanders while
capable lieutenants have been assigned full
companies. The head of the IDF himself, General
Vonic Isambard, was a brigade commander prior to
the outbreak of hostilities on Iskandria, and it is
thought by many that the inexperience of most of
the IDF senior staff at their present command level
has resulted in less operational efficiency than in
customary in a body such as the VAF.
But the IDF also possesses an
unprecedented degree of rank mobility for those
who have proven themselves capable under fire
and, as a body, it has seen a great deal of action
and thus a great many opportunities to identify
leadership talent in its fresh recruits. Mindful of its
shortcomings the emphasis for the IDF has been
on encouraging initiative and creativity at the
tactical level, and many capable commanders that
may normally have been promoted to deal with the
organizational crisis have been retained on the
frontlines. The platoons and companies that see
the most action in the neutral zone have become
not only the tip of the IDF spear point in contested
sectors, but also the crucible from which new talent
emerges.
While the IDF may appear structurally
identical to the VAF on paper, with a traditional
platoon-company-battalion-regiment-brigadedivision structure, much of this is misleading. As
mentioned emphasis has been placed on tactical
coherency and low-level command, and thus overstrength battalions or regiments have become the
primary manoeuvre and command elements in the
field, acting in much the same way as a brigade
might in a more conventional conflict. While the IDF
retains higher-level divisions within the army these
are generally for administrative purposes only.
This 'lead from the front' mentality is due in
part of course to the urban environment of
Iskandria, but also to the character and equipment
of the IDF trooper. For all its ad hoc qualities the
IDF is extremely well equipped, and the
sophisticated protective, optical, communications,
medical, and intelligence gathering technologies
available to the IDF soldier go a long way toward
rectifying his inexperience. So too have career
soldiers and specialists of the VAF, such as the
commandos of the Special Forces and the deadly
Shock Marines, made an impact on the field

disproportionate to their numbers. But it is the
motivation of the common IDF soldier, often a
refugee and native of the Free City, that has proven
most decisive in the conflict. More than any of the
other forces employed by the Great Powers the IDF
can truly be said to be fighting to protect their
home.

The Viridians at War
Just show me where the fight is.
Major Icarus Trask,
'Viridian Lions' Off-World Regiment
The intitial stages of the Iskandrian War were
chaotic episodes of ad hoc organizations and
makeshift armies dealing with unforeseen and, in
some cases unimaginable, threats. The Viridian's
ability to rapidly mobilize and equip a field army
while simultaneously stabilizing their domestic
population and providing internal security as well as
humanitarian relief for the streams of free city
refuges that fled northward has been second to
none. However political constraints, such as an
unwillingness to abandon the letter of the Tripartite
Partition and Intervention Treaty and an insistence
on procedural formalities in its dealings with the
Free City Assembly in Exile, have hampered the
speed and decisiveness with which it could have
acted.
Luckily, the IDF ranks are free of such
constraints, and the ability of forward command
elements to act decisively and mostly autonomously
has lead to an unprecedented degree of success at
the front. But this flexibility has come at a price for,
though it was always the Viridian intention to
maintain a wide defensive front while seeking some
kind of peaceful end to the conflict with the other
Tripartite Powers, field commanders have chosen to
prosecute the war in the most direct and efficient
means possible - and this seldom proves to be the
most politically expedient.
An example of this can be seen in the
Preswerd Wold incident that has significantly
worsened relations between Viridia and VASA. A
small VASA detachment in the New Thane Sector,
which lies close to the two powers' mutual borders,
had cordoned off the Preswerd Wold arboretum that
was full of dozens of mutated hybrids. An IDF
platoon from the 4th Tactical Brigade was engaged
in kill sweeps of the area, seeking out those infested
with coraline and destroying them. The Viridian
Sector in this area has very porous borders, and its
lush vegetation has proven an ideal hiding spot for
the thousands of hybrids spilling northward every

day. The VASA team had orders to hold the
creatures until they could be captured for study,
believing these could hold an answer to the
infection. Viridian Sergeant Yath, however, had a
different idea, and felt he was acting in full
compliance with his orders when he disarmed the
VASA suppressor team and destroyed the
arboretum with controlled demolitions and fire
bombs. VASA was of course outraged by the
incident, but such is the latitude given to IDF field
officers, many of which are new appointees.
The IDF limited its operations to Iskandria
Major, establishing a solid defensive position as far
south as the Four Bridges Sector (which they lost to
the Koralon), the Pergama Sector and Iskander's
Mausoleum, and the Vomeen Bal Sector that they
hold jointly with VASA. They have created
numerous field headquarters and Mobilization
Points (MPs), some of which resemble plasticrete
fortresses, and had settled down to a defence in
depth until the arrival of reinforcements - with new
VAF leadership - and then launched the Iskandrian
War into its second, deadlier phase.
Nearly ten new VAF Divisions were landed
from orbit to bolster the Viridian military during
Operation Arkadian Dawn, and thousands of tonnes
of hardware, equipment, and supplies. Already the
VAF, which had decided to ignore the Partition
Treaty, has committed a large force - comprising
mostly of veteran Off-World Regiments of Viridian
natives - to the retaking of the Koralon infested
centre of Iskandria. Not only have they moved on
the Four Bridges Sector but they have sent a
formidable force to the Acreus Sector on Iskandria
Minor. This force has already seen heavy fighting
with both the Koralon and a tremendous Gladiator
army under the Warlord Hamilcar that seems to be
acting independently of Junker command.
A new offensive has also been planned
against the Syntha in the centre of Iskandria, all
pretence at treaty rights having been abandoned.
Many of the new generation of military battlesuits,
the CLAUs, have been earmarked especially for this
campaign, in an effort to offset the Syntha's
advantages of mobile firepower. Thus far the VAF
and IDF has limited itself to probing forays and
search and destroy patrols against the Syntha all
along the neutral zone front, but the highly mobile
Syntha's raids and feints into Viridian rear areas has
checked the VAF's willingness to commit too much
of their front line to an invasion thus far. Attempts to
enlist VASA aid for a mutual strike against the
Syntha have so far been rebuffed, VASA preferring
to pursue its own ends unfettered by Viridian
involvement.
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Avicea was bleeding, her nose an oozing mass of flattened tissue, her chest painted crimson by the
flowing wound at the base of her neck; a ragged flap of flesh near torn off by Kalax's teeth. She resisted
the urge to staunch the flow, feeling the warmth slide beneath her harness, quickening as it rolled over her
damp skin, merging and diluting with her sweat. She bared her bloody teeth in challenge.
Kalax circled, moving to Avicea's off-hand with his shield held low. He leered. A pillar of tawny
muscle and worm-white scars, a taperless, blunt mass of fighting flesh, Kalax was the strongest of the
Secutors assigned to Avicea's maniple, strongest and least likely to submit to the rule of a rival, especially
in the lawless spaces of the neutral zone.
"Not gimmicks nor blade-dancing, nor teams of harlots can save you now." He grinned blackly,
moving further along Avicea's left-hand side, sliding his boots through the rubble of the street. She watched
his feet and kept her facing, moving slowly back, shifting, shifting, finding the room to stretch her broad
blade before her. They faced each other in the damp of the pre-dawn, Amazonia and Secutor, the morning
mist diffusing the streetlights' pale glow.
His back was to a burnt-out grav-car now, she heard the scrape of his armoured greave as it drug
along the bubbled black plastic of the fuselage. He circled still. Kalax had caught her by surprise before,
crying challenge as he brought his shield-boss smashing upward into her face. Avicea had reeled as he
barrelled into her, trying to knock her off her feet, bludgeoning her again with his head before biting her,
slavering and growling like a pit beast on the Arena floor. She had brought both fists up to connect with
his jaw, a weak blow, but enough to separate them. Somehow she had lost her pistol in the struggle, but
was furious enough not to miss it.
Kalax gestured with his fist-blade, stabbing the air between them. "Ain't no ways you'll lord it over
me, your women's tricks ain't of no use in the Games, and ain't of no use here neither. Yield to me and I'll
let-"
Avicea lunged, spearing at Kalax's face in a feint before quickly sweeping her blade in a
backhanded cross to avoid his block. She sidestepped, pivoting, reversing the sword in a looping arc while
Kalax bulled forward, missing her by a hand's-breadth but still charging, prisoner to his momentum. Her
spin described a full circle, her blade whistling back to its starting point, sharply, biting deep into Kalax's
exposed back as he tumbled past. He fell.
Leaning on her sword Avicea caught her breath as Kalax's spent the last of his in laboured
rasping. She wiped slick blood from her face and lifted her head to regard the rest of her maniple standing
silently in the shadow of the dispatch office that had been their camp. Deliberately, almost theatrically, she
turned her back to them and went to retrieve her autopistol.
"Was his first loss, he was undefeated in the Arena, twenty-four and oh, that was just his single
combats." The rumbling voice of Pig, the Myrmillo, rolled across the silence.
"Perhaps," Avicea, voice faint, cleared her throat and spat a bead of red. "Perhaps that is why he
lies dead at my feet, and why none of you will be so stupid as to repeat his mistake." A clear challenge.
"And if you are, then, I'll have it out with you right this instant and will have no more questioning."
They were silent, not cowed, no, not these killers, but cautious as those who have lived alongside
death learn to be. A few of them were insane, driven so through an intimate acquaintance with horror, all
of them were cold, flint-hearted and hard, but they were all members of a group, a proudly self-aware
family of warriors, and the language of the group spoke to them. They knew where to bestow respect, and
Avicea, in their eyes, had earned what previously had been a titular rank. They looked at her now as their
leader in fact and word.
Next to the rounded mass of Pig, his bare flesh the shiny pink of burn-scars, the gaunt figure of
Skelus spoke. "We ain't having any questions of you, Decurion, Kalax were just mad on skull-rot, what we
found bags of in that stuck grav-barge." Skelus hefted her shock lance and slid a withering eye over the
assembled maniple, "you'll see no more repeats of such from this lot, or I'll bury my lance in their tenders."
This was met with a scattering of laughter and a few contemptuous remarks.
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Avicea gave the order to strike camp. She was Decurion, commander, though she did not relish
the task. Gladiatrix in the Great Arena, performer, killer, she had been part of a troupe of Amazonian
fighters specializing in team events, coordinated small unit assaults calculated for maximum
showmanship. Naturally the fighters of her stable had been assigned to leadership roles in the strange
new irregular force mobilized by the Junkers, roles for which they alone had at least some qualification.
And so her sisters each had maniples like hers, unruly, headstrong squads of gladiators, each with
stubborn maniacs like Kalax and sociopaths like the surly Pig.
They collected their few belongings, her maniple carrying little as it was easy to live off the
abandoned stocks of the city, and followed Avicea eastward, back toward Junker town. She kept to side
streets, avoiding the open ground of the wide ten-lane boulevards that bisected Iskandria. This was a
commercial sector, the buildings tall and gleaming, a thousand shades of unpolluted grey and deep gloss
black, and the reflected silver of the Arkadian sunrise. Quiet and empty, no one daring to live this close to
the Syntha demarcation, it seemed somehow perfect; a sharp contrast to the ramshackle tangle of the
Junker's Sector. Not for the first time Avicea felt exposed in this land of straight lines and silence, she had
always rather had her enemies no more than a sword's length away.
It had been three days since her maniple had raided the IPP-UAM branch bank, rifling through its
piles of now useless scrip, blasting its vaults wide and drilling the locks from its ranks of strongboxes. The
gladiators were now bedecked with trinkets recovered from the place, and more than a few burdened
themselves with bricks of gold or blocks of lectrofuse paste, but it was the chrome cylinder in Avicea's
pouch that had been their true objective. The size of a man's forearm and twice as thick around, a smooth,
mirrored silver, the container was unbroken by seam or keyhole, no code pad or latch, print-scan or pin
sampler was in evidence. Still, it was what she had been sent to retrieve, her maniple and several others,
each assigned a string of free city banks and told to raid their vaults in search of such silver tubes. She
did not trouble herself over the contents, sufficient in the knowledge that she would be well rewarded upon
her return to the Junker Sector.
So now they faced the long walk back to the Junker's Sector, the choked roads unsuitable for
vehicles and the spy drones that occasionally zinged through the skies overhead making anything but foot
traffic chancy. It was, Avicea thought, a perfect environment for her kind, their endurance and
resourcefulness, and expertise at close quarters battle. Thus far they had seen no enemy, no sterile
Syntha 'bots marching in skirmish order or cutthroat gangs of Triad smugglers had accosted them, and the
only fighting they had done had been amongst themselves. She surveyed the hardened group that paced
her and knew that they would only get more unruly as time passed, time without combat could drive these
warriors to feats of unwarranted violence and destruction. Some kind of action was needed lest they go
mad.
The crashing song of shattered 'plaz startled her; whirling, turning around Avicea saw the ground
floor windows of the building directly behind her maniple disintegrating in a glittering cascade, blown out.
Dust spiked around them, an explosive trail, chipped plastment flung upwards to sting their flesh in the
wake of the rending progress of a storm of flechettes. As men and women fell around her Avicea saw
machines emerge from the jagged opening, taller than any man, crunching 'plaz under foot as they strode
from the office building, projecting a withering hail of fire.
Above the whine of the chainguns Avicea screamed her challenge, leaping forward over the
scattered bodies of her fallen maniple. Through the dust she saw Skelus nimbly darting forward, closing
with her net-launcher aimed on the closest 'synth. A castigator whooshed somewhere to her right and
forward, the blossoming flame engulfing a Pointman and setting the interior of the building at its back
ablaze; a wave of baking heat washed over her as Pig's manic laughter chilled her blood. Avicea pinged
shots off the burning 'synth as she charged, unslinging her broadsword for a decapitating blow. She
grinned; it was good to fight.
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Two of the local headmen, Getor Megastus and Folix Toothpuller, agreed to meet with me today to
discuss affiliation. Subato and his men ambushed them from cover. Now the combined Gladiator
groups under Getor's old second-in-command, a woman they all call Crow Bones, move against
the Junker camp at Sector 111. The gifts of embossed armor to Crow Bones and her bodyguards
was well-received, and the remote tracking signatures of each suit have been registered with ISK
Synchron.
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The Syntha Sector

The approach to either of the Syntha Sectors on
Kyklops is somewhat startling, one minute the
traveller finds himself in the vibrant bustle of the
Free City - wealthy sectors of Iskandria Major such
as Ordol and Antioch, or industrial communities
such as those of Eith or Sindant on Iskandria Minor
- and the next minute the tall buildings and busy
citizens are gone, replaced by a barren strip of
blackened earth. In the distance strange structures
can be seen rising high above the landscape,
artificial mountains of chrome and glass sparkling

other in successive levels or protruding from the
jagged cliffs that dominate these southern shores,
have no doors, no external access, not so much as
windows below the height of one hundred meters.
These are the termite cities of the Syntha,
hermetically sealed and imposing structures in
which the Syntha conduct their mysterious and
secretive existence.
The occasional flying transport can be
seen here, flitting from building to building, or
arriving from elsewhere on the planet. But the
majority of movement between these termite
communities is believed to take place underground.
Indeed, as densely packed as the termite cities are,
one upon the other in endless gleaming thickets, it
is thought the underground presence of the Syntha

like ice. This sterile strip of open ground is the
Syntha border, a space cleared and flattened all
along the edges of the Syntha sector patrolled by
flying probes and watched by hundreds of
mechanical eyes. To cross this space is to come to
the attention of Iskandria's reclusive Syntha.
Even if a hypothetical visitor were to
journey unopposed across the no-man's-land and
into the Syntha Sector proper he would find himself
in an eerie alien world, a world for the most part
devoid of motion and sound, a world of towering
structures arrayed with a maddening logic
unfamiliar to the city-dweller - for here exist no
streets, no pedestrian paths, no storefronts or
homes, no variety of structure or recognizable
system of urban layout. The great looming
buildings, semi-circular disks packed one upon the

here is even greater. Not only do the habitats and
factories of the Syntha reach deep underground in
a vast tunnel system, so the rumours go, but the
hidden corridors of the synths extend well out to
sea, linking both Syntha sectors and reaching far
into the deep ocean - where secret research bases
and hidden enclaves exist far from the light of day.
If the wild speculation about the Syntha Sectors is
even half true the population of the synths, both
men and machines that need very little in the way
of space or privacy, could easily be imagined at half
a billion.
But speculation is all the people of
Iskandria and the Tripartite Alliance have to go on
in the case of the Syntha, especially of the
Iskandrian variety, who have been especially
secretive and reticent for centuries. It is rare for the

I am the beginning and the ending.
First words spoken by the Prime AI
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Syntha to live so closely alongside the normal run
of humanity, and it has long been thought that the
extreme measures in which the Iskandrian Syntha
insulate themselves from the outside world are
merely an outgrowth of their fear of contamination,
both physically and intellectually, by the
undesirable members of a race they desperately
wish to leave behind.
All the more surprising then that the Syntha
of a century ago suddenly began to pursue
partnerships with nearby Free City corporations,
offering staggering resources and access to the
Syntha's formidable research muscle for a select
few businesses. For a time it appeared the Syntha
were making a bid to integrate with their neighbours
in much the same way the Plutocrats of the Junker

These corporations became the Syntha Satellite
Cities, closing their doors and ceasing all trade,
cutting their business contacts, and sealing
themselves away from the outside world in much
the same way the Syntha Sector has. Now they can
be seen rising aloofly above the buildings of the
Free City, forbidden towers linked to the Syntha
Sector by long aerial maglev tubes. Three such
cities exist in Iskandria Major, two more on its
sister-continent, and they have been a point of
contention with the other parties of the Tripartite
Alliance, who insist they are against the spirit of the
Partition Treaty, for decades.
It was from these Satellite Cities, the
northernmost roots of the spreading Syntha weed,
that the Dark Prime armies emerged,

Sector had been eager to engage in the
opportunities offered by the far more progressive
economic system of the Free City to turn a profit.
Indeed, an entire generation of strange and
sophisticated new consumer products emerged
from these Syntha partners, who gradually took on
more traits of the Syntha even while they grew into
larger and more integrated manufacturing firms.
Only after the wildly successful VR games
(Deepsims) and portable personal assistant AIs
(Advisors) were recalled from the market in the face
of wide-spread boycotting and accusations of their
psychologically damaging effects did the newmodel Syntha firms retreat back into seclusion.

simultaneously and in force, and without any
forewarning, to subjugate the southern sectors of
Iskandria and throw the Tripartite Alliance and the
whole of beleaguered Kyklops into chaos.

Dark Prime Syntha
What the Syntha, despite all their knowledge,
cannot fathom is the simple fact that it is the
potential locked in man and not that of the machine
that is the true source of power. Should they ever
discover this I fear for the fate of all humanity.
Iskander,
Reflections (HoloRec DCCCIX bio, case a4)
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Unfathomable. Simply stated, no one knows the
true motivations of the Syntha on Kyklops, let alone
what their connection is, if any, with the controlling
machine intelligence of Prime. The strange actions
of the Syntha in the wake of the Koralon invasion,
their complete communications blackout with the
rest of human space and absolute refusal to assist
Tripartite efforts against the Koralon have been the
cause of much speculation and concern among the
other Great Powers. They have begun to refer to
the Syntha AI as 'Dark Prime,' mysterious,
uncommunicative, an unknown quality in galactic
politics. On Iskandria the name has stuck for here,
more than anywhere else, the unexplained
belligerence of the Syntha and their disturbingly
strange new army has earned them a sinister
reputation.
That the Syntha managed to develop and
build such a force in secrecy speaks volumes, not
so much as to their ability to prepare and conceal
such a large conventional force - their society is,
after all, hermetically sealed to infiltration and
informational leakage - but of their willingness to
use it on fellow members of the Tripartite Alliance.
The offensive nature of their army cannot be in
doubt - from the droves of fast attack jet bikes to the
bunker-busting gun platforms known as
macrosynths, the Syntha army has been designed
from the ground up to wage war in an urban
environment.
This new model army of the Syntha is at
once more and, seemingly, less sophisticated than
their traditional forces. The SPOMM AIs that govern
the Syntha artificials, the androsynths and other
fully robotic components of the Dark Prime armies,
have improved dramatically over older models,
allowing an unprecedented degree of autonomous
action, even spontaneous decision making. Many
have theorized that the new SPOMMs themselves
cannot possibly account for this, rather that new
techniques in 'synth control such as the use of
hyper-thread transceivers by biomech leaders or
some other principal of organization, perhaps a
city-wide network of coordinating AI nodes for
example, is the real secret behind the enhanced
performance of the Syntha AI. Regardless, the next
generation of Syntha artificials are proving
themselves far more suitable to the task of urban
warfare than their predecessors.
What is perhaps most puzzling about this next
generation is not its improved SPOMM, for this,
after all, was always a clear goal of the Syntha, but
its strange new biomech program. Original
biomechs were an attempt to create a perfect
melding of man and machine, and were actually
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organic hybrids of human DNA and prime obsidian
micro-circuitry, an extremely difficult and rarely
successful process. The new generation of fighting
biomechs on Iskandria are much simpler
constructions, and hence more numerous, and owe
at least as much to the kind of cybernetic
augmentation common in prosthenes, the cyborg
elite of Syntha society, than to biomech
cybergenetic technology. The latest evidence
suggests that the Dark Prime biomechs do not
arise from embryonic gene-splicing at all, but rather
from a form of organic grafting that transplants
tissue that has already been successfully genespliced into fully formed individuals. In this way a
few cultures of cloned biomech tissue can provide
material for an army of vat-grown standards, and it
is thought that this tissue has even been
engineered as self-replicating in a manner
reminiscent of coraline - but whether that
substance is actually utilized in the creation of the
new biomech tissue cultures, or serves merely as
an inspirational model for it, is unknown.
One can imagine just what this new
process might mean for Syntha society - is this a
new shift in priorities or merely a temporary
expedient? Can the strange facts of Iskandria's
Dark Prime, such as the unprecedented occupation
of the neutral zone by the Syntha following the
Koralon invasion, somehow be explained by these
new cyborgs and, if so, are Iskandria's Syntha
acting independently or in collusion with the Prime
AI? Could these imaginative biomech designs be
indicative of a new kind of intelligence at the very
heart of the Syntha, something in which the coldly
rational has given way to the twisted dreams of a
not-quite human mind? Are we seeing an
introduction of the irrational, of the human, into the
dominion of the 'synth, and is this change
transforming the once sterile and emotionless
Syntha into something far more frightening: a
nightmare glimpsed through the eyes of a
machine?

The Syntha at War
I watched their chrome forms emerge from the dust
cloud left by the fallen building - clearly the collapse
hadn't stopped them as Captain Ursyn had
intended. The line of Suppressors opened fire,
flechettes sparking on the androsynth's metal
frames, but still they advanced, relentlessly. Larger
forms could be seen in the dust, moving forward
with a slow, steady step. We hastily withdrew.
R. Habel Qveton,
Notes on the Iskandrian War, pp. 123-4

The Dark Prime armies were the first to assail the
Free City, plunging it into chaos in the wake of the
Koralon invasion - only the coraline spore attack
and subsequent amphibious invasion by the aliens
months later could compare to their initial
devastation attack by the synths. Early on it was
identified that the Syntha's immediate goals
seemed to be the occupying of key sites around the
planet, Iskander's Mausoleum and the Acropolis
being two such, and the displacement or
extermination of the inhabitants of the Free City.
Perversely, the Syntha showed little interest in the
actual consolidation or defence of adjacent
territories beyond that required for the maintenance
of their field forces and the preservation of their
links with certain conquered areas. This has led
many to speculate that the Syntha's primary goals
are the investigation of possible Iskander-related
legacy technologies and the creation of a sterile
zone around their Sectors.
It is thought that the indiscriminate hostility
of the Syntha to the Free City population holds has
its ultimate purpose the removal of these people as
possible coraline hosts. Under this model the
Syntha were simply the most ruthless of all
Tripartite Alliance members in identifying the
potential threat - millions upon millions of
unprotected human beings that might each be
made into pawns of the Koralon - and eliminating it
in the most direct manner possible. Their
unwillingness to engage in any manner of dialogue
with their Alliance members and their absolute
hostility to any and all forces in the NZ may merely
be an outgrowth of this policy - an indication that
they do not dare trust any human agent on a planet
infected by coraline, for even the uninfected will
have their judgment clouded by the terror of the
situation, as well as be influenced by certain
useless attendant emotions such as compassion.
But there are problems with judging the
Syntha by old standards. Not only have they
ceased cooperating with the Alliance throughout
the galaxy but they have also unveiled a new
generation of strange machines and even stranger
biomechs that may well indicate, as some experts
have insisted, that the Syntha have become prey to
something akin to a computer virus, an infection at
their heart that may be the cause of their new
belligerency and strange new forms. Furthermore,
reports of Syntha vessels fighting one another, or
attacking their own colonies, have come to light and this may very well indicate a kind of civil war is
taking place amongst the followers of Prime and
the unguessable phenomenon that has come
under the name Dark Prime.
The Syntha armies on Kyklops show no
signs of needing reinforcements, even though the
other powers of the Tripartite Alliance have

quadrupled their strength with Operation Arkadian
Dawn the Dark Prime Syntha still boast one of the
largest and most powerful armies on the planet.
Their fluid battle line means that they have been
very difficult to dislodge in the south, and their
general tactic has been to give ground to Viridian or
VASA attackers while concentrating their forces
elsewhere for a deep raid or spoiling strike. Their
inexhaustible numbers have recently been
augmented with new urban assault synths similar
to macrosynths but even larger and more
formidable, and it is thought these weapons are a
direct response to the CLAU battlesuits developed
jointly by VASA and Viridia - though how the Syntha
ever got wind of these highly secret plans is
anyone's guess.
The Dark Prime Syntha maintain the highly
flexible military organizational doctrine of their
homeworlder cousins, indeed their breakthroughs
in SPOMM AI and biomech hyper-thread command
software make them even more adaptable.
Preferring to create forces for specific tasks and
then break them down and reassign their
components when they are no longer needed, the
Syntha rely on small groups called Cells as the
basic building blocks of their army. Each Cell could
be a basic squad or platoon of 'synths, or perhaps
a single macrosynth or biomech, and multiple cells
are assigned to Cores dedicated to specific roles.
Cores, ranging from three to twelve Cells, are
themselves assigned to Clusters of three to twelve
Cores for large-scale engagements. These various
Clusters are controlled in the field by a command
Nexus, itself a fighting force the size of a Cluster,
and a general called a Strategicom. The
Strategicom often assigns its subordinate
commanders to the various Clusters under its
command, and also coordinates the efforts of
various independent commands in its region. Such
independent units, Com-Clusters, Com-Cores, and
even Com-Cells, are usually highly specialized and
assigned to the campaign for a specific purpose.
The entire Nexus-Cluster-Core-Cell system, and
the sophisticated logistic and processing software
at its heart, allows entire armies to be built,
disassembled, recombined, and redistributed at a
moment's notice.
The Syntha seem ever-present in the Free City,
existing in enormous numbers in Colchis, New
Karnus, and Ur-Mandigant, locked in continual
battle with the Koralon in Four Bridges and Sun
City, and raiding as far a field as Fors Mathori on
the Junker Border. Every faction has felt their sting
- often at the most unexpected times and places.
They seem to indiscriminately assail all forces,
human and alien alike, perhaps confident that they
can single-handedly defeat all non-Syntha on the
planet. They have yet to be proven wrong.
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It had probably taken five hours to die, somewhere
out there in the tangle of Metro-Conalgamated /
Trubuilt's service yard, unseen in the vast piles of
prefab solidocore and spools of polysteel, perhaps
wedging itself in the space between a ferroconcrete
pylon and a stack of drywall to bleed out its last. No
one knew, but everybody on the Avenue heard it
dying, that struthiosaur, bleating in pain, a throaty
sound like a lot of air squeezed through the narrow
rubber neck of a balloon. After a couple of hours
some riders from Fourth Recon started arguing
about it, one went so crazy hearing that 'saur he
made a break for it and got halfway across the road
headed straight for MC/T before they brought him
back. Three guys had to sit on him until he calmed
down.
That had been yesterday, Private Madsen
had just watched the whole thing like it was a holo,
he'd gotten in the habit of not talking or even
looking much at the recon guys and he had no
intention of interfering. They were all back at
Corvine now, base camp, probably sipping a paper
cup of electrolyte-loaded fruit juice while a sonic
harmoniser sung their nerves to sleep. Judging
from the look of them, the handful of men and
women left out of Fourth Section, they needed all
the rest they could get.
Now the Avenue belonged to Alpha
Company, nearly all of the battered first platoon and
a reconstituted, double-strength second were up
here on the front lines while elements of the
Eleventh 'Civil Defence' Brigade held the northern
third of the Four Bridges Industrial Sector. The
Civil-D guys were a poor substitute for regular
infantry, and what was really needed, as Madsen
had heard said many times, was a full two
battalions form the First Iskandrian Tactical
Brigade, not a half-green company holding a
forward line for some glorified militia. But intense
three-way fighting near the VASA Sector had drawn
a heavy commitment from the IDF, and
reinforcements were at least a week away.
Madsen looked about the makeshift
position, the barricade of scavenged building
material that spanned the broad highway, a central
corridor linking the tightly packed upland area of
Four Bridges with the more open storage yards and
freight bays of the sloping, seaward side. It was a
perfect bottleneck, to landward the CAFS bio-chem
plant sprawled alongside the natural wall of the
island's bedrock, projecting far enough beyond the
slope of the terrain that it was partially built atop a
cliff-wall of lasered stone, an impassable obstacle.
To the east ranks of massive water processing
plants and clean energy turbines huddled along the
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shore like some kind of coastal fortress. So the Avenue, as they'd taken to calling it, was the only path
approachable by any serious force, and the mindless things they'd been fighting for a week showed no
intention of trying anything more tactically sophisticated than a suicidal frontal charge against the IDF
position.
Maybe they had gotten complacent; losing whatever respect they had for the alien's lethality after
several lopsided engagements in which small groups of hybrids ran stupidly up the wide roadway to be
annihilated by rifle and machinegun fire. That's when they sent out a team from the Fourth to do some
recon, only none of them came back to the lines, and that dying struthiosaur had been the last they'd heard
of them.
Madsen was glad it hadn't been his platoon. He knew it was a completely selfish thought but he'd
left all sense of guilt for thoughts like that back at MP5. Everyone had these thoughts, it was what each
soldier did or didn't do that was the only thing worth a soggy damn, the only thing worth feeling guilty over.
The first platoon had swept into Four Bridges spoiling for a fight, and it wasn't long before they
locked horns with the synths, fighting two inconclusive skirmishes in as many days. It was the Syntha that
had destroyed Madsen's old platoon, Alpha Company's second, the telltales of pulse rifle fire scaring the
walls and charred remains at the Corvine Chemical and Battery plant had been proof enough of that.
They'd made CCB their base camp, bringing in the Civil-D guys and a small convoy of cargo floaters to
reinforce and supply the place, and take the bodies away.
So first platoon joined the Fourth Recon in some heavy recee, settling into a rotating pattern of
patrols radiating outward from the CCB plant. But the synths were unpredictable, always moving, never
operating from a single point. Their aims were completely unknown, though they sent enough counter
patrols out to create problems. It was a spoiling strike by a pair of Syntha grav bikes that had wiped out a
third of Madsen's squad one night; rocketing down on them from two different directions to catch the patrol
in a crossfire, never slowing, strafing them in two passes until the remnants of the squad found cover and
returned fire and the Syntha dissolved back into the night-time maze of Four Bridges.
Vance had been caught in the initial firestorm,
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d.3177.10.14 shredded by heavy flechettes. Madsen hadn't
My discussion with IDF Captain Bosworth left me with the distinct impression that he suspects our recognized the remains, hadn't even known it was
complicity in the guerilla activities and sabotage of the tertiary pumping station at Calloy Inlet. He
him until they scanned the suit's identitag.
sited several pieces of information, all of which were false, and accused me personally of 'doubleThe Koralon were preferable to that, and the
dealing' him, which of course is true. I recommend that Jupra Tantolite and his survivalist militia be
relocated or otherwise disposed of before the IDF get a hold of any of their key members and synths seemed to lose interest in Four Bridges soon
interrogate them.
after the first spore clouds blew down from the north,
though it was anybody's guess as to why that might be.
Now things had settled into a comfortable static exchange, the IDF happy enough to pinch the artery of
Four Bridges and confine all the bad blood to the south, gunning down the occasional errant group of
mutants that took a fancy to the Avenue barricades. They didn't have the local manpower to do anything
more than that.
Madsen had been watching some Reapers without really realizing it, a group of four shapes picking
slowly along the MC/T yards' perimeter fence. They were hideous even at this extreme range, moving
disjointedly, possessing just enough humanity to offend, inciting a kind of deep, genetic loathing in all those
who saw them. They kept moving up the Avenue, gaining speed.
Two fell in rapid succession to snipers, their momentum sending them crashing forward. The others
quickened their pace; the snipers would be leaving them for the barricade's guns, an unspoken agreement
that ensured everyone got a little action. A few solitary shots up and down the line from the more confidant
marksmen had no effect, and Madsen saw the HMG teams leaning over their weapons in preparation. But
now there were more hybrids pouring into the Avenue, and Sergeant Arroyo was suddenly on his feet and
forming the company into a firing line, shouting bloody murder in all directions.
The HMGs roared, precision bursts of high velocity shells pulping the two leading Reapers. More
scattered bands were finding their way up the Avenue now, small groups of four or five. Lots of activity on the
barricades now as everyone saw a chance to join the firefight, weapons were shouldered and supplies of
ammo laid close by. Snipers and HMGs culled the approaching pack, and the few survivors entering medium
range became rifle practice. But still more came, until what had been a handful of scattered bands was now
a front, a thickening wave. Then came the collective moment when the pleasant adrenaline high they'd all
been riding flipped over, dove deep, and froze the guts of the men and women of the barricade, and as more
and more hybrids darkened the field before them an edge of panic lent a certain desperation to their defence.
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They confronted a river, a vast tidal
upsurge of tortured flesh, an army of hard-limbed
monsters charging forward on a thousand blurred
insectile legs. Up and down the barricades soldiers
were now standing, inching away, and what had
begun as a precise firing line dissolved as the alien
wall drew nearer. Fire discipline broke down as
soldiers shot wildly into the mass, many firing into
the street or over the heads of the Reapers.
Mounds of dead had appeared, and still the
creatures surged forward, the clacking of their
carapaces filling the air, the horrid sizzling sound
made by a million locusts. Now at short range the
massed firepower of the IDF soldiers was
devastating, and great gouts were torn from the
body of the mob, the whole churning line of
Reapers momentarily pinned in place by the rain of
steel.
But men and women were dropping now
along the line, and whole seconds passed before a
dazed Madsen realized that the hybrids were
returning fire; from behind the Reaper line strange
bird-legged shapes had rushed forward, coughing
low-velocity darts from their hideous faces.
Someone was shouting close to his ear.
They dragged him a few paces away from
the buckled line before he regained his senses,
he'd suffered a blow to the helmet, the dart, striking
squarely, had knocked him off his feet though it had
not penetrated. Arroyo, still shouting, pointed
toward the bio-chem plant before returning to the
barricades and the wavering IDF line now locked in
hand-to-hand combat with a horde of hybrids.
Madsen joined the routers, running hard, propelled
by panic. Defeated.
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…the Hatamoto Shunjen clearly did not want me to observe what happened next, as he moved
outside the light of our camp stove and conversed with a 'scout,' as he termed it. Certainly he was
unaware of my mimetic lenses, and even in the dark beyond the stove light I had no trouble
determining that what he spoke with was not a man. I regret not obtaining a pic of one of these
goblins, or Yokai as the Triads refer to them, but the malicious cast of the creature's face and the
wicked glow in its eyes have me, quite unashamedly, hoping never to see one again.
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The VASA Sector
VASA - what could be more inconstant? They
interfere where they have no right but remain
absent where their authority is surest, they preach
balance and self-determination while shackling
independents to their pseudo-empire - and I'm
never certain whether I should be insulted or
amused when I hear them preach free trade. Most
amazing is that they legislate their own hypocrisy;
they'd be doing the universe a favour if they
disposed of pretence and just got on with building
their empire in an open and direct fashion.
Iskander,
Reflections (HoloRec MCCLXXV bio, case d)
Of all the Great Power sectors the VASA Sector in
westernmost Iskandria Major most resembles the
composition and the spirit of the Free City itself.
This is in part due to VASA's preference to maintain
local conditions and cultures and not seek to
impose its own norms on those it administers, but
perhaps the greater truth is that VASA's ideals and
those of the cosmopolitan Free City are essentially
the same: economic growth, increased trade, and
security. Also, VASA's corporate elements are not
nearly so integrated into Iskandrian society as
those of the Viridians, and thus many of the Free
City's best and most successful companies chose
the VASA Sector when seeking to expand their
interests or invest their capital - VASA's monopoly
on tariffs and trade only further enhances their
appeal.
Thus
the
sprawling
high-tech
manufacturing and commercial Precincts under
VASA aegis are amongst the richest and most
dynamic on Iskandria - the polar opposite of the
slums and shanties of the Junker east coast. The
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'Outer City' of the VASA Sector, Precincts 2 and 3,
is nearly indistinguishable from the urban
metropolis across the VASA border in the Free City,
save perhaps for the increased security and
presence of VASA's para-military police alongside
the city's own domestic patrols. Outward
appearances mimic internal conditions as well, the
VASA Sector's Outer City being essentially
governed by the same laws and regulations as the
Free City itself. Unfortunately, the design of the
Outer City's structures meant that it was just as
vulnerable to Koralon spore infestation as the other
sectors of Iskandria, and coraline infection has
taken a devastating toll of the city's inhabitants.
Things change as one crosses into the
Inner City Precincts for it is home to large segments
of transplanted Vacillian natives and other close
VASA affiliates, who prefer life behind the wall to
the chaos of the Outer City. Culturally, life in the
Inner City closely resembles that of Vacillus, and
over the years the architecture itself has taken on
the traditional domed Vacillian style. Much of
VASA's military and administrative personnel on
Iskandria live in the Inner City, and its retaining
walls are manned by patrols of native Suppressors.
Crucial industries are also located behind the wall,
and are always monitored by governmentsponsored firms. Taken as a whole the effect as
one crosses from the Outer to the Inner City can be
dramatic, and it is almost as if the chill of Vacillus
lingers in the air above the bulbous towers and
soaring aerials of the Inner City.
In addition to its manufacturing and
commercial muscle, the VASA Sector boasts two
crucial structures - vital both strategically and
economically. First is the massive spaceport on
Iskandria Major's north shore. Port Iskander, in the
Nikifor Precinct, was once the staging area for
Iskander's war fleet, but VASA has greatly

expanded and modernized it to include endless
berths for civilian liners and commercial freight, onsite repair and modification facilities, an extensive
construction yard, and a separate military port
almost as large as the civilian. However, with the
coming of the Koralon much of this crucial
possession has been overrun, and VASA's greatest
concern in the opening phases of the Iskandrian
War was the liberation of Port Iskander.
Another of the Tyrant's legacies is the
towering Phaeros Subspace Beacon. Located on a
strip of land that extends far northward into the
Nephrite Ocean, Precinct 12. The beacon utilizes
the massive n-space pull of Helios to broadcast a
powerful signal that can reach almost every planet
in human space. This colossal structure is the
tallest building on the planet, so enormous that the
upper two-thirds of it had to be constructed in orbit
before being lowered in place. It's fantastic height,
as well as the sky-piercing, ghostly beam that
originates from the tower's crown, ensure that the
Phaeros is visible well into the interior of Iskandria
Major. Despite its vulnerable position the Phaeros
has not been a target of direct Koralon attack,
though it remains under heavy VASA guard.

VASA Peacekeepers
Furthermore the authority for the execution and
enforcement of the aforementioned rights and
guarantees is the province of the Viridian
Aeronautics and Space Administration; this body to
have sole executive and prosecutorial power and
discretional latitude in the implementation of said
rights and guarantees…
The Treaty of Vacillus, Article 12, Clause 1

VASA had found itself in a very difficult position
following the Syntha and Koralon invasions, and in
the opening phases of the Iskandrian War it limited
its response to a mixture of diplomatic posturing
and coercive use of 'irregular elements,' in other
words the Triad criminal underworld, in an attempt
to restore order and develop some semblance of a
concerted front amongst the Tripartite Powers. It
had not met with much success, finding that no one
policy seemed able to deal with the many
contentious factions, great and small, that comprise
the chaotic maelstrom of players in the Iskandrian
War.
Firstly, the difficulties over following the
letter of the Partition Treaty as well as the general
provisions of the Tripartite Alliance have effectively
stayed VASA's hand on more than one occasion.
The basic conflict is between the need to preserve
the alliance in the face of alien aggression while at
the same time dealing with an unprovoked attack
from one of the Tripartite's members. VASA forces
on Kyklops must abide by the concerns of the
intergalactic community and the administrators of
Vacillus, who find themselves at the head of a
coalition of the Tripartite Powers (though the
Syntha are glaringly absent) in a galaxy-wide war
against the Koralon, and therefore Iskandrian
troops cannot make an overt move to war despite
the overwhelming provocation. Thus the VASA
garrison was trapped in more ways than one, their
hands tied from above and their local actions
governed by the necessity to maintain a fiction of
alliance that has been either ignored or
circumvented by the other powers in the city. In the
face of such difficulties VASA had taken halfmeasures to deal with both the alien and human
intervention and has, for the most part, failed at
both.
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It is no secret that VASA initially sought to
operate through the Triad gangs, but it became
increasingly clear that the relationship was a
lopsided one at best. While the Triads have fed
VASA spies much useful information in addition to
checking the spread of the Syntha, they have also
manipulated VASA patronage to secure
concessions in exchange for phoney services and
false intelligence reports, as well as using VASA as
part of the intra-clan manoeuvrings that are
becoming increasingly endemic as the Triads spill
out onto the streets. In short, the gangs have grown
stronger and VASA's aims have met with only
limited success, all at the expense of VASA
prestige and legitimacy in the eyes of the Great
Powers, especially Viridia, as well as the
Iskandrians themselves.
To further compound the situation VASA
regular forces have been committed to the retaking
Port Iskander located on a VASA administered
island to the west of Iskandria Major. Greatly
outnumbered, lacking even the most basic
conventional aerial and naval forces with which to
prosecute such a venture (generally VASA utilizes
orbital insertion for such operations, but naturally
cannot in the present crisis) VASA had settled down
for long range bombardment and periodic small
scale probes to test the Koralon position in the port.
Such reconnaissance in force does take advantage
of VASA's excellent core of elite strike units, such
mobile troops have reportedly exacted a heavy toll
on the invader's forces but losses have been
intolerable, for the Koralon seemingly posses
unlimited reserves beneath the waves.
Fast attack units, such as the elite Red
Guard and Black Legion, combine with the more
flexible Suppressors to form most VASA garrisons,
and Iskandria is no exception. And though VASA
forces are stretched thin just to defend their own
territory this is perhaps less of a weakness for them
as it would be for other armies, for VASA is
accustomed to working in such conditions and
trains and equips its forces to deal with an assumed
numerical inferiority. Though extremely powerful
such troops depend on mobility for success, and as
VASA ramps up military production to address
these short comings, and recruits militia from
among the populace, the elite core of their armies
is better able to concentrate in decisive numbers. It
was only a matter of time before VASA could
commit to the conflict in the neutral zone once
Vacillus gave the order, though if this means they
intend to wholly abandon their position in regards to
the Partition Treaty is anyone's guess.
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In fact, it may be that VASA had already
taken steps to intervene directly in the Iskandrian
conflict in its initial stages if the rumours are to be
believed. Reports of grav-winged strike teams or
mobile squads of heavily armed shock police had
been attributed to everything but VASA - to local
security forces, Triad secret weapons, and
mercenary companies. But the fact remains that,
taken as a whole, such scattered actions by
'unknown' groups paint a remarkably consistent
program of military intervention in Iskandria Major one clearly of strategic value to VASA alone. If such
rumours are to be believed than it must mean that
someone had decided the diplomatic game that
characterized the beginning of the Iskandrian War
could not preserve the VASA stake in the future of
the planet, and that the idea that a war could
somehow be adverted, when it had already
penetrated to all sectors of the city, was foolhardy,
even suicidal.

VASA at War
A commander must know two things; when to
move, and when to wait - all else is irrelevant. The
art of war is at one time as simple, and as complex,
as the interplay of action and inaction.
Vant Skultizr,
VASA Force Commander, Skultizr's Enforcers
VASA's apparent inability and reluctance to engage
in the battle for the Free City in the opening phases
of the Iskandrian War meant that it forfeited much
of the positional advantages an early intervention
may have afforded it. However, the size and nature
of its forces prohibited little more than the security
and internal defensive actions it engaged in, and
VASA perhaps wisely relinquished its involvement
in the Free City to concentrate on protecting its key
assets of the Phaeros and Port Iskander, and the
cleansing of its own Outer City. Its reluctance to
violate the Partition Treaty is also proving to be of
inestimable value in its coordination of Tripartite
forces in system.
But this is not to say VASA has not
intervened in the Free City or even that it has not
locked horns with its erstwhile allies in the neutral
zone, only that, thus far, it has shown singular skill
in parleying these incidents in its favour - or else so
convincingly denying its involvement that even the
cynical Plutocrats of the Junker Sector find
themselves believing in VASA sincerity. This mix of
diplomacy and secret intervention of VASA forces,

while relying on Triad gangs for intelligence and
direct action, has enabled VASA to focus on
domestic security and the maintenance of its own
legitimacy as the champion of the Tripartite Peace.
Thus, VASA was uniquely situated to take
advantage of the reinforcements landed during
Operation Arkadian Dawn to greatly increase its
planetside authority and reach.
Immediately upon landing reinforcements
VASA launched a blitz attack on Port Iskander,
overwhelming the hybrid mobs they encountered
there with rapidly assaulting Black Legion and Red
Guard units. VASA quickly reinforced this opening
before the Koralon could launch a sea-borne
counteroffensive, manoeuvring a large field army to
the area in preparation for an all-out assault on the
Koralon positions. Thus far VASA has concentrated
its efforts on liberating the military harbour of Port
Iskander, and it is thought much of the weaponry
and material located here has been ignored by the
aliens - if so it could prove an invaluable acquisition
in the coming conflict.
But VASA is no longer limiting itself merely
to matters of internal security, having stepped-up its
involvement, both open and covert, in the neutral
zone. Citing concerns of planetwide security they
have occupied every sector that borders their own,
even going so far to insist the Viridian forces in
these sectors (in particular Vomeen Bal) vacate
them at once. VASA has also shown an interest in
the areas to the far south of its holdings, the
Greyburn Sector in particular, a wealthy region
perhaps the least affected - being the furthest away
- by coraline spore infection and Syntha
aggression. Already VASA advisors have landed in
Greyburn and set up a new municipal government
and security apparatus, and seem to be preparing
the region for further orbital troop insertions.

In addition to these essentially defensive
manoeuvres VASA has publicly involved itself with
the Viridian occupation of the Acreus Sector, and
has dispatched a large force to observe and assist
the IDF with its war against the Koralon. Another
mobile force has launched a war against the
Syntha in the Colchis Sector, the great southern
peninsula upon which Iskander's Acropolis is
situated, and this field army consists not only of
large numbers of off-world Suppressor brigades but
whole squadrons of the never-before-seen CLAU
battlesuits. This attack coincides with VASA's
increasingly vocal campaign against Syntha
aggression, and is believed to mark a new tenor in
VASA diplomacy toward the Syntha. Indeed, it may
spell the end of the Tripartite Alliance itself.
Furthermore,
rumours
of
VASA
involvement in numerous incidents around
Iskandria are rife, and it is believed that they are
taking fullest advantage of the mobility offered them
by their new mastery of the skies above the planet.
The massive detonation of the Junker owned
refinery in the Skrold District, the felling of the
Syntha-held Mornac Robcerc Farspanner bridge,
and the sabotage of an underground Triad arms
manufactory in the New Karnus Sector have all
been linked to VASA, though in the absence of
proof and in the face of repeated denials nothing
can be said for sure. However, many believe that
these incidents taken as a whole mark a new phase
of VASA involvement on the planet, one
characterized by aggressive, and increasingly
blatant, unilateral intervention. It may be that, in
their reluctance or inability to work with VASA, the
other powers of the Tripartite Alliance have turned
this traditional proponent of soft power and
diplomacy into something increasingly resembling
a conquering army.
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The grids were down for the third straight day and that meant six flights of stairs and a series of five
landings that had to be approached with caution, quietly so as not to blot any background sounds. Six
flights down was no problem of course but later, her arms full of food tins and bandages and a sloshing,
half-full plastic jug of water taken from the conapt block next door, the walk back up in the heat, with her
busted ribs sliding painfully beneath the compression bandage and the stale air filtered through her mask
hot as steam, that walk would probably kill her if the Koralon didn't get her first.
They'd been holed up in one of the big, low-income apartment block buildings that filled up nearly
every scrap of residential land on the borders of the Four Bridges Industrial Sector for over a week now,
waiting. The pipes had broken somewhere, or else had been shut off, and they took turns carting water in
from next-door, going in pairs until that hadn't been possible. Avicea fitted the last of her autopistol
ammunition into a fat ceramicite magazine and slammed it into the butt of her handgun. Holstering her
weapon she nodded to an oblivious Pig, livid with fever and sweating already, and headed for the stairs.
Last night she had stove Skelus' skull in with a bar of gold because she couldn't spare another
bullet.
Carefully down the steps and out the side door, and into the cool morning air. She squatted and
listened to the silent city, no gunfire yet and no engines. No screams of the sick and deranged either,
Avicea had heard more than her share of screams since the spores came rolling through the city in great
clouds like all the smoke ever given off by the furnaces of hell. The grey poison fog had blotted out the
sun for days.
She flattened her own rebreather to her face now, ran blunt fingers over the seams and probed
for imperfections, adjusted and tightened the straps. She hadn't taken the mask off in days, she dare not.
Avicea had been lucky, her rebreather was from captured civilian stocks, most of the face filters supplied
to her maniple by the Junker municipal authorities had been about as much use against coraline inhalation
as a damp rag.
And so they had gotten sick and died, in ones and twos, those killed in the Syntha ambush had
been fortunate to be spared the raving sickness and painful assimilation as the coraline spread its
metastatic fingers through their bodies, rewriting and shaping new forms until the victim's limbs grew
tumescent with excess lymph and boils erupted on their hardening flesh like rust on old metal and their
screams could no longer escape swollen throats and they finally passed out, exhausted, for one final sleep
before some merciful hand put an end to the whole foul process.
Avicea had been clenching her fist until the bones hurt. She tried to force some relaxation, force out the
tension in the muscles of her back and arms. She felt big and clumsy, liable to tip over. She couldn't breath
right, and again she thought she might be sick. Sweat stung her eyes and Avicea squinted as the amber
lenses of her rebreather began to fog. She fought an upsurge of nausea and wretched once, dryly, behind
her mask before stumbling on her way.
She was right at the edge of the residential zone called Holdamant, walking along a ribbon of
pavement that ran the length of the giant slab built flats where they faced the Four Bridges sector. To her
right the sheer wall of a conapt, a pebbly beige cliff pierced with a thousand dark windows, to her left the
ground sloped down into the seaside bowl that was the clean-energy industrial park of Four Bridges, an
arrangement of block buildings, power and conversion plants, stock yards of all sorts, turbine sheds and
highstack accumulators; a tumble of ugly functionality. Crisscrossing the region were three 'bridges,' two
hyper-velocity maglev tubes running perpendicular to one another and a wide overpass for ground traffic.
The fourth bridge dominated the skyline of the area; the massive farspanner that linked Iskandria Major
with its mate arced over the channel like the graceful neck of some sea monster. Avicea needed to cross
that bridge, needed to get to Iskandria Minor and Junker Town, but the Four Bridges sector had been a
hot zone for the last week, ever since her dying maniple had made it to this place. So they waited, and the
infection had spread.
All of these massive conapt buildings had their own supply centres, entertainment dens, and a
myriad of other offices and stalls the purpose of which Avicea could only guess. As the neighbouring
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building came into view, identically massive to her own, she quickened her pace and drew her weapon.
She'd run into them before, barely human monsters straining to rend her flesh with their rock-hard claws,
scuttling out of dark corners in quiet buildings like this one. You could never tell which places were safe.
Inside was as she'd left it days ago, the central vaulted promenade that ran much of the length of
the building was quiet, ranks of stores and kiosks and little eateries, holo-dens and rec-rooms, and places
for all manner of service or necessity lined the wide, high hall. The place was practically unscathed, almost
tidy with but a scant littering of debris. Avicea went into the nearest shop stall and, moving past empty
display stands, found a working sink in a utility room behind the counter. She didn't hesitate, thirst
overpowering her fear of drinking contaminated water, half-filling her canteen she swished a bio-con test
stick around and around in the stuff until it came out bright blue. Thrusting a drinking straw into the canteen
she loosened her mask enough to admit the other end, and sucked cool water. She stayed there for a long
time, slumped beneath the sink's mildewed tub drinking and refilling the canteen, and when the tears came
they ran over cheeks hot with shame though no one was around to see.
She re-emerged more herself, wits hydrostatically restored and body satiated, the cold orb of liquid
at the centre of her torso a battery lending its charge to her crudely articulated limbs. Avicea paced the
shop stalls and, unable to read their signs and labels, tried to puzzle out their purpose from the holodisplays. She had scavenging to do and, though Avicea had been in most of these stores, she'd rather find
what she needed here than go start some fresh survey of an unfamiliar building.
Avicea thought over the last few days, the prior evening. She was the last of her maniple alive and
uninfected, lunatic Pig and the two Secutors Uliax and Markis lay on the verge of death back in the flat.
She should leave them, Avicea knew, just walk away and look after herself and get as far as she could
from the sickness and the wretched remnants of her command.
Her command. She cursed sharply in the muffled closeness of the rebreather; they were her team,
she their leader. Avicea resumed her roving search of the conapt gallery, she'd find some food and some
painkillers, joysticks would do in a pinch, and she needed something big for the water. She would treat
them all to one last night, go up there with some decent chow and some stims and get them near enough
comatose and then take care of them, one precious bullet each, blam, blam, blam. Then she'd grab a few
hours sleep without any screaming to wake her and get moving early tomorrow morning, as soon as there
was light enough to see by.
That's what she'd do, she nodded to herself, she owed them that at least. Besides, the capsule
was still up in the flat.
Sounds pierced her thoughts, sent electric fingers dancing along her back and shoulders, froze
her mid-stride. Again, shuffling, bodies moving along the nearest hall linking the promenade with the hab
sections. Footfalls now, and scraping sounds like metal on stone. Heart pounding and limbs grown heavy,
Avicea drew her pistol and backed away, looking for cover.
They had been incautious, walking upright into full view and standing, bewildered, even after
Avicea had fired all eight shots in their direction. It had taken little more than a second, and as she turned
to run she saw one fall, clutching his shoulder beneath the bulge of a respirator tube. She ran well despite
her panic and weakened state, hardly noticing the tics of dust and powdered tile like little geysers all
around her where flechettes stung the floor. She sprinted the length of a side hallway, then the next,
recrossing her path and doubling back to find an exit.
He was like stone, a massive boulder smoothed by centuries beneath a river's raging course.
Avicea ran straight into him, dense flesh like rubber-shod steel, and she pummelled him with the useless
autopistol as he wrapped thick arms around her and pinned her to his midsection, its grotesque fatness
pressing hotly against her, enfolding. As she lost breath, dullness overtaking the shrieking of her broken
ribs, she was aware that more figures surrounded her, speaking in a tongue she could not understand.
Drifting into unconsciousness she took
strange comfort in the notion that at least now
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she was safe from the Koralon.
In the aftermath of the Neivers Centre explosion I am forwarding what little preliminary scan data
from the subject I have managed to retain to the Synchron Locus, access Level 7 and above. I do
not need to explain what a set back this is for our facility, as a great deal of information we have
gathered on the new Syntha forces has been lost, as well as nearly all of our captured test
subjects. Whether the Artemis biomech taken by our forces at Four Bridges was a deliberate ploy
by the Syntha or not does not matter; all further attempts to capture any high-order Syntha must
be proceed under the assumption that they are rigged with internal explosive and detonation
devices.
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The Junker Sector
Breathe deep - suck in the smoke, the sweat, the
stink - that's the smell of Junker power.
Plutocrat Adrikus Claudio,
to a VASA delegation
Through the pollutant haze of the Junker Sector the
furnace lights of vast factories and manufactories
flicker, the filth-streaked dome habitats of the
labouring poor loom, and the collective despair of
hundreds of millions permeates the heavy air - as
palpable and unhealthy as the factory soot that
coats everything here in a grimy film. At first glance
the Junker Sector of Iskandria Minor appears little
different from the thousands of other worlds built on
the Junker model of heavy industry and collective
exploitation and, for the millions that live and die
here as slaves to the Junker cause, there is no
difference.
But the Plutocrats of the Junker Sector
themselves are a different breed of ruler from the
mysterious Senate of Ironglass, or the autocratic
Proconsuls of most Junker colonies. They have
grown fat on the wealth available on Kyklops, and
have channelled their profits into enormous private
compounds and walled villas, as well as the cutting
edge of brutal Junker entertainment: the arenas
and pleasure domes that serve rich and poor on
both sides of the Junker border. And, just as the
Iskandrian Junkers have learned from their
neighbours, it seems their neighbours have learned
from them - as can be seen in the increasingly
Junker-like character of certain sectors of Iskandria
Minor bordering the Junker Sector.
Perhaps the greatest industry the Junkers
of Iskandria engage in is the recycling and
processing of old star ships. The reclamation of
ships is a highly dangerous and laborious process
that often proves more expensive than simply
mothballing old vessels when undertaken by the
safety and pollution conscious Viridians and VASA,
but the Junkers are masters at cutting
corners…and ignoring casualties. As a Gateworld
Kyklops is uniquely and conveniently situated for all
manner of traffic, and many independent worlds
gladly sell their old ships to the Junkers for a
pittance. These old ships, many of which began life
centuries ago in Viridian or VASA shipyards, are
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crashed in the shallow shelf-like seas to the north
of the Junker Sector. This space ship graveyard is
a vast section of murky ocean, called the Iron Sea
after the soup of pollutants that colour it. Here,
droves of labourers break down the once mighty
ships with unsophisticated cutting tools and
hydraulic rams. This has proven a great source of
raw materials for the ever-efficient Junkers, and the
estimated fatality rate of one death per six minutes
is something barely noted by the Plutocrats that
have a monopoly on the business.
The natural terrain of the Junker Sector also
lent itself to the unusual fortifications of the sector.
Much as VASA maintains an Inner and Outer City,
the Junkers fortified the heights of the northeast with
a massive wall called the Ferrus Vallum Maximus,
enveloping Regio Primus in which they have located
their most important buildings and industries,
including the Senatorial fortress of the Turris
Obsidio, Legion barracks, and the Great Arena itself.
The vast sloping wall of Ferris Vallum Magnus was
built to create massive cliffs of steel-reinforced
plasticrete that follow the entire coastline of Regio
Navalia and Regio Ostia and the southern border of
Regio IV. In the earliest stages of Junker occupation
of Iskandria it was widely believed that the greatest
threat of invasion was from the seas - specifically the
large civilian fleet of commercial fishing vessels
maintained by the Viridians which, it was insisted by
the Junkers, could be turned into troop carriers at a
moment's notice. These fortifications have proven
especially useful now that the Koralon rule the seas
of Kyklops, for the Junkers are better protected than
any other power against sea borne assault. Many of
the crude howitzers and mortar pieces that once
lined these walls later found service with the
Gladiator forces that were the first wave of Junker
aggression in the Free City.
Now much of the Junker Sector has
become a barracks for the housing of the hundreds
of thousands of newly raised Legionaries, men and
women taken from their jobs and homes and
impressed into the military. A quick surgical implant,
the assignment of a cheap uniform and weapon,
and a week's drilling are all that the majority of
native Iskandria Legionaries receive before they
are asked to march into the NZ to confront the other
powers of the Tripartite Alliance, as well as the alien
Koralon.
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The Junker Legions
…he drank greedily from my canteen and told us of
the attack, how the aliens had surrounded and
annihilated his cohort and those not killed had fled
into the rubble. Then he spoke of how he had been
a labourer at a bauxite plant, and one day when his
shift was out the workers had been herded into
mobile surgery stations and given neural spikes.
We were horrified as, in mid-sentence, the man's
head erupted in a sickening spatter of blood and
bone - he must have come within range of one of
the Lictors on the bridge.
R. Habel Qveton,
Notes on the Iskandrian War, p. 357
The Junkers aren't known for their cooperation; in
fact they have a reputation for obstinacy that has
made them a thorn in the side of most Tripartite
initiatives since the moment of their inception.
However on Iskandria the Junkers have shown
themselves more than willing to play by a set of
rules not their own, with a few minor exceptions,
and Ironglass' representatives on Kyklops have
been among the most fervent in the enforcement of
the various Partition Treaty protocols; so much so
that members of the Agency of Assessment
bemusedly refer to the Junker's term as leader in
that body's rotational restructuring as 'the Holy
Inquisition.'
If one subscribes to the holo-serial view of
the Junkers as an irrepressibly belligerent hive of
mindwashed drones marching lock step toward
galactic dominion then their posture on Kyklops
may indeed seem puzzling. But the truth of course
is far less dramatic and a good deal more
complicated, and it should be obvious to anyone
who has made a careful study of the Junkers that
there are enormous economic, political, and
strategic reasons why they, more so than any other
Great Power, have adhered so tenaciously to the
Partition Treaty in past centuries. Though it should
be remarked, lest we completely forget the
contempt for the intergalactic order that lies at the
heart of Junker political philosophy, that their
aggressive opportunism following the Syntha
penetration of the neutral zone is of the worst and
most destructive kind - in short more of what
humanity has come to expect from the Ironglass
Imperium.
But this rapine comes at the end of
centuries of peace on Iskandria in which the
Junkers proved themselves strong supporters of
the Tripartite Power imposed order. The key reason
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for this was the dynamic nature of the city and its
inhabitants, the pieces of an economic and
intellectual powerhouse very alien to Junker
sensibilities. Viridia and VASA have many such
worlds, and Iskandria for them was merely one
more strategic appendage that had the bonus of
paying good dividends. Not so the Junkers who, in
acquiring a slice of Iskandria, gained a window on
another world, a world of high-technology and free
flowing information flushed with material success
and home to every product and service imaginable.
While the Junker's imposed their own brand of
totalitarianism on their sector, they never sought to
purge the character of the city completely,
recognizing the opportunity in their situation as
inheritors of a modern and progressive city built
along the lines of their rivals, the arguably more
successful and resourceful empires of Viridia and
VASA.
Not only did the Junkers take advantage of
this new position to absorb, or steal, new ideas and
technologies, but also to introduce the people of the
Free City to a piece of Ironglass culture, and turn a
tidy profit in the process. The great arena
complexes and pleasure domes that dominate the
Junker Sector offer a taste of brutal spectacle and
illicit thrills that cannot be had anywhere else. While
the wealthy and sophisticated may spend their time
in the upscale venues of the Triad's Floating
Worlds, there are many, especially among the
labourers of Iskandria Minor, who increasingly find
their fun in the murder sports of the arenas or the
perversity of the domes, where all manner of illegal
and inhumane vices may be pursued away from the
laws of Iskandria. This lawless zone has proven a
valuable commodity to the Plutocrats of the Junker
Sector, bringing not only wealth but influence many a political deal has been brokered with the
outside world in an arena skybox, and much
leverage has been extracted from the supposedly
'private' encounters of the domes. For a nominally
sealed empire, these borderlands offer a rich
opportunity for politics and profit.
Strategically, of course, the Junkers were in
the same situation as the other powers, perhaps
even in a seemingly worse position militarily since
they rely on sheer numbers to wage conventional
warfare as well as to keep their massive population
in line. But this is deceptive. The Junker's great
strength is their ruthless exploitation of the
populace to provide military manpower and
material, and this they can do with an efficiency and
alacrity rivalled only by the Syntha. While the
Partition Treaty limited the amount of soldiers and
the number and type of armaments available to

them it said nothing about neural spikes - and these exist in
the arsenals of the Junker Sector in the hundreds of
thousands. Little wonder then that the Junkers should gladly
agree to limit the size of their forces when, with a quick and
simple involuntary surgery, whole legions can be created out
of the raw material of the urban poor, of which there are a
great many in Iskandria Minor.
This, of course, is exactly what happened. While the
Gladiators were dispatched to loot and sow mayhem, the
Legions were mobilized. Press gangs roamed the streets,
soldiers cordoned off entire hab-complexes while surgery
stations were erected overnight in areas of high population.
Tens of thousands found themselves enrolled in the Legions
in the weeks following the Syntha invasion, quickly spiked
and taught the coercive military discipline of the Junkers,
supplied with a cheap blade or gun and amour, in less time
than it took the Viridians to set up their recruitment stations,
or VASA to work out the complicated terms of its partnership
with the Triads. While the IDF involved itself in bloody battles
in the neutral zone and VASA committed itself to besieging
the spaceport, the ranks of the Legions swelled. Now the
Junker Sector and outlying districts are something of an
armed camp, well garrisoned against a sea-borne Koralon
invasion, and poised to move even further into the neutral
zone should the opportunity arise. The Junkers, in a short
space of time, have managed to build by far the largest
cohesive fighting force on Iskandria - it seems all those years
of good citizenship have finally paid off.

The Junkers at War
Move forward, ignore losses, and force the enemy into battle
for only when his soldiers die and his armies collapse can you
count yourselves victorious. And remember always that battle
is a meat grinder - and the winner is the one that brings the
most meat.
Praetor Aemellius Lukan,
Instructor-General of Ironglass Military Academy
The Junker's two-pronged strategy for the prosecution of the
Iskandrian War bears all the hallmarks of the Junker genius for
opportunism and dissembling that has enabled a people with little
wealth or natural resources to build a vast intergalactic empire.
The time and chaos afforded by the Gladiator attack on the NZ
allowed the Junkers to raise an enormous Legionary force and

conquer large swathes of Iskandria Minor before any
reinforcements had arrived to aid them, and their reliance on
stockpiled neural spikes and arms to create an army almost
overnight ensured that not only did they maintain the legality of
the Partition Treaty, but that they would greatly outnumber the
forces of every other member of the Alliance except for the
Syntha who, for once, were more flagrant in their disregarding of
Tripartite niceties than the Junkers themselves.
The rapid Junker successes quickly stalled into a
quagmire, as the Legions became embroiled in heavy fighting
with Syntha to their south, Koralon to the west, Triads to their rear,
and renegade Gladiators bands seemingly everywhere at once.
A joint Viridian and VASA expedition launched almost
immediately after Operation Arkadian Dawn has also brought
them into conflict with these powers in the Acreus Sector, and it
is thought that some of the losses sustained by the Legions in the
southwest were due not to alien or Syntha aggression but
clandestine VASA raids.
But the Junkers also received large reinforcements with
the Operation Arkadian Dawn, including much needed weaponry
and material (including over half a million neural spikes), as well
as their own equivalents of CLAU battlesuits piloted by a veteran
ex-legionaries. Now, while the Iskandrian Legions entrench
themselves in massive fortified barracks in sectors such as Sun
City and Fors Mathori, the experienced off-world Legions have
been thrown into the battle for the centre of Iskandria, rolling over
much of the Syntha or Koralon held regions of the Eith Sector.
Only the unexplained destruction of the Mornac Robcerc

Farspanner prevented the Junkers from surging across the
Ophidian Straits into Iskandria Major.
The unwieldy mass of the Legions has proven a difficult
opponent to fight on the urban battlefield for, although relatively
sluggish, unresponsive, and poorly motivated, the sheer
numbers the Junkers have brought into the NZ has insured that
they are the dominant force on Iskandria Minor. Already they
have shown a desire to establish a toe-hold on their sister
continent and, if past Junker actions are anything to go by, the
Ironglass Imperium rarely relinquishes ground it has paid for in
blood. Thus far Viridia and VASA have been reluctant to criticize
Junker conquest and looting, being glad of any pressure exerted
against the more pressing dangers of the Koralon and Syntha,
but both share the fear of what unchecked Junker expansion and
militarism will mean for Iskandria should the present crisis be
averted. The Iskandrian War shows no signs of stopping.
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Trentig picks his way down slick, garbage-strewn rocks to the water's edge; his thin legs emerging from
tattered shorts like the stilt limbs of an insect. It is midday in the world above, Iskandria is bathed in the
sun's warm radiance, the glittering glass and steel and the rose refraction of 'plaz transforming the city into
some fantastic sculpture of ice, miraculously defiant of the noontime heat. But here in Underton, beneath
a roof that stretches half as far as sight to north and south, it is cool, it is wet, and it is dark.
Up to his knees in black water, Trentig fills his plastic bucket and heaves it sloshing to rest on a
flat stone. He is thirsty and so doesn't spare the time to look around, to look for signs or proofs of what
goes on here by the sea after dark. He scrambles up the rocks with the bucket hugged to his chest, his
thin arms cut in whipcord-relief against the strain. At the beach he pours a careful stream into his filter pan
and sits, spare frame folding down like some collapsible piece of equipment, waiting. After thirty seconds
he dips a chipped mug into the clean water and drinks. It is good.
Trentig is sixty-eight years old by his best reckoning, but so much of that time has been spent
here, under the vast roof of Underton, that he can't be sure he's got the dates right. For a long time he had
forgotten his topside life, and even looking at the reports and pictures in Odd Eddie's rejinked datapad
didn't do much to jog his memory. It all seemed like another world to him; he, down here on the shaded
seashore where one island stops to let the ocean through, beneath a ceiling as big as the sky itself, a shelf
of the city unwilling to stop at the jagged slope of the seashore thrust out over rock and beach and water's
edge into the shallow sea itself, the millions above unaware or uncaring that they live hundreds of meters
over a dark arm of the world ocean.
That was never his world, up there in that plastiment cage, Trentig thinks as he drinks from his
mug. He'd been born somewhere else, brought here as a child, and once he'd lived alongside a sea
different than this, cold and bitter salt-tanged. Here the sea was warm as bathwater and almost fresh
enough to drink, and the algal reek of the seashore filled the humid air like the smoke of a campfire.
Smoke. What had it been, a week? Two? It had been two weeks since the smoke came and filled
Underton with its cloying redolence, a grey fog blown in from the north sea that slid on the skin like factory
soot and set the lungs to laboured breathing. There was panic then, the refugees laying in stores of water
and searching their short-band datacasters for some kind of news. Trentig looks up at the refugee's camp
and it's very still now, and so quiet. Underton hasn't been this quiet since they first came, fleeing from the
chaos of topside, families and whole communities coming down here with the kind of desperation in their
eyes that made the regular beach folk like Trentig and his wife and mad old Eddie and the boat gang and
all the rest get right out of the way.
But now they were all quiet. Trentig stands and looks along the dark beach, cold firepits like black
bomb craters lining the approach to the refugee encampment, a shanty town of scavenged parts, leaning
plastic walls on trash-built frames; more junk than he'd seen down here in fifty years. The place was still,
nothing moved in Underton.
He filters half the bucket of seawater and carries the pan back to his place, a small dugout roofed
over with chipboard. She's sick too, his wife, and he soaks a clean cloth and lets the water drip into her
mouth. She sleeps and feels oven hot beneath the blankets, but Trentig doesn't want to take the covers
off.
When his labours are done he settles down next to her, knowing that tomorrow he might not have
the strength to go back down to the sea. But tonight is another night, and tonight he'll listen again for the
sea-song and know that one day soon they'll come up onto the beach and his world won't be so quiet
anymore.
He closes his eyes and waits for night and, reaching under the sweat-drenched blanket for his
wife's hand, he grasps instead the hard, sharp claw of a crustacean.
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The detonation catches him, flips him face first into a smouldering carcass and he feels bones snap
beneath the hot meat. His leg flashes cold-fire, goes dead at the core around the shrapnel's bite but he
still feels the skin of his thigh, already blistering and wetted with blood. The sudden stink of raw petrosene
chokes him, igniting a glimmer of animal terror in the cold knot of his gut. In a fog of heat and chemical
reek he claws at the straps of his castigator tank, clumsy with panic, rolling lopsidedly away from the
scorched remains of the pit beast. But Pig is strong. He regains his feet and, with a snarl, tears the
harness from his shoulders and heaves it at his assailants.
The crowd roars; full sixty thousand throats bellow their delight.
They move deliberately, a trio of soot-smeared Vulcans outlined against a wall of orange flame.
Tense, knuckles white, hands curled tight on their stick grenades, they edge his flanks. Pig retrieves a
blade from a dead man's hand and stumbles toward an obelisk of hot steel, a pillar of steaming metal
stained with the black imprint of a Secutor who had been pinned against it in the opening match. The
ground shifts but he is ready for it, the tiles beneath the sand skewing away from flat as the Operatii decide
to add interest to the fight. One Vulcan collapses while another flounders in a waist-deep sink hole.
Pig waists no time, doubling back to catch the prone gladiator he rams the short blade into his
back and moves away as the grenades fly. The crowd, a tossing ocean of faces like a billion glittering
windows into the heart of man, howls as the prone Vulcan evaporates in a particle cloud. Pig is on his feet
and laughing, his grotesque paunch of burn-scarred flesh heaving. Like lightning he is at the side of the
trapped Vulcan, stuck in the floor and wriggling. But it's Avicea he kneels beside, pinned, and she mocks
him with laughter of her own as he thrusts a blade into her chest and flames roar and surge around them;
walls of fire leaping to take the crowd, melting the thousands into a single stain of black tar.
He looms in the flickering glow, the obelisks that crowd him are towers of white-hot steel; a forest
of screaming metal in the furnace of the Great Arena. His skin tightens, darkens, blisters; liquefies and
runs sizzling from his frame. His harness tank, not discarded but burned into his skin, welded fast, is
leaking; and as he moves toward the last enemy, a faceless flicker of shadow in the roil of heat, the
petrosene lights, catches fire, transforms Pig into a column of flame. He screams at the pleasure of it, and
the hot blood of his brain pounds murder and he embraces his enemy and with hard claws crushes out all
life.
It emerges from the torment of sleep into a cool night of forgetting. The sweat cools rapidly on the
remnants of its old skin, the fever flees and takes away the last threads of self that bound it to the past. It
stumbles at first, like any newborn, but learns its body quickly. All is strange.
There are others in the place, they lie unready: halfway between worlds. It leaves, smashing
through an interior door and lurching down many steps. A hulking mass of twisted flesh and chitin plate,
spike-legged and clawed as a crab, it emerges into the open air of night and casts about with senses new
and untested. It tastes distances, feels sounds, sees strange landscapes with alien eyes and hears the
others of its kind like thoughts rising unbidden from a deep well of instinct.
But it remembers killing, and its pulse quickens as it moves away, moves toward the thronging thousands
that call for it close by. Its legs now a blur, it speeds toward the promised violent joys of its new life and
flexes a monstrous claw of barbed coraline. Its other arm, smaller and manlike, convulses too;
absentmindedly it tightens around the silver capsule that it clutched while in the depth of fever, its cool
metal the only comfort a dying Pig had as his soul burned.
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But the truly startling thing about the creature taken from Sector 12 (tag HYDRA) is that its nearly
impossible to unravel the process by which it was created. It shows signs both of typical coraline
hybridisation and 'surgical' (I hesitate to use the term, but know of none more apt) construction,
and I cannot speculate with an accuracy on just how it was created. That it contains the DNA of
over eight different humans suggests it is a constructed composite, but its discovery in a sporecontaminated area so far from direct Koralon involvement or ease of access raises the question of
how it got there if it is a 'built' creature.
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The Nemesis of Mankind

Unstoppable alien horde, intergalactic virus, foot
soldiers of a devious race of bio-engineered
ancients, invaders from the fifth dimension: theories
abound to try to make sense of the Koralon, some
maintain that the alien's grievances against
mankind exceed anything they have done to
humanity, a few even openly welcome the Koralon
and look forward to a great age of galactic harmony
in which all life can be united under the alien's
biological aegis. However these theories say less
about the Koralon then they do about mankind's
hopes, fears, and fantasies, its tendencies toward
self-doubt or self-deception, even self-loathing. It
seems as if mankind is incapable of agreeing on
the Koralon, let alone understanding them.
The little that man does know is based on
inference and observation, for nothing like a
language or records for the Koralon has ever been
discovered. Clearly they evolved as marine

cornerstone of the alien's biological and material
technologies - of the very race itself. It is thought
that early in the Koralon's evolutionary history they
entered into a symbiotic relationship with the
microbe, at first utilising the substance to stiffen
and protect their bodies, growing exoskeletal
structures for support and protection. These were
the first tools of the Koralon and their first
technology, rather than stone handaxes and the
use of fire the early Koralon made the first tentative
steps toward civilization in the field of biogenetics,
altering and augmenting their own bodies, and
eventually their species as a whole. Everything
about the Koralon follows from this early
breakthrough.
Coraline is of central importance to the
Koralon; it forms their buildings and ships, it
modifies and maintains the biospheres and climate
of entire worlds, it shapes not only the bodies of the
Koralon but also those of assimilated species.
Coraline's unique properties allow it to be
'programmed,' designed for a specific purpose, and
hundreds of strains of the substance exist all with
unique characteristics - everything from a rapidly
replicating 'quick-dying' strain for growing

invertebrates, their soft, slug-like bodies shaped by
the aquatic environment of some distant world.
That homeworld is unknown to man, though it must
surely lie somewhere along the edge of the
Draconis-Alba Galaxy, where the Koralon maintain
an empire in conflict with mankind's outermost
colonies of the Rim Sector. This placement, on the
edge of the galaxy, suggests that the Koralon may
in fact be younger than mankind - though
physiological and xenological evidence seems to
indicate just the opposite.
The Koralon of course are inextricably
linked with the substance coraline, a self-replicating
and highly modifiable virus-like microbe that is the

habitations to a virulent sporulate variety that
specifically targets human physiology. In this way
not only can the Koralon remake entire worlds to
best suit their tastes, but so too can they harvest
and utilize entire species, selecting them for their
best or most useful features and impressing them
into a kind of biological slavery.
Other startling techniques have grown from
the basic biological manipulations of coraline, and
the strange resonant properties of specially grown
coraline colonies have allowed the Koralon to
exercise a profound and as yet incomprehensible
mastery of gravity and fifth-dimensional physics.
The highest caste of Koralon society seems

What have we to fear from animals?
Admiral Nozik,
Nu-Utopia Fleet Commander
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dedicated to the utilization of this powerful
technology and these Phazon, as they are known,
are capable of manipulating n-space without benefit
of a grav-well. In fact, it seems not to matter at all
at what scale this operation is performed, a single
Phazon can open a wormhole on a planet's surface
for the movement of troops, and whole groups of
Phazon are capable of moving entire fleets by a
method more startling still, the creation of a warp
bubble that effectively phases ships out of
existence and into n-space to reappear almost
anywhere in the galaxy! While scientists worked to
understand this process the potential of warp
bubble travel became painfully clear in the great
Koralon Incursion.
With their ability to ignore grav-wells and
shunt lines, the great grid on which humanity is so
dependant to travel from system to system, the
Koralon were able to strike deep into the
undefended heart of human space without any
forewarning. They targeted some of the richest and
most strategically important worlds in man's
empire, Gateworlds that were centres of trade and
transport, the guardians of key grav-well hubs that
linked the systems of man together. Fleets of reef

The Koralon of Iskandria

ships stripped these systems of their defences
while masses of coraline spores were seeded into
captured worlds to begin the process of
assimilation that would transform habitable planets
and their inhabitants into suitable tools for their
alien overlords. While mankind momentarily set
aside its infighting to force the Koralon out of many
of these worlds the damage had been done, whole
worlds destroyed or made uninhabitable, the
vulnerabilities of humanity's galactic empires made
obvious, and the Great Powers themselves made
to re-evaluate their intergalactic commitments, and
their trust in one another.

part of this process, but their biological assimilation
and experimentation are a horrible parody of a
practice that seems merely natural to humanity,
namely learning from one's enemies. That the
Koralon should be so adept at this, so eager to
incorporate humanity into their arsenal, bears
frightening implications for the future of the planet,
and of the galaxy.
The long-dreaded Koralon invasion of the
mainland finally arrived as the result of a probing
expedition by a Tripartite fleet from the nearby
Karnisian System. Though the information gained
by this armed reconnaissance proved invaluable to
the full-scale attack on the Arkadia / Helios System,
its short-term effects were disastrous. Dense

We dared not linger there for long, for the strange
sight that stretched across the coast filled us with
an inarticulate dread. Where once the buildings of
man had soared skyward the strange encrustations
of the Koralon now held sway, and it was as if we
had somehow stumbled upon an alien world in he
midst of the city…
R. Habel Qveton,
Notes on the Iskandrian War, p. 482
Iskandria has long been a crossroads of humanity,
a place where goods and ideas are exchanged and
the myriad cultures of the city continent are
enriched through the cross-fertilization of
metropolitan life. The Tripartite Powers on Iskandria
too, by their sheer proximity to one another, have
been subtly affected by each other's presence; and
a Viridian or Ironglass native, for example, can
immediately notice the many differences in his
Iskandrian counterpart. This mutual influence has
extended onto the battlefield, and from the crucible
of war emerges unique techniques and
technologies designed to cope with the many
factions taking part in the conflict - or directly
inspired by them. The Koralon, too, have become
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clouds of coraline spores drifted down from the
Koralon's Reef Cities in the Nephrite Ocean,
blanketing much of northern and central Iskandria.
Within days hybridised life forms - infected humans
transformed into alien killing machines - began
roaming the streets and adding to the chaos. Soon,
the purestrain masters of the Koralon emerged
from the deep, choosing the Ophidian Straits that
divide the two continents of Iskandria Major and
Minor as their main vector of attack. They met with
incidental resistance that was soon swept aside,
and now these central bridge sectors, vital to any
concerted human strategy of defence, lay in the
hands of the alien invaders.
But what is extraordinary about this
invasion is the difference between it and other
reported events on the Rim and elsewhere. The
Koralon greatly prefer aquatic environments to the
land and, though they have made many adaptations
to accommodate land warfare in the past, they have
always concentrated their constructive assimilation
efforts on small bodies of water or, on warm worlds
like Kyklops, the ocean itself. The typical process
has them destroy worldwide defences from space,
deploy strike forces to reduce strong-points near

For it may be that this 'saving' for later
assimilation is part of a new strategy by the aliens,
an experiment in terrestrial living. In all of the newly
conquered areas on both continents processes
have been observed that suggest a deliberate
attempt to utilize the urban bones of the city to
create a habitat suitable for Koralon. Throughout
these zones rapid growth has taken place, the
strains of coraline engineered for underwater
construction have been subtly modified for a new
environment, and a never-before-seen 'hybridised'
style of construction is evident in the encrusted
towers and craggy domes that spread outward from
the Iskandrian central districts. This is no casual
growth, but deliberate engineering; entire
structures have been shorn of their façades, their
skeletal framework warped into new shapes by
gravitic pressures and the whole overgrown with
coraline. Much of this new coraline technology
seems based on algal strains, both imported and
native, and great sheets of hybridised coralinealgae blanket the areas of invasion and have begun
to creep outward. It is thought these algal mats may
serve an insulating and humidifying function for the
aliens and, if so, it could be further proof that the

areas they do not wish damaged, and then move
into lakes or oceans to construct their cities and
leave the land, and its populace, to the
unsupervised ravages of coraline infection.
Iskandria roughly followed this pattern save that the
Koralon moved immediately into possession of the
ocean, installing Mother Reefs to accelerate the
process or assimilation, and practically ignoring the
inhabitants of the mainland. It has been assumed
that a combination of haste and indifference
produced this strategy, and that the Koralon
believed they had nothing to fear from human
reprisal, and nothing to gain from assimilating a
completely urbanized land surface which offered
little in the way of biological resources. In light of
present events, this theory must be questioned.

Koralon are attempting to adapt to a new
environment. If this is the case, Iskandria is surely
an ideal location for such an experiment, with small
land surfaces on an otherwise Koralon-ideal world
of warm ocean.
But the real question is, does this
experiment represent a unique, possibly
spontaneous attempt by the Koralon to tackle
mankind in their own environment, or is it part of a
larger plan - a plan informing every move of the
Koralon Incursion, a plan that, perhaps, has not yet
revealed all of its surprises to a humanity that
continues to move one step behind the alien
invaders?

The Koralon at War
The only thing you can do is keep your head and trust to fate
to see you through.
Specialist Meira Karenga,
1st IDF Tactical Brigade
Thus far the Koralon have relied overwhelmingly on their
subject creatures, the hideous hybrids and composite killers
resulting from coraline infection, to pave the way for their
conquest of the planet. The NZ is full of strange hybrids,
some of which have never been seen before, wandering
singly or hunting in packs. Abominations such as the Hydra
infest the sewers and underground tunnels of Iskandria, and
the even fouler Breeders establish spawning grounds in
neglected corners of the neutral zone. Even the sea-borne
assault that lead to the Koralon take over of the sectors to
either side of the Ophidian Straits was spearheaded by the
hybrid shock troops that already swarmed in those areas though the directing intelligence and potent weaponry of
upper caste Koralon in these encounters greatly enhanced
the effectiveness of the hybrid soldiers.
Soon after the Koralon released their spores to
terrorize and assimilate the population of Iskandria they

launched their land invasion, rapidly taking the Four Bridges,
Antioch, Acreus, Sun City, and Eith Sectors and establishing
a bridgehead. From these positions, areas subjected to
bizarre new methods of coraline construction and adaptation,
the Koralon have struck outwards into the city itself. Alien
patrols not unlike the kill team patrols of the IDF have begun
broad sweeps of the city, hunting human material for
experimentation, rounding up feral packs of hybrids to swell
the ever-expanding Koralon army, or else seeking to provoke
encounters with human forces. The extraordinary mobility of
these patrols is due to the widespread use of Phazon and
their powerful portal technologies, and nearly all such groups
have been seen with at least one of these upper caste aliens
in command.

Portal attacks have proven the undoing of many NZ
patrols; IDF or VASA teams pinned down by a hybrid horde
only to be attacked from the sides or rear by powerful upper
caste warriors such as Larvans, or even camouflaged brood
or burrowing Hydras. Such attacks generally come as
Alliance forces manoeuvre to fight one another, and it is not
uncommon for both sides of a firefight, such as between
Viridians and Syntha or Junkers and Triads, to suddenly
come under attack by hordes of mutants or portaling Koralon.
It is thought that this aggressive patrol strategy of the
Koralon is designed to buy them time to assimilate their
conquered territories, at which time spreading mats of algal
coraline and spore towers will finish the work the Koralon
forces have begun in eradicating the human presence. Also,
it has been surmised, that it is in the Koralon's best interests
to keep humanity alive and engaged with one another in the
streets of Iskandria until the Koralon fleet can recover from its
losses and drive mankind once again out of the Arkadian
System. For, not only does the presence of human beings on
the planet's surface prevent widespread orbital bombardment
by the Tripartite Fleet, but it also ensures fresh stocks of
human genetic material for Koralon experimentation and
enslavement. Regardless of the reasons, the Koralon have
shown reluctance to commit the enormous forces that must
wait beneath the waters of the Nephrite Ocean - but the day

when the oceans will disgorge their teeming thousands may
soon be upon Iskandria as the war enters a new and deadlier
phase following the success of Operation Arkadian Dawn.
But no matter what humanity's immediate success, the fact
remains that a tremendous and uncommitted force of aliens
lies in wait - probing, experimenting, observing the Iskandrian
War and biding its time.
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They waited in an abandoned nightclub, a large empty space fronted by a holostage, beneath a ceiling
crisscrossed with projection nodes; a tangle of articulated beams and fiberoptics lurking in the shadows
above. Yamada's men sat at the bar, nervous energy from time to time compelling a few to pace the dance
floor where their ringing footsteps rebounded from distant walls, reinforcing for Avicea the feeling of being
very small in the midst of unguessable vastness.
She was on the floor, back to the bar, arms crossed behind her, constrictor-cuffed at the wrists.
She tried to imagine what she might look like now, after the light interrogation Yamada's Sumotori had
administered; an almost gentle beating that seemed more of a formality than a real try for information.
They had alluded to some infallible means of questioning, something she could look forward to back at
their safe house, and Avicea only smiled and cursed them through broken teeth as the two fat men took
turns slapping her, open-palmed. It had been like bouncing face-first between two walls.
Still it was a kind of relief, Avicea had to admit; to have all the weight of decision, all the fear of
uncertainty that had practically paralysed her just this morning, to have all of it removed, simplified, distilled
into the most basic of equations, prisoner and captor, victim and tormentor; the powerless in the hands of
the all-powerful. It appealed to something fatalistic at her core, and she no longer cared for her own life,
nor duty in regards to her maniple, or even her great success, that thing which would win her promotion,
renown, even riches, that polished silver capsule she had left behind in the hands of a dead man.
Hands lifted her from the floor; men spoke harshly to her in a language she did not understand.
Of all the Triads only their boss, or oyaban as they called him, Yamada, had bothered to speak to her in
Karian, though she knew full well they all spoke it. She stumbled to her feet and lashed the nearest
retainer with an shocking expletive, a richly vulgar Junker idiom of a personal nature, and was rewarded
with a punch to her midsection that made her buckle. She lacked the breath to laugh, but grinned at the
retainers: they understood her all right, she had reminded them that they weren't as damned special or
strange as they liked to pretend.
"Enough, our little bank robber is not for playing." Yamada, flanked by his twin Sumotori guard,
stood by the entrance to the club. Avicea could see that the retainers he had sent to scout the way ahead
had returned. They were the same troops Yamada had sent this afternoon to look for the rest of her
maniple but they had come back with nothing, no capsule, and no indication they had found where Avicea
had been staying. She doubted this meant they believed her story, that the Syntha had destroyed her
maniple and she had been alone for a week, but Yamada seemed disinclined to press the issue: he was
oddly pleased just to have her as a prisoner.
They were preparing to move out now, about fifteen of them including Yamada and his guards,
and the grim faced trio of hatamoto that swaggered amidst the retainers like princes among peasants.
Avicea was impressed by their quiet discipline, and watching them pack their few belongings and remove
traces of their presence she felt a bit of envy; they never got in each other's way, never quarrelled. She
had considered it something of a miracle if her own maniple had broke camp without her having to stop a
fight.
Boss Yamada walked slowly to where Avicea stood, all the time watching his gang's activities with
a guarded eye, not so much concerned with efficiency as watchful of…what? Potential threats? Avicea
had quickly come to regard Yamada as something of a riddle, he was openly distrustful of his subordinates,
never closer than three or four meters to anyone other than his bodyguard, and those he usually stood
behind, placing them between him and those he addressed; treating even, Avicea gathered, members of
his own family in this way. This sort of paranoia seemed cowardice to Avicea, and she was surprised to
find it amongst the Triads, who had a reputation for suicidal courage, and even more surprised when she
saw the deference and apparent respect with which these retainers treated their oyaban.
"Come along my brave bandit, we won't dare take the bridge as its absolutely packed with friends
of yours." Yamada smiled at her sudden reaction and continued, pleasantly, "I knew there was a spark left
in there, good; we'll need that to get the most out of you. If Fukugawa is willing to give me everything from
Suborland Street to Kander's Watch in exchange
for you then you must be worth three times that.
Sec-Net
Bulletin.
Gate
3,059/tag
ISK,
d.3178.05.05 I bet you like the thought of that, yes? That's a lot
As of this morning, our secret allies in the Eight Clans East have passed all of the tagged Junker
of scrip for a chewed up piece of leather like you,
ore shipments into the hands of the Razor Lotus. Colonel Zaitzev has drawn up a plan of attack
hmmm?" Yamada laughed, pudgy face glowing.
that will ensure the Wind Ringing Bell Clan receives full honors for the destruction of the Lotus, and
Outside it was middle dark, the twilight haze lent
is confident our Black Legion strike teams can operate in support with minimal risk of detection by
either side.
by distant Helios to summer evenings. They
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moved slowly along the edge of a vacant street,
keeping to the shadows; Yamada's men carefully
scouting ahead and consulting motion sensors and
other devices Avicea did not recognize. She
chanced to question Yamada about their course,
and he proved as expansive as always:
"It really is a mess here. East of the bridge is better,
over there its only you Junks we have to worry
about, see. Your people just can't leave anything
alone for long can they? Not like the Syntha,
they're predictable; we work around them. Razor
Lotus has holdings on both sides of the bridge you
know, we're the only clan in Five South that had the
balls to move in on the Eight East, long time ago.
My grandfather's day, back when the Neon Cranes
made a bid for Five South. But you wouldn't know
about that, yes? Now, with Syntha pouring into this
area, and even those bumbling Viridians parking
whole armies to the north, it's not safe to walk the
streets at night! But, " he added with conspiratorial
wink, "really it's the Wind Ringing Bell scouts we're
watching for, Fukugawa's eyes are everywhere."
They had entered a second-hand electronics store
and, after passing through its back office and a
short, secret corridor, found themselves in a raw
materials storage sleeve for a textile autofabricator.
Yamada waved a card like a credit chip over a
blank spot in the wall and a hairline crack
appeared. One of his Hatamoto stepped forward to
push against it and a door swung inwards,
triggering a flickering luminescence that showed a
narrow tunnel.
Before Avicea could react one of Yamada's
Sumo guards had her arms in an iron grip, and
Yamada himself was behind her, the sudden flash
of steel in his hand. With relief she felt her wrists
part, the hot flesh instantly cold. "There's a bit of a
climb at the end of this corridor, you'll need your
hands. I doubt you'll go anywhere with Koga
watching you."
Yamada's smiling face reflected the alien
radiance of the portal, winking good-naturedly just
as a wave of gravitic energy erased him from
existence. In the same instant Avicea felt the
mountain of flesh behind her tense, and Koga's
head struck her in the shoulder before
bouncing to the floor. Then the screaming
began.
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The Triads of Iskandria
Much as a tree may appear strong from the outside
yet be hollow and rotten at its core, so too may a
city or entire planet exhibit signs of health while, at
base, it slumps toward decay and dissolution. And,
just as rotten trees have all manner of grubs and
vermin writhing at their core, so too will the Triads
be found feeding off the ruin of worlds.
Ekaterina Vremeniy,
VASA Inspector-General
It would not be an exaggeration to say that all crime
in Iskandria, and all illegal profits of said crimes,
ultimately passes through the hands of five
powerful men, the crime lords of the great Triad
Houses. These Houses are affiliations of Triad
clans and gangs that dominate particular regions
and designated activities, everything from
smuggling and illicit manufacturing, to gambling,
prostitution, and assassination. Each House, and
the clans and families that form them, are centuries
old - dating from the earliest stages of Iskander's
great construction and colonization projects on
Kyklops. In a sense they represent the oldest claim
to the planet when compared to the powers of the
Tripartite Alliance or late comers such as the
Koralon, and their tenacity and adaptability will
probably assure that they remain a fixture of
Iskandrian life regardless of the outcome of the
present war - assuming of course the planet is not
assimilated in a tide of infectious coraline.
Each of the Triad Houses jealously guards
its territory and its rights over certain businesses,
both legal and forbidden, from claims by the other
Houses and their sub-clans. The method of
exploitation of these territories varies tremendously,
in some cases the Triad presence in a region is in
name only, in others they control a few key
industries or firms, and in a few cases they walk the
streets openly and collect tithes of protection
money in much the same way their ancestors had
thousands of years ago. Each House, and many of
the sub-clans that make up a House, possess
walled enclaves within the Free City in which this
open behaviour is the norm, such regions being
nearly completely beyond the ken of Free City or
Great Power security or enforcement. The greatest
of the enclaves are the five Floating Worlds that
form the headquarters of the five Triad Houses,
fabulous and unreachable domains that rise far
above the city - terraced landscapes in the sky. In
these enclaves ancient traditions and architecture
mingle with contemporary currents, and the
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powerful lords and bosses of the clans move
openly and ostentatiously about like the great
generalissimos of old.
Each House has a name rooted in tradition,
and an entire iconography based on sacred notions
of geography, colour, and symbology. Their names
date from the first clan coalitions of the earliest
times; Three Clans North, Six Clans West, Five
Clans South, Eight Clans East, in addition to the
Centre Clan, the sacred Golden Dragon Clan which
has long held a ritual and ceremonial (some might
even say sentimental) role in Triad life. The Centre
Clan, currently presided over by Great Lord
Nakamura Daiki, is a House unto itself, and
presides over internal matters of Triad politics and
rivalry, acting as final arbiter in all Triad disputes.
Representatives of the Golden Dragon are always
on hand to judge the inter-clan ritual combat and
underground battles of the Triads, and act as
ambassadors amongst the criminal underworld.
Members of the Centre Clan wear mostly yellow,
the colour of the ancient Cithanese Emperors, and
display a variety of dragon mons, or clan symbols.
Three Clans North are better known as the
Black Water Gang, a ruthless House notorious for
their role as assassins and hired thugs. The Black
Water Gang is rather elitist, and still officially
consists of only its three founding clans - unlike the
other Houses that have swollen to adopt new clans
and gangs over the centuries (for example, the
Eight Clans East, the largest House, consists of
around 117 separate clans, gangs, families, or
other criminal enterprises). Overboss Oonishi
Makoto, aka Dagger Singing, of the Ten-Thousand
Demons Clan is current head of the Black Water
Gang, and under his rule the Three Clans North
have exerted considerable pressure on The Golden
Dragon Clan - so much so that this most important
of all clans can now be said to be little more than a
puppet of the Black Water Gang. The Northern
Clans tend to favour close combat and Oni
battlesuits, and all wear the Octopus mons of Three
North prominently alongside their own clan mons,
and dress appropriately enough in black.
Richest of all the Houses is the Six Clans
West, presided over by Overboss Narita Jiro of the
Iron-Bending Mandibles Clan. Narita, aka Greedy
Fingers, continues the tradition of his House as a
centre for illegal financial and banking operations,
especially sophisticated money laundering and
embezzlement schemes as well as stock
manipulation. Six Clans West, referred to in Triad
circles as 'Steel Glaring Brightness,' is a cautious
but powerful clan, and has grown rich because of
its location in the commercial west of Iskandria,

especially in the flourishing Outer City of the VASA
quarter. The Clans of this House generally wear
white, and often flaunt the triple diamond mons of
their House. Though they view battle as a last
resort they command an impressive array of hightech weaponry, and place great reliance on rockets,
snipers, and tiger claws to deal death at a distance.
The famous Sakai Isamu, aka TigerShifting, is Overboss of the traditionally minded
Five Clans South, the House of Spreading Flame.
This House specializes in arms dealing, illicit
manufacturing, and racketeering, and boasts an
impressively balanced force of veteran infantry and
high-tech weaponry, as well as the largest
proportion of Hatamoto of all of the Triad clans. The
primarily orange or red uniformed Five South is
often involved in ceremonial wars with the other
clans over points of honour, and even the slightest
infraction or insult can provoke their wrath. Their
mons is the dragonfly, although many sub-clans
prefer to display their own mons in preference to
the House mons, as this is regarded as more
traditional.
The Eight Clans East is regarded as semibarbaric by the other Houses, no doubt their close
dealing with the Junkers having something to do
with this reputation, but they are
nonetheless a powerful presence.
Having authority over nearly all of
Iskandria Minor, the Eight East, or
'Ever-Swelling
Army-of-Brothers,'
prefers to deal in contraband, gambling,
prostitution, and low-level protection and
numbers rackets, as well as highjacking
and all manner of thievery. Often, they
engage in unsavory tasks at the behest of
the other Houses. Overboss Murakami
Shinichi, aka Broken Table, of the
Hundred-Handed Thieves Clan presides over
the Eight East, though his authority over this
loose coalition is questionable. Few sub clans
bother with the protocol of wearing Eight East's
mons of the triple spear, though many do at least
pay credence to tradition (or superstition) by
partially adopting the sacred colors of the east,
green and blue.
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The Triad Underworld
What is it that gives us strength? True, we
understand the uses of wealth, and we know how
to twist the will of men, to feed their weaknesses
and make of that our strength. Ruthlessness we
posses in abundance, it is second nature to us, and
efficiency as well - whether it be on the battlefield or
in the boardroom these traits are paramount. But
what is our true strength? It is honour - that alone
separates and elevates us, and when it is gone we
too shall perish.
Triad Boss Fukugawa Jiro,
Wind Ringing Bell Clan
Wealth and vice are two sides of the same coin,
and every prosperous system contains individuals
or groups on the margins of society eager to take
advantage of any opportunity to turn a profit.
However, while many worlds have an underworld
operating outside the law, only one such
organization can truly be described as intergalactic:
the Triads, a nefarious criminal brotherhood that
combines cunning and ruthlessness with a
millennia old code of honour that emphasizes
discipline and self-sacrifice. By merging new and
old ideas, resurrecting an ancient way of life while
keeping pace with the latest the modern world has
to offer, the Triads have continued to grow in power
and influence.

Triad members take great pride in their
ancient roots, tracing a lineage back to Viridia's
remote pre-industrial past to the Heaven-EarthMan revolutionary societies endemic in the coastal
cities of the Empire of Cithan. Such 'three point'
gangs took as their symbol the triangle, hence the
name Triads, and became powerful players in not
only the expected fields of smuggling, gambling,
and assassination but also, surprisingly, law
enforcement. What had begun as a secret society
fomenting rebellion grew into a powerful and
dangerous criminal organization that eventually
became an arm of the civil apparatus itself. It was
in this last capacity, when the one-time Triads
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became town watchmen, firemen, and customs
inspectors, that the bushido code of Cithan's
warrior elite merged with the outlaw mentality of the
great crime families to create the myth of the Triads
as we know it.
Myth, because the shadowy history of the
Triads has never been a straight-line story of cause
and effect, of one group growing and changing over
the years; and the Triads today are not, as they
claim, the literal successors to the powerful gangs
of long ago. They are rather their spiritual
descendants, a contemporary echo of an ancient
idea revived in a modern context. Today's Triads
have their origins on Vacillus, capital of VASA, a
world with a large minority of Cithanese colonists
that lies at the crossroads of trade between the
homeworlds and the rest of human space. Born of
a movement to revive traditional culture in the
decades following the Second War of Secession,
the Triads solidified as a conscious imitation of the
warrior-thieves of legend and to this day, long after
the currents of traditionalism have relaxed in most
societies of Cithanese ex-patriots, the Triads
adhere to a rigid behavioural orthodoxy based
nearly as much on mythic stories as on tangible
tradition. Thus, they see no contradiction in thinking
themselves outlaw heroes, as guardians of the
common man and protectors of clan and family,
while at the same time exploiting every opportunity
to turn a profit.

But for every virtuous old-timer that keeps
the streets of his territory free of petty crime and
looks after the interests of his humble 'clients,' there
are a thousand cut-throats eager to make a c-scrip,
and a reputation, in any way possible. This up-andcoming cadre of young blood feel they have been
marginalized by the elders that dominate Triad
society, and in their impatience for success
traditional virtues are often the first casualty. The
age old organization of the Triad clans, each a topdown autocracy of affiliated families and their
retainers, has been threatened in recent years by
the ruthless gangs that respect no law or injunction
save that of the street.

Iskandria is no exception to this, though its
deeply entrenched clans have proven more
resistant than most. Perhaps one mechanism that
helps to curb this endemic cycle of violence and
reinforce the traditional bonds of family and clan is
the use of formalized combat in dispute resolution.
Such battles are bloody, close order affairs fought
with a fixed number of men and munitions, all of
which are agreed to before hand according to a
prescribed code of arms. Though the fights are
staged, with each side concerned as much for form
and appearance as tactics, they are played for high
stakes and death is not uncommon. This constant
underground warfare acts not only as a stabilizing
element in Triad society, but has also given the
gangs an experience and proficiency in combat that
has proven valuable in the present conflict.
Now, of course, the Triad armies are no
longer a rumour of the night but a strategic reality.
Life in the Free City is forever changed, and the
Triads have been as severely affected as anyone
else. Gone are those staples of illicit Triad activity,
the profitable trafficking in contraband and stolen
goods of the Shadow Market and the unreal
pleasure palaces of the Floating Worlds. Under the
tenuous patronage of VASA the Triads have
chosen to fight rather than flee the destruction of
the neutral zone, and already their forces are
learning the arts of open warfare. These soldiers
can now be seen patrolling the shattered zones of
the abandoned city and the rhetoric of Triad myth
can once again be heard from the crime lords that
run the clans, and it just may be possible that the
legendary ideal of the noble warrior shepherding
the common man is, against all odds, becoming
something of a contemporary reality - just so long
as it continues to be profitable.

The Triads at War
They're always where I'm not, and never where I
am!
Tribune Lukius Demiko,
Sand-Vipers Leg. XXXVIII
The Triad Houses and affiliate clans began the
Iskandrian War fighting under VASA aegis - but
slowly this has receded as it has not only become
increasingly clear that they cannot be trusted to
uphold any contract that VASA makes with them,
but also that VASA's greatly augmented military
power following Operation Arkadian Dawn no
longer necessitates Triad involvement in VASA
affairs. Indeed, VASA has distanced itself from the

crime lords, believing its legitimacy as a panhumanic regulatory force can only suffer through
contact with the Triads. Still, it is not unheard of for
the two to cooperate in certain instances, though
both sides prefer to deny or ignore this.
The Triad Houses have proven to be
islands of order in the Iskandrian storm, the five
fortified enclaves of the Houses as well as many
lesser clan holdings have held out against the
ravages of the Neutral Zone, everything from hybrid
infestation and Syntha attack, to the depredation of
Gladiator gangs and Viridian bombardment. The
Triads, it seems, are one of the last indigenous
forces with the authority and power to maintain
security in the NZ, even if only in their own
'backyards.'
But this apparent benevolence has another
side, as the Triads were quick to capitalize on the
chaos of the Syntha and Koralon invasions to
increase their clan holding and their material wealth
invading and stripping whole regions with a ruthless
efficiency that would make a Junker proud. The
opportunity to settle old scores or launch ambitious
campaigns against one another was not lost either,
and many Clans, having developed a liking for
open warfare - so much more lethal than their
traditional ceremonial battles - have taken to
attacking their perceived rivals and usurping their
territories and possessions. Not only has this new
rivalry created friction between the Houses, but
also between the sub-clans within a House; as can
be seen in the example of the vicious battles
between the Wind Ringing Bell and Razor Lotus
Clans - both members of Five Clans South.
But despite this internecine rivalry, and
despite the damage done to Triad holdings in the
Free City - and the virtual elimination of their
primary sources of income - the Triads have
prospered in this new environment of open war.
There is not a sector of the Free City that does not
contain some form of Triad presence, nor a faction
that has not fallen victim to Triad thievery or
assassination, or felt the sting of a Triad ambush.
Above and below the streets of Iskandria the Triads
launch their new campaigns for dominance, and
they are ever quick to seize on new opportunities
for profit and adapt to new conditions. Much like the
Gladiator packs that roam the Free City, the Triads
are a force that must be contended with, either
through combat or negotiation, if the Tripartite
Alliance is ever to regain control on the planet and
restore order. In the meantime, the Triad Houses
will continue to act in accordance with the bottom
line.
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"Hit 'em again Karenga."
A whip-crack sound, the hard slap of a giant's palm, and the room lights dimmed, flickered; the
electric-blue flash of the repulsors faintly visible through the chinks and tears in the blast sheet that had
been lowered over the shattered front windows. Muffled shouts outside, not quite human, and the lights
leapt back to the stark bright of pseudo-day.
"Think we burnt a few more nodes with that one, Sarge, but the uglies seem to be scattering again.
It looks-" Specialist Karenga stopped short, a smile playing over her lips as she leaned over the systems
console, "Chiang just drilled two of those upper caste slugs in less time then its taking me to tell you about
it, Sarge."
From his firing position near the entrance of the lounge, a L-shaped bulwark of overturned
plastiform coaches and heavy tables of ceramaslate, Private Madsen turned to marvel again at Karenga,
with poise and efficiency she had acted as their lifeline since the retreat, their eyes and ears, and she didn't
seem at all out of place behind the polished wood of the reception desk, as prettily competent as any
young up-and-coming exec-if one ignored the body armour.
"Nicely done." Sergeant Arroyo held the datapad in his bandaged left hand, arm cocked at right angles in
an army-green sling, navigating the visuals Karenga feed him through the bio-chem plant's security
computer. For five hours they had been holding off the Koralon in this way, periodically overloading the
repulsor grid that surrounded the building, a simple force field designed to prevent grav-cars from crashing
into the plant. It wouldn't kill anything, but repeated bursts of negatron kept the hybrids from clustering too
thickly around the entrance of the plant, and Karenga's idea had bought them enough time to barricade
the doors and get their bearings.
Twenty-two of them had made it to the Consolidated Agronomics and Fisheries of Solaris, CAFS,
bio-chem plant when the Koralon had overwhelmed their position on the Avenue, a motley collection of the
injured, the panicked, and the lucky. Three of the twenty-two had died of their wounds, and two others,
including Madsen's friend Private Veonid Pitney, had life-threatening injuries. Superficial wounds, such as
the mild concussion that was still blurring Madsen's vision or Arroyo's broken arm, were common.
Once their position had been consolidated they had tried to contact the rest of the company,
looking for other pockets of survivors, but the amount of magnetic flux in the area made radio
communication outside the shielded confines of the building impossible. The landlines too were dead,
whether severed, jammed, or interfered with in some other manner was unknown. The Koralon had
managed to box them in and keep them quiet.
"Karenga, I need the plant floor-plans feed through the VAF mapping software so we can get a
real-time positional reading, and bump the refresh if you can on that panoramic of the pump yards but
make sure I've got a live feed on number three cam at all times. " Arroyo said, cycling through his datapad's
menu with a bony finger; as spare and rigid a tool as any stylus. "And give me an update."
"On it sarge. Uh, sarge, looks like Dbrovski's team just closed off the south labs and are on their
way back, Klein's squad are still in the generator room; I can get them on the PA since those big electroturbines flux-out the short-wave. Chiang and Jenkins have scooted up to the fourth floor, looks like a
biomass arboretum or something, they're moving toward the front of the building."
"Iacinni, Madsen," Madsen flinched at the sound of his own name, so far Arroyo's continuous
stream of orders had passed him by, and he had grown accustomed to listening to them as one would an
audio interview: as important and interesting but somehow impersonal. And though Madsen keenly
sensed that his own life was at stake he nevertheless felt like an extra in a holodrama, part of the backdrop
against which the major players shaped and suffered. Arroyo hooked a finger in the direction of the
wounded and they followed.
"I need you to get these two ready and mobile." Arroyo pointed at Pitney and Corporal Marks, both
felled by darts from the grotesque new hybrids that had acted as support for the Reapers, coughing lowvelocity projectiles while the others charged home. "We'll be moving within the hour, just as soon as-"
"Sir," Karenga, tremulous, interjected, "can't find the snipers, Chiang…no visuals on four." Eyes
widening, she leaned into her hand, cupping the side of her head over the comms earpiece. Her voice
was almost a whisper, nearly choked-off: "They're screaming."
The lights died, plunging them into a world of darkness, of shifting phantom afterimages on a canvas of
dead black, their body's own rhythmic sounds of panic magnified in compensatory degree to the sudden
absence of vision. A blind second of quiet that stretched to infinity.
Madsen switched on his lowlight viewer, transforming the world into a sea of ghostly green. He
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scanned the room, noticing everything at a glance:
the glowing, panicked faces of soldiers groping for
their goggles or masks; Arroyo's stiff form walking
slowly, blindly back to the centre of the room,
barking orders in the darkness; the rents in the
blast sheet that protected the panoramic windows
radiant with the light of streetlamps, wounds of
gleaming argent in a wall of grainy, shadowed grey.
"Seal up, covers and 'breathers on! Help
your neighbour if they need it, and point those rifles
at the floor. Sound off!" Arroyo quickly got the eight
of them in order, Madsen and Iaccini supporting the
wounded, Arroyo, Karenga, and the rest fully suited
and patched together on the short wave. "Alright,
stay ready to move. Karenga, can you restore plant
systems power?"
"Sarge, there doesn't seem to be any
emergency feed kicking in on the console, or the
lights for that matter. And we should be able to
contact Klein with the suit comms now that the
power's out, but I'm not getting anything from either
Klein or Dbrovski and we've all got triple gain
systems. And, sarge, there is no way damage from
outside could knock out mains and backup
systems, a place like this is laced with
redundancies, the only thing-"
"Understood," Arroyo cut her off. Madsen
could see his fist was clenched, thought he could
hear him cursing through his mask. The sounds of
pounding and scraping at the blast sheet, and the
stifled, inarticulate almost-voices from outside
seemed to grow louder as they waited for Arroyo's
order.
Arroyo looked at his datapad. "Give me
your best estimate on the progress of Dbrovski's
party on the map, they can't be far off. We'll collect
them and then move down toward the maintenance
section and meet Klein. Then we'll head for the
pump yards as per our original plan. Private
Kashliz and I will try to see what's keeping
Dbrovski, you're to start moving toward
maintenance."
"But Sarge we can't-"
"Damn it! I don't like it either," Arroyo and a
reluctant Kashliz were already moving toward the
south corridor, he turned and pointed with his good
hand toward the blast sheet, rattling with the Sec-Net Bulletin. Gate 3,059/tag ISK >sub THL<, d.3178.07.22
impact of the Hybrids outside, "but we can't zap As of this morning, our secret allies in the Eight Clans East have passed all of the tagged Junker
ore shipments into the hands of the Razor Lotus. Colonel Zaitzev has drawn up a plan of attack
'em anymore and we can't stay here, and you need +trans reftag FREEZE 77839511-DD+ (interrupt) …diggers may interfere with future in-system
to get a head start with the wounded." He had sub-ether relays. Repeat, this is Thule station, combined fleet action code IAPETUS resounding
taken a turn, and was lost to sight, but continued to success. Total Koralon loses estimated at sixty percent; Reef Ship losses at ninety percent.
speak over the comms. "We've activated our suit Combined Tripartite losses at twenty-five percent, detailed VASA losses available within the hour.
We have achieved a stunning victory for all mankind, comrades. Be advised, warp digger activity
beacons, you'll hear the tone every few minutes may interfere with future in-system sub-ether relays.that will ensure the Wind Ringing Bell Clan
and we'll be in constant contact; I trust your ability receives full honors for the destruction of the Lotus, and is confident our Black Legion strike teams
to manage the squad, Karey, if something should can operate in support with minimal risk of detection by either side.
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happen take the quickest route out of here."
They were hesitant to move, the six of them, Madsen supporting a grim-faced Pitney, Iacinni with
the comatose Corporal Marks thrown over one broad shoulder, a nervous and slow moving Private called
Weitz looking resignedly at the floor, and a shocked Karenga, the mantle of command having suddenly
settled unexpectedly on her after an hours-long ordeal wrestling with the chem-plant's computer systems.
Madsen, as much to his surprise as everyone else's, broke the inertia; "We all heard him, let's go."
The CAFS bio-chem plant was an enormous building, a maze of sanitary corridors shot through
with access points and maintenance shafts, secure passages designed for the movement of equipment
and material, layer upon layer of parallel hallways and chambers ranging from the public, to the mundane,
to the most highly secure and guarded. Through these they moved, from the panelled corridors of the
office section through the low ceilinged maintenance network to round-walled shafts lined with dense
thickets of pipes that pumped fluids and gases throughout the building. They had been thwarted several
times by emergency doors, irises designed to close in the event of systems failure and prevent the spread
of dangerous chemicals or biologics; and each time they had had to backtrack through the claustrophobic
corridors made Madsen feel further and further away from the outside, trapped in a world of dim green
tunnels like the hollow, dried-out arteries of some mummified alien leviathan.
"I think we're underground." Pitney said. His rebreather dangled by a single strap; he had fought
Madsen vehemently when he tried to reattach it, muttering something about canaries in mine shafts.
Madsen tried to look at him now, but his goggles gave him limited peripheral vision and Pitney's face was
very close, his arm around Madsen's neck, and all Madsen could see of him was his sharp chin jutting
from the shadows of his helmet. He had become talkative as they shuffled along the corridors. "They're
in here with us, you know, they're probably watching us, or following us. Waiting, they wait-not like us at
all, no, they choose when to act and when to wait."
Madsen tried to comfort him, saying he couldn't read too much into animal behaviour, that it was
just fear that made it seem like the Koralon had the upper hand, but it only increased Pitney's agitation,
"Animals! You say animals did this to us? Animals chased us in here, bottled us up, then broke in while we
were all divided? They fly spaceships, damn it, they took our worlds like it was nothing…nothing." He
finished with a groan, clamping a hand over the pressure bandage on his chest.
"I'm sick," he said simply.
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"Shhhhhh!" Weitz, who had said little since the left the office section, now empathically demanded
their silence. "Listen to the comms!"
The beacon tone had stopped.
Karenga immediately began cycling contact frequencies to try to raise Arroyo or Kashliz, but found
only various textures of white noise. She damped down the rush of voices from the squad, though Madsen
thought he could detect a note of panic in her own; "Interference. It doesn't change anything, we know
where we need to go, we've got to find Klein's squad."
"Klein! You think any of them are still alive? You said yourself you heard Chiang dying, now Sarge
is gone and he told us to get out of here if anything hap-"
"Just shut the hell up Weitz," Iacinni said. He had set Marks down beside him, and she looked
small and childlike next to his bulk. "I don't remember Arroyo putting you in charge, and I sure as hell don't
remember you doing anything to help us while we were trying to get people away from the Avenue, in fact
I seem to recall you only showed up when Karey got the blast doors down."
"Enough!" Karenga cut through the bickering. She was busy studying her datapad; its pale glow,
when seen through the lowlight amplifiers, washed over her suit with an otherworldly radiance. "Listen,
change of plans. You remember I said this place was full of redundancies, and the Koralon had to have
knocked out the mains and at least two backups? Well, looking at these schematics it shows that each
plant section here is partitioned, they all have separate generators that tie into a power-sharing grid.
Which means if we go past the closest partition we have a good chance of gaining access to at least some
plant systems."
She turned, started moving back the way they had came. "If I can get to a security station I might
be able to restore the surveillance and PA systems, which will give us some chance at finding out what's
going on. So lets move!"
The six retraced their steps for a time through quiet corridors before turning north along a new
route of broader, straighter halls. Karenga moved steadily forward, pad clenched in her hand, Weitz at her
heels. Iacinni had slowed, the strain of carrying Marks clearly visible in his posture. Madsen and Pitney
shuffled along as they had, Pitney seeming to gain strength from the activity. He was talkative, "I can hear
them Madsen, moving back where we came, but a good ways off. You can't hear anything with your helmet
passives, not while the comms are going, not while your breathing through that mask. But I can hear them
quite clearly."
They had stopped at a security door, a less robust version of the containment shields that had
turned them back time and again, and waited nervously while Karenga cycled through the plant access
codes she had stored on her pad. "Trust me, if this door is getting any power then-"
With a faint click the door opened to reveal amber-lit halls.
Continuing with a new purpose born of relief they sped though the north labs, following an excited
Karenga toward a security station. They moved though corridors lit by emergency lighting now, a dusky
orange hue that seemed warmly welcoming after travelling through leagues of ocean green. Without quite
realizing it Madsen felt the nascent return of his own natural optimism, and was smiling behind his
respirator. "We'll make it out of here Pit," he said, not hearing Pitney's mumbled reply.
At the security post they waited again while Karenga worked her magic, and again the door
yielded. Inside was a long room banked with control panels and monitor screens, and Karenga wasted
no time settling in at the computers. The door sealed behind them with a faint hiss.
"This is exactly what we needed, from here I can reboot most of the cameras and convince the
security grid to pipe its data over. That's the beauty of a redundant system like this, a local station can
become the centre of a whole system."
Madsen eased Pitney carefully into a chair, and took his own helmet and respirator off. Iacinni
had done the same, and Madsen watched his grim expression as he probed the sallow skin of Marks' neck
for a pulse. He turned away, looking over Karenga's shoulder as she worked, taking a vicarious pleasure
in her skill and confidence with the computers. He allowed his attention to wander over the room; the clean
lines of the consoles, the security cabinet stocked with non-lethals, the blank monitor screens that filled
every wall surface in the room.
He was looking directly at the monitors when Karenga finally patched the surveillance data
through; he hadn't needed to hear her sharp, shocked intake of breath to know something was wrong.
What he saw, on every screen and from every view, in images of every room, hall, and passage of the biochem plant, were a thousand teeming Koralon.
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The Gladiators of
Iskandria
Curious to me that our most binding institution,
perhaps the foundation of Junker culture itself, is
that of the Arena Games. In it the dregs find
contentment and catharsis, while we at the top
learn the necessary virtues of stoicism in the face
of death and the dynamism of violent and direct
action. Besides, I love to see a man bleed.
Glave Truculla,
Junker Proconsul
Amidst the hovels and shanties of the destitute, the
factory stacks and filthy tenements in which
thousands live and toil in the Junker Sector, ugly
plasticrete fortresses squat behind high walls. The
rare visitor to this region notices many such buildings,
heavily fortified slab-sided compounds containing
large open-air courtyards behind strong walls topped
with razor wire. The outsider might naturally assume
these are Junker prisons, and he'd be correct, in a
way, for they do contain prisoners of a sort. But the
Junkers do not have jails, they do not lock their
criminals away but rather convert them to industrial or
military slaves - the Junker state itself is a vast prison.
Should the visitor draw near one such fortress the
sounds of explosions and gunfire might be heard from
within, as well as shouts and the clang of metal on
metal. What he has stumbled upon is a Gladiator
stable, one of the hundreds of facilities for the housing
and training of the ubiquitous Junker Gladiator.
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Personal combat has been a staple Junker
entertainment since the earliest days of the
founding of Ironglass when prisoners would
assemble for ad hoc brawls deep beneath the
planet's surface, in mine shafts and pockets
untroubled by guards and cameras. From these
earliest times rituals and rules of order arose to
govern the manner of fight and fighter that could be
matched in a 'fair' battle, and gladiatorial games
themselves have grown more elaborate as the
Ironglass Imperium continues to construct hightech arena complexes and stage ever-more
astounding and extreme spectacles. Where one
finds Junkers, one finds the games.
The Junker Sector on Iskandria has a
reputation for staging some of the finest and
cruellest bouts outside of Ironglass itself, the great
wealth of the Junker Plutocrats and the easy
access to more sophisticated ideas and
technologies of the free city and other Tripartite
Powers ensuring that the Iskandrian Games never
lack for novelty or innovation. The Great Arena,
itself built upon the highest point of the
mountainous northeast and surrounded by the
villas and holdings of the most important Iskandrian
Junkers, is a marvel of technical savvy and
sophistication - rarely has technology been so well
applied to the science of killing outside of the
military realm as it is in the cruel complex of the
Great Arena.
The Great Arena, like the many lesser
arenas that serve the Junker Sector's multitudes, is
a complex containing numerous killing fields and

duelling grounds capable of hosting many events
simultaneously. Everything from intimate duels
between champions and public executions, to
obstacle-laden skirmishes and tremendous pitched
battles are available for public consumption, and
the modular nature of much of the Arena's venues
and gimmicks ensure that the battlegrounds and
the various impedimenta present within them need
never be the same thing twice. As one rises up the
soaring spiral of the Great Arena, from the
enormous street-level amphitheatre to the private
fighting chambers of the Junker elite, the games
grow increasingly more sophisticated - and
exclusive. The Iskandrian Games have proven not
only popular with the masses of Junkers that flock
to them but also with the native Iskandrians
themselves, especially the labourers of Iskandria
Minor. Even Senators and other high-ranking
dignitaries from other Junker worlds, including
Ironglass, make the pilgrimage to the Great Arena
to see its famous blood sports.
The stables of the Junker Sector
themselves are some of the richest and best run
Gladiator stables in the Imperium. Each is
sponsored by one or more wealthy individuals or
families and run by ex-Gladiators called lanista.
The Lanista Magni is the chief trainer and
administrator of the school, and decides, among
other things, the appropriate kind and level of
training his Gladiators will receive, the proportion of
valued to expendable fighters in his care, and
which contracts he will pursue each season with
particular arena venues. A successfully managed

stable can bring wealth and fame not only to its
sponsors, but also to its trainers and the warriors
themselves.
The intensely violent nature of the training
undergone at these stables is much like the games
themselves, brutal, bloody, insane. While it breaks
the bodies and spirit of many assigned to the
stables, many of whom are criminals or pressganged unemployed (though some few are
volunteers!) it creates an unbreakable bond of
respect amongst even the most heated of rivals any who survive the trial by fire that is Gladiator
training have earned the acceptance of their peers.
This specialized training in close quarters combat
coupled with the high motivation and self-reliance
of the Gladiators made them ideal soldiers for the
urban battlefield - unfortunately it also made them
ideal defectors from the Junker ranks.
Many famous Gladiator stables are
represented in the present Junker para-military
Gladiator forces, some of which come entirely from
one stable and have known one another their entire
lives. Wealthy stables such as the Falconi and
Deca Therax are capable of supplying entire
troupes of well balanced and veteran warriors,
specialist schools such as Varro Amazonia have
provided a corps of highly capable leaders, and the
great flesh farms of Miln Dragolic and Grox-inChains ensure that fresh reinforcements for
Gladiator armies will always be available.
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Warriors of the Great
Arena
Brutal, ignorant, animalistic; easy enough to
classify these beasts. But they fight well, and they
have honour - that last fact alone raises them
above their masters.
Triad Boss Murakami Shinichi,
Overboss Eight Clans East
In the immediate aftermath of the Syntha
occupation of important sections of the Iskandrian
Neutral Zone, and despite their blatant violation of
the Partition Treaty, Viridian and VASA intervention
remained limited and carefully observant of the
letter of the law. Not so the Junkers. While it is true
their actions did not constitute a full-scale invasion,
the penetration of the NZ by hundreds, if not
thousands, of irregular Gladiator forces was not, as
one Ironglass official described it when confronted
by an angry Viridian diplomat, "The criminal actions
of a few escaped prisoners in no way associated
with the Imperial Government."
The truth, of course, is something else
entirely. Ever-eager to seize upon any opportunity,
however marginal, the Plutocrats of the Ironglass
Sector quickly mobilized an irregular force to
infiltrate the NZ for the purpose of gathering
intelligence, seizing key regions on their borders,
and, of course, the time-honoured Junker pastime
of looting. For this task they chose Gladiators,
experienced fighters in arena blood sports, both
because these warriors were motivated and selfsufficient in a way the staple of the Junker legions the convict soldier - was not, and also in order to
distance themselves politically from their actions in
much the same way as VASA chose to act through
intermediaries and Viridia to support an ostensibly
native Iskandrian force. The Junkers were playing
the same game, though with perhaps a bit more
cynicism and less thought to observing treaty
conventions; as the unlawful stripping and
relocation of industrial equipment and material in
regions bordering the Junker Sector or the
wholesale pillaging of numerous commercial
districts demonstrated early in the conflict that the
Junkers intended to play the game by their own
rules.
And what better pawns to play the Junker's
brutal game than the trained killers of the arena?
Subjected to harsh conditioning from birth, inured
to pain and deprivation, and trained in close
quarters combat, the Gladiators are fierce
opponents. Life is cheap in the great arena, doubly
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so when one considers that the most horrible
deaths comprise a mere moment's entertainment
for the braying masses, and the fatalistic Gladiators
have developed their own grim code of honour to
suit this uncompromising environment. They
worship strength, whether in an individual or
institution, and many have developed deep bonds
with their stable - the combination school, barracks,
and prison where these warriors spend their days
perfecting the art of killing under the tutelage of
retired master Gladiators.
Each stable is the property of a wealthy
Junker aristocratic family, and much of the fighting
of the games contains a subtext of clan or family
competition at the highest levels, a gruesome
articulation of Junker political ruthlessness. Stables
specialize in one or more styles of fighting, some of
which require a great deal of skill and specialized
equipment such as the Retiarii and Provocators,
and such extremes of dedication and identification
with a particular style and its attendant iconography
often becomes fetishized as a kind of cult. This can
be a double-edged sword as it not only provides the
Gladiators with a kind of solidarity and sense of
purpose that allows them to face the horrors of
arena combat, but may also make them intractable
and difficult to control. Indeed, some cases of open
rebellion in the Gladiator ranks have been heard of,
and it is even rumoured that the great Arsonists
Revolt of the last century was in fact led by
Myrmillai of the Jurgonax stables acting as high
priests of an apocalyptic fire cult.
It is clear that the particular stresses of a
Gladiator's existence can cause such mania, and
most arena fighters can be considered at least
partially insane. This has been highlighted in the
recent conflict as many of the bands of Gladiators
turned out to operate independently in the neutral
zone often deviated from, or wholly abandoned,
their goals and have instead rampaged across the
Free City in orgies of looting and destruction.
Somewhat more alarming are the reports of
Warlordism, Gladiator teams uniting under strong
leaders to proclaim their independence from their
Junker masters and lay claim to sectors of the cityone such strongman named Hamilcar has even
proclaimed himself Emperor and Successor to
Iskander! Clearly Ironglass cannot control what it
has unleashed upon the city, though one can
speculate that perhaps this was their intention all
along, to compound the chaos in the Free City in
order that no one faction could restore stability
before such a time as the Legions were mobilized
and the Junkers were ready to act.

The Gladiators at War
What is best in life? To break bones and rip flesh,
to maim, to pound down anything in your way. To
give pain - to take pain and ask for more. I'll burn
this whole world down to light our way to hell!
The Warlord Knax Ultra, excerpt
from a pre-battle speech
The Junkers wasted no time in exploiting the chaos
of the Koralon and Syntha attacks to secure areas
of Iskandria Minor immediately adjacent to their
Sector, and key Sectors such as Fors Morthori and
Sindant quickly fell to the onslaught of the Gladiator
packs that surged across the border. But very little
consolidation was possible with the use of such
troops, and much of the Gladiators success would
be in their looting and their disruption of enemy
action in these areas - and the creation of a buffer
zone between the hastily mobilizing Junkers and
the dangerously close Syntha.
Early Gladiator success against the Syntha
were promising, though from the reports it must be
concluded that Iskandria Minor was never regarded
by the Syntha as a primary field of operations until
the Junker escalation in that area forced them to
commit more troops to the southern sectors of the
Island Continent. The Triads of Eight Clans East
proved a bit more difficult for the Gladiators to
handle, primarily because their mastery of the
locale (the NZ of Iskandria Minor is, after all,
effectively their backyard) and hit-and-run tactics
greatly frustrated the inexperienced Gladiator
gangs that attempted to penetrate Triad held areas.
But the Gladiator's mission was not merely
confined to Iskandria Minor - in fact Gladiator bands
were sent throughout the Free City in an effort to
sow disorder, gather intelligence, and perhaps steal
certain key artefacts believed left over from the
reign of Iskander himself. More of this story has
come to light in recent weeks, and it seems the
Junker high command placed great stock in the
rumours of fabulous and potent formulae,
substances, and technologies hidden by the Great
Tyrant's successors during the General's War such artefacts were the goal of numerous bands of
roving Gladiators encountered as far away as
Greyburn and Vomeen Bal in the opening stages of
the conflict. Their degree of success or failure is
unknown, what is known is that such bands, and
others like them, formed the nucleus for the future
Warlord armies that now operate independently on
both sides of the Ophidian Straits.

It is estimated that some one hundred and
sixty-three Gladiator forces, ranging from nomadic
bands to entrenched armies, have now lapsed into
a state of autonomous rule best characterized as
Warlordism. Uniting behind strong leaders, such
bands maintain an indifferent or openly hostile
relationship to their former masters, and pursue
their own goals within the NZ - generally looting,
burning, and fighting. These relatively small bands
have proven a thorn in the side of not only Syntha,
Triad, VASA, and Viridian forces but also the
Koralon. Indeed, some of the stiffest resistance to
the alien invaders has come at the hands of the
Warlord Vulgrin operating along the Eith and Sun
City border.
These Warlord armies have found no
shortage of new recruits either, whether from the
refugees and wanderers of the NZ to the deserters
of the Junker Legions - it seems the independent
Gladiator armies are viewed by some as the most
attractive alternative to a life of helplessness in the
city or in the grasp of the Legions' Lictors. Already
new 'stables' have been set up in Warlord camps,
and recruits drill in the time-honoured fashion of the
traditional stables. It has even been reported that,
in the midst of all the carnage and conflict of the
NZ, the Warlords have begun to sponsor their own
games for the amusement of their army and their
newfound subjects. Such rulers, now scattered all
over both island continents of Iskandria, have set
themselves up as aristocrats on the Junker model,
and pitilessly exploit whatever subject peoples they
encounter.
But still many Gladiators serve their
imperial masters, either as raiding and intelligence
gathering units deep within the NZ, or as useful
adjuncts alongside the newly raised Legions. In this
last capacity they serve not only as guides and
scouts, but as shock infantry - still far more capable
and courageous than the average Legion conscript
soldier. Even as Operation Arkadian Dawn fills
Iskandria with off-world reinforcements the role of
the Gladiator has not diminished, indeed they are
some of the most pervasive and entrenched of all
Iskandria's combatants, having fought against
every faction and in nearly every sector. The
Junkers have long held a reputation as a wild card
- and if anything the Gladiators are the most
extreme manifestation of the Junker propensity to
make things difficult for everyone, including
themselves.
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Black ichor spun from ripped flesh, hung in the air like smoke for an impossible moment before settling
heavily on walls and floor. Bulkheads glistened darkly with the stuff, clusters of pipes and buff grey tiles
ran wet with it, the ceiling dripped black beads that shone mirror-bright in the spot lamps of the gauss rifles,
and as more Koralon slithered to fill the gaps created by their fallen kin they added their measure of ink to
the corridor's terrible slaughter; a slaughter writ blackly in blood. Still, they grew ever closer in the face of
the flechettes' sting.
"Hold on guys, sub-cell's blown and I'm routing it over to mains. Thirty seconds."
With a satisfying click Madsen rammed a fresh magazine into his rifle and chambered the first
flechette, sparing a quick glance at Karenga as she worked frantically to close the containment door.
Thirty seconds seemed an age. He brought the rifle to his shoulder and squeezed off three shots, the
weapon transmitting the faintest recoil from the mechanical action of the ammunition feed but not, as many
older firearms had, from the blowback of chemical propellants. The gauss rifle was the quintessential
Viridian weapon; clean, simple, and efficient, the near frictionless process of magnetically accelerating a
steel needle to dangerous velocities in mere fractions of a second produced no waste gasses, no spent
casing, and very little excess heat. What it did produce was horrendous wounds.
Another quick burst of three and the bone shield of an advancing brood shattered, the contact
slowing the projectiles so that, as they ripped through its soft flesh, they tumbled and spun inside;
caroming off bone, gouging organs, liquefying tissue. The brood slumped amongst its broken comrades,
oozing ichor, only to be replaced immediately by another. Madsen, Iacinni, and Weitz raked the tight space
and, as steel scored flesh and penetrated coraline, as black blood misted the air, thirty seconds came and
went and the alien tide grew ever closer.
It had been an arduous fight to get this far, but once they had seen the horrible images on the
security cameras-the charred corpses in the generator room that were all that was left of Klein's squad,
Chiang's and Jenkins's scattered limbs in the arboretum, the smoking ruins of the south labs where
Dbrovski's team had made their final stand, and, hardest of all, the crumpled forms of Arroyo and Kashliz
in an access corridor to the maintenance network-once they had watched these things for themselves
while yet another friend breathed her last, for Corporal Marks had died soon after reaching the security
node, they had hit upon a new plan. Escape was no longer their paramount concern, though they held to
some hope of release from the hellish confines of the CAFS bio-chem plant the death of their platoon had
ignited a new purpose within each of them. They had decided to hit back.
And so they had left the security node guided by Karenga's plan, hurrying to the subsection control
room for a complicated bit of electronic sabotage before forcing the mechanical overrides on the ground
floor. It was there that they encountered the first of the Koralon, hideous half-human hybrids and their alien
masters, and began the battle that had followed them down into basement corridors, escalating in intensity
as they neared their final destination. Now, having won their way into the chem-plant's main flow chamber
they could not bar it from the pursuing horde. Nor would they be able to leave through the chamber's only
door, they were trapped.
"Shoot the feed line, look!" Whether through accident or inspiration Weitz had holed one of the
pipes that snaked along the walls of the infested corridor, releasing jets of white-hot steam into the
onrushing Koralon. The effect was immediate, and a burst of fire from the defenders tore a larger hole in
the feed line and filled the corridor with a scalding fog. Burned and blinded, the alien mass erupted in
shrieking confusion, brood colliding with brood in a tangle of slashing limbs. It bought them the precious
seconds they needed, and as the heavy door slid home larger shapes could be glimpsed moving in the
steam.
Too exhausted to give voice to their relief, the team sat where they had stood, removing helmets
to breath deeply of the now humid air. Only the faintest stirrings could be heard beyond the thick
containment door, and there was little worry that the aliens could penetrate such a barrier in the time they
had left.
The time they had left. The unspoken thought hung in the air around them; they had won through
to their final goal and survived despite the odds, but their plan for vengeance had cut them off from all
hope of escape. This realization dawned within each of them as they contemplated their last act amidst
the dense bundles of conduits and bulging tanks alive with the movement of hidden fluids, a complicated
traffic governed by the machines of the flow chamber. Here they would strike their blow, here they would
breathe their last, in a cold room beneath the ground.
Madsen looked from face to face in wonder, at the changes apparent in each; Iacinni, for all his
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bluster and strength, seemed desolate now, drained of hope and hating himself for his naivety; grim-faced
Weitz had let his anger burn away his fear and had become something untouchable, a man so enraged
by the hand fate had dealt him that he no longer cared to play the game and looked instead for death;
Karenga, more than beautiful now as he saw her for what would be the last time, all his doubts and
insecurities fled in the face of the one, clear emotion that needed no compartment or title to dilute its
tangible reality, and she herself seemed as one at peace now that all possibilities and paths had been
sheared down to this single point in time-this single, last act. And Pitney, pale and bloodless, his prior
fatalism gone now as he tasted the knowledge that the death he had stared in the face since receiving his
wound was all the harder to accept now that no friends would survive to remember him…he shook off his
apathy and stumbled to his feet, searching the room with new eyes born of a desperate hope.
"I suppose I'll get to work," Karenga said, watching Pitney scan the convolutions of pipes and
tubes that rose from the floor, by mistaking his action for impatience she triggered a sudden, reckless
desire within herself to get her fatal task done. Flinging her helmet aside she moved to the nearest
regulating machine, using the model on her datapad as a guide. "Madsen-" she turned, a tired smile
playing at the corners of her mouth, a light not yet extinguished, "Korbert, would you help me build the
bomb?"
The bomb would be their reply to the Koralon, their revenge. With a calm hand they began
rerouting the various volatile substances that would destroy this place, setting up a carefully orchestrated
chemical cascade that would unleash unimaginable forces from deep within the bio-chem plant, turning
the sloshing, noxious guts of the place into an enormous explosive. They had eliminated the fail-safes and
emergency overrides, the damage inflicted upon the plant systems by the Koralon greatly simplifying their
efforts to subvert its safety nets. The chem-plant had always been a ticking bomb, a bomb kept in check
by a host of redundant systems and watchful human agencies-they were simply bringing out its full,
destructive potential. It did not take long.
"Anything left to be said?" Madsen, his voice thick, turned to Iacinni and Weitz, ignoring the
increasingly loud hum emanating from the containment door. Let them use their damn gravitics all they
like, it won't save them from this. He put his right hand on the lever-arm that would open the final fluid
gate and send a torrent of poisonous fluid rushing through the central pipeline to encounter its chemical
antithesis, to recombine with a violent release of energy. Madsen felt Karenga's hand slip into his left, and
squeezed. "I want to say to all of you, and to you Karey, that-"
"Obvious that none of you spent a summer working the hydro-treatment plants." Startled they
turned to see Pitney grappling with a valve wheel that sprouted from a robust bulge of bifurcated pipe,
gritting his teeth with the strain. "If you had you'd know…" he trailed off with a grunt, throwing his spare
frame into one last heave at the wheel until it gave way. A clear window in the pipe showed the bubbling
retreat of its contents, and a sudden vibration bespoke of the rapid movement of enormous volumes.
Pitney leaned on the wheel and laughed thickly, the liquid in his lungs popping with the sound of wet paper.
"If you had," he whispered, "you'd have recognized an overflow valve when you'd seen one."
With a deft movement he undogged the hatch on the pipe and let it swing wide. "It's big enough
to get through, they have to be to make sure people can retrieve any roto-scrubbers that break down
inside." Pitney staggered over to the regulator bank where the team still stood, and gently lifted Madsen's
hand off the lever-arm. "I think that's supposed to be my job."
The humming of the containment door changed pitch as the Koralon outside fed another stream
of gravitic force into the poly-steel in an effort to twist it from its moorings, and for the first time sounds
could be heard above. Dust and flakes of paint fell like snow as the ceiling rattled with unearthly energies.
Madsen tried to argue but Pitney cut him off, pushing him toward the overflow pipe. "Damn it, all
of you know what needs to be done, don't waste this by getting yourselves killed. Move!" He stumbled
back to the regulator and its fatal arm while the team started into the pipe. "You've got until they break in
or I break down."
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As they slid down the steep angle of the pipe, holding their breath against the acrid environment of the slick tube, the
last moments replayed themselves in Madsen's mind. As he had struggled to say something to his friend, to put the
impossible into words in some feeble attempt to codify the meaning of the moment, Pitney just shook his head and smiled,
"None of that means anything anymore, go live and make sure that this does. Go!"
The pipeline emptied into a kind of sterile sphere, an unlit steel chamber that rang hollowly with each footstep. After
a quick consultation with her datapad Karenga found an emergency release tab that opened an iris hatch, a system designed
to free workers who may have slid this far down into the overflow network. They had entered the sewers, a grid of interlocking
canals that carried waste water and residue toward the processing facility west of the chem-plant. From there they could gain
the surface and their freedom and, as the team splashed through the knee-deep flow of dark water, a renewed hope for
survival surged within them, but with renewed hope came a return of their former fears.
They could not stop to listen when suspicion demanded caution, could not slide quietly through the streaming liquid
to spy a safe course, or shine a light over every ominous shadow. Instead they ran as best they could through deepening
waters, their lamps playing over the surface of the water and turning it an inky, glistening black, as if the thousand brood
above had bled out a glossy river of ichorous slime. Through this they ran.
A heavy splash brought them short, and Madsen turned to see a drenched Iacinni surfacing in the waist-high sewage.
He waved them on, "Tripped, some junk on the b-"
Shouting surprise the big man was knocked from his feet, crashing violently into the water; the surface alive and
churning with the action of an unseen, submerged mass. Something seethed beneath the water; stout coils of flesh broke
the surface in a frenzied twining. Iacinni screamed his last in their helmet mics before choking into abrupt silence.
Weitz slashed the area with panicked bursts from his rifle while Karenga shouted warning over the comms. Madsen
had frozen, stunned by the chilling, half-glimpsed sight of human faces thrashing beneath the waves. Faces of the dead,
each contorted in a rictus of hate or fear or inhuman lust.
The creature surged to Madsen's right, its slick body sliding rapidly beneath the surface, its wake enough to push him
off-balance. Weitz shot the last of his flechettes wildly, hitting nothing but forcing Karenga to dive out of his line of fire.
In a rush it emerged, broke water an reared up on its thick, tubular trunk, each of its many limbs flexing disjointedly,
the wild thrashing of a cluster of snakes. But each limb was a neck, each terminating in heads gaunt as skulls, malignant
human heads animated by an idiot hate.
Madsen fired as the creature whipped toward Weitz, the crude oriface in its wormlike body pulsating, a web of saliva
suspended between its ring of teeth. Weitz fumbled his reload and swung his rifle in a wild arc, but the Hydra rolled back on
itself, swiftly changing directions, shooting beneath the water and lashing Weitz with its stout tail. Karenga, frantically
searching the churning sewage for her rifle, could only shout in warning as the creature sped toward Madsen, a serpentine
torpedo.
It slammed into him, toppling Madsen into the surge, though not before his point-blank fire found it mark, stitching the
dense flesh with a row of wounds. But still the Hydra came, and as Madsen floundered to regain his footing in the slick and
flowing water the dark form of the alien loomed above him, poised to strike the killing blow.
A sound like the falling of the sky, the world flipped sideways, and Madsen was flung along swollen waters by an
unseen tidal hand. In a wild instant he knew that Pitney had detonated the bomb, and his story, like that of all the men and
women he had fought alongside of in this tragic conflict, had at last ended.
But the calm he felt was mirrored by the surrounding waters, and he no longer flew over the hard surface of the sewer
walls but lay against it. His helmet chimed a polite warning, reminding him to surface, and he laughed as he regained his
feet, rising to life and the air above and Karenga's swift embrace.
"We thought you died! Weitz found a way out that…thing is gone, washed away."
The three climbed, emerging into the open air yard of the waste processing plant. Harsh shadows flicked the ground,
heat banished the cool air of evening as the shattered chem-plant burned in the near distance, a lashing torch of multicoloured flame against the night sky. Shapes drifted down from above, armoured Interdicts, the vanguard of a reinforcing
army dropping from low-flying craft.
They turned their backs on the conflagration and,
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together, walked away.
It was in hour five that the battle swung in our favour, when the Ten-Thousand Demons Clan forces
emerged from tunnels on the Syntha flank and completely disrupted their SPOMM relay tandems.
I immediately sent Svremeny and all our jump-capable troops to exploit the gap the Triads had
made, and sent word (and promise of further payment) to Brennus and his sell-swords to put
pressure on the Syntha front. An irruption of Koralon Hybrids from the chem yards momentarily
delayed my Suppressor team from meeting up with the Viridians, but when we reached the VAF
landing site their heavy CLAU units had already secured the area. I was directed to their company
commander, a hard-faced man in Shock Marine battle armour, who waved away my attempt at
pleasantries and said simply, "Just show me where the fight is." I obliged, and we carried the day.
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The Viridia-Solaris / Leviathan system is a binary
star system. The first star, Viridia Solaris, is a
medium sized, bright yellow main sequence star
that is just entering stellar middle age. Viridia
Solaris has five planets orbiting it, on two of which
life has evolved. With the exception of one planet,
all of these worlds have perfectly perpendicular
planes of rotation around Viridia Solaris, indicating
that the system has always been free from cosmic
impacts.
Closest to the sun is tiny Lucifer and it is
the exception to rule of the other worlds, in that its
plane of rotation is almost perfectly aligned with its
orbit. Lucifer is a spherical hunk of glistening,
metallic ferment and has no atmosphere to protect
it from the extreme heat of Viridia Solaris. As a
consequence its predominantly tin and copper
composition melts into a bronze like alloy. Even on
the night side of the planet- exposed as it is to the
freezing vacuum of space- there are molten seas of
this substance.
Lucifer has two moons, Chort and Moloch.
Ironglass is the next planet out from the star, and is
a large, honeycombed planet composed mainly of
silicates. Ironglass has microscopic indigenous life
on it, though its ecosystem is severely
circumscribed by harsh environmental conditions.
Ironglass has one moon, called Vectis.
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The third planet is Viridia- where it all
began for human life. Viridia is a blue-green planet
with an ancient and highly diverse biosphere. The
world is lush and sweltering in a wide band around
the equator, with the environment becoming more
arid towards the poles. Viridia has two moons,
Hecate and Baphomet.
Fourth from Viridia Solaris is Xanth, a
smallish, pale blue gas giant whose surface is
composed chiefly of frozen methane beneath a
dense atmosphere of hydrogen, helium and
methane. Xanth has three moons, Clotho, Lachesis
and Atropos.
The last planet making up the ViridiaSolaris subsystem is Imryl, a smooth, grey globe of
barren rock not much bigger than Lucifer. It has no
mineral resources to speak of, and has never been
colonised since it is of neither commercial nor
strategic value. Imryl has no moons.
Leviathan, the second star in the binary
system is a dark body- a tiny, super dense star that
died a very long time ago and is about 1/100th the
size of Viridia-Solaris. Leviathan holds two planets
within the incredibly potent gravity field that it exerts
on surrounding space, both of which are barren
rocks. Whether either of these worlds ever
supported its own life is a source of futile
speculation, for if such life had existed it would
have been eradicated billions of years ago by
Leviathan's death throes.
Closest to Leviathan is Vacillus, a frozen,
flinty planet about the same size and mass as
Viridia. Vacillus has been chosen as the
headquarters of VASA because it is the nearest
object in space to the strategic goldmine that is the
Leviathan Gravwell. Vacillus has one moon,
Kothon, which VASA has adopted as the main
dockyard for its massive starfleet.
Urukh orbits some distance from Leviathan
and is composed mainly of metals- predominantly
iron and copper. Copper deposits reacting with
gases in the thin atmosphere give the planet its
characteristic mottled green hue. Five moons orbit
Urukh, and they are Hobbe, Barghest, Kobold,
Sidh, and Fomorian.

Perhaps the strangest object in the system
is Prime, a teardrop-shaped planetoid that orbits
the whole system in a great ellipse. Prime is
composed chiefly of a vitrified, obsidian like silicate
that has some very unusual properties and is found
nowhere else in explored space. It is a
cold, airless place and life can only be
sustained in subterranean chambers
hollowed out by settlers, or in sealed
installations on the surface. Despite these
difficulties, Prime's abundance of rare and unique
mineral resources makes it a very desirable world
indeed.
The binary system attained its present
state billions of years in antiquity, and in the
beginning there were two separate systems. Whilst
the Viridia-Solaris system was young and its
planets were still forming, it was captured by
Leviathan, a massive red giant in stellar old age at
the time. Leviathan shed its outer shell, scouring
and irradiating its own two planets, Vacillus and
Urukh, to shrink and become a white dwarf. It is
surmised now that this event was responsible for
the creation of Prime, which was forming as the
outermost planet of the Viridia-Solaris system at
the time. The massive tidal forces of the two stars
coming so near one another tore Prime's accretion
disc from its natural orbit, deforming it and vitrifying
the developing planet in the process.

There are four inhabited worlds in the
binary system. Viridia was the world where humans
first evolved, and from there they moved out to
settle the other colonies. Since that time various
wars have been fought and three independent
states have emerged. The original Viridians are of
course on their home world, and have a sort of
corporate democracy for their society. The first
planet colonised from Viridia was Ironglass, which
became used as a penal labour camp for convicts.

Since that time Ironglass has won its independence
from Viridia. The convict's descendants are called
Junkers, and maintain a harsh, despotic and
technologically disadvantaged society. Prime was
the third world colonised as humanity struck farther
out into space. It is the home of the Syntha, a
technocratic elite that believes in improving
humans through the use of cyber technologies.
Finally Vacillus was colonised by VASA, the
independent organisation that binds these
disparate worlds and all of their colonies together in
a loose federation- the Tripartite Confederacy.
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Type: Inert Planet
Periastron: 75.3 million
km
Radius: 3252 km
Orbital Period: 143 days
Population: 0
Atmosphere: None
Moons: Chort and Moloch

Type: Desert World
Periastron: 108.2 million
km
Radius: 7709 km
Orbital Period: 168 years
Population: 3.2 billion
Atmosphere: Arid/Life
Sustaining
Moons: Vectis

Type: Jungle World
Periastron: 149.6 million
km
Radius: 6371 km
Orbital Period: 312 days
Population: 7.9 billion
Atmosphere: Humid/life
Sustaining
Moons: Hecate and
Baphomet

Type: Gas Giant
Periastron: 4597 million
km
Radius: 26,914 km
Orbital Period: 168 years
Population: 0
Atmosphere: Freezing,
very high pressure
Moons: Clotho, Lachesis
and Atropos

Type: Inert Planet
Periastron: 4735 million
km
Radius: 3731 km
Orbital Period: 202 years
Population: 0
Atmosphere: None
Moons: None
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Type: Dead Star GravWell
Class: Black Dwarf
Gate Magnitude: 8.3
Radius: 57,654 km
Mass: 2.66e31 kg
Atmosphere: Thin Gas &
Dust Cloud

Type: Conurbated Ice
Planet
Periastron: 112 million
km
Radius: 6673 km
Orbital Period: 196 days
Population: 13.5 billion
Atmosphere: Processed
Moons: Kothon

Type: Dead Planet
Periastron: 379 million
km
Radius: 6021 km
Orbital Period: 367 days
Population: 0
Atmosphere: Corrosive
Moons: Hobbe, Barghest,
Kobol, Sidh and Fomorian

Type: Planetoid-unique
mineral resource site
Periastron: 6338 million
km
Volume: 1.57e15 m3
Orbital Period: 323 years
Population: 3.6 billion
Atmosphere: Sealed
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Void 1.1 is the first planet from the sun in the Void
system situated in the farther reaches of the
eastern arm of the galaxy known as the Rimworlds.
The Void system was the first of many systems in
which man encountered the Koralon. It is a single
star system with five planets simply named 1.1
through to 1.5.
Since the fateful encounter very little
information, beyond what was gleaned by the
research vessels that escaped, is known about it. It
has been speculated that in addition to the large
infestation on Void 1.1 there is a second colony on
the far side of Void 1.5 where the second moon,
V1.5/m2, acts as a gigantic harbour for the Void
Reef fleet. Void 1.1 has been defined as a Reef
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world, a tell tale sign of a Koralon infestation. It has
large, warm, shallow oceans with a series of
archipelagos build of coraline. It has a lifesustaining atmosphere if not a bit too humid for
human habitation. It is not known if any other of the
planets sustain life, Void 1.3 and 1.5 do not have
any breathable atmosphere but 1.2 and 1.4 have
thin atmospheres and it has been suggested that
this may be the first stages of Koralon
"terraforming" at work.

Type: Ocean
Periastron: 112 million
km
Radius: 5,707 km
Orbital Period: 207 days
Population: Unknown
Atmosphere: Humid/Life
Sustaining
Moons: V1.1/m1,
V1.2/m2 and V1.1/m3

Type: Desert World
Periastron: 183 million
km
Radius: 4982 km
Orbital Period: 3.7 years
Population: Unknown
Atmosphere: Thin
Moons: None

Type: Inert
Periastron: 3027 million
Radius: 2562 km
Orbital Period: 27 years
Population: Unknown
Atmosphere: None
Moons: V1.3/m1

Type: Ice World
Periastron: 512 million
Radius: 4012 km
Orbital Period: 72 years
Population: Unknown
Atmosphere: Thin
Moons: V1.4/m1 and
V1.4/m2

Type: Ice World
Periastron: 589 million
Radius: 3717 km
Orbital Period: 113
years
Population: Unknown
Atmosphere: Frozen
Methane
Moons: V1.5/m1 and
V1.5/m2
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Viridia: The Commonwealth
of Worlds
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Viridia is the birthplace of humankind, the point of
origin for the vast, and vastly differing, empires of
man. For its diverse biomass, abundant resources,
and industrious and creative people there is no
world richer or more self-sufficient than Viridia. As
the centre of a thriving commercial empire, the
headquarters of the wealthiest and most influential
corporate bodies in pan-humanic space, and the
source of mankind's cultural and species identity it
is no exaggeration to say that Viridia is still the
beating heart of humankind's galactic domain.
Man's history is one of slow progress and
violent upheavals, wars of aggression and wars of
self-defence, dramatic breakthroughs and their
unexpected applications, the story of men and
women of distinction against the backdrop of
unnamed masses whose collective qualities
nevertheless gave shape to their times, and of
injustice and idealism, of dreams of beauty and
cataclysmic nightmares, ruin and redemption.
Though this chaotic tide produced the greatest
works of scientific and artistic genius in man's long
history it also birthed a competitive drive for

revolutionized energy production were originally
developed in this time as replacements for
inaccessible and potentially hazardous fossil fuels.
So too the new rapid land reclamation techniques
pioneered to restore Viridia to its pre-flood state
were the first steps man would take in the science
of terraforming, and, perhaps most importantly, a
new understanding of proportion and balance with
nature, and a greater appreciation for the long term
view, can first be said to enter the consciousness of
the majority of mankind as a result of the flood.
Those few that survived the cataclysm took steps to
ensure that its like should never happen again.
Thus was born Viridia's concern with the
natural world, and in the century that followed the
subsidence of the floodwaters a technological
revolution, propelled by breakthroughs in clean
energy and bio-agricultural sciences, enabled
mankind to rejuvenate spoiled Viridia and rebuild
human society on a new model. The equatorial belt
was once again verdant with flora, many plants
altered to suit man's material or nutritional needs; and
to replace extinct mammalian species man turned to
the ancient saurian stocks that had survived the
cataclysm, engineering them to fulfil vacant
ecological niches as well as serve man in a domestic
capacity. Most of the restoration was accomplished in

dominance between the two great cultural capitals
of Viridia, north and south, the superpowers of
Karas and Myhrin; a rivalry that, during the
industrial age, unleashed a devastating global
catastrophe that nearly destroyed the human race.
This Great Flood saw the melting of the
polar ice caps, the swelling of the temperate seas,
and the near total inundation of the equatorial
tropics that are the site of Viridia's population belt.
But mankind's ability to adapt to such a disaster
ultimately strengthened and matured the people of
Viridia, and it was during this time that crucial
technologies emerged, as well as a new outlook
toward man's place in the natural world and in the
larger universe, that would prove the salvation of
the species. The sealed biodomes that became the
engineering basis for both the colonization of
distant worlds and the intensive cultivation of
engineered crops first made their appearance as
floating shelters for the survivors of the flood, the
solar and clean fusion technologies that

little over a century of intensive environmental
husbandry, and once again man was ready to reach
outward and extend his grasp to other worlds.
The Wars of Secession were perhaps the
inevitable result of Viridia's attempts to manage its
colonial possessions in an era of slow, expensive
rockets. Man emerged divided from the early space
age, having barely avoided a system-wide civil war,
into a time of intergalactic colonization. Viridia,
despite having lost its early colonies and having to
rely on VASA for wormhole travel, commanded far
more resources then any of its new rivals and
received the lion's share of habitable and life
sustaining worlds. On each world the Viridians
adapted the lessons of the flood; terraforming,
creating hybrid biospheres, constructing the clean
energy archologies of their distinctive solar cities, and
performing a precise and careful balancing act
between man and nature, always with the long-term
view in mind - and always with an eye toward profit.
Viridian society is a corporate society, and

most citizens owe their whole experience, from
cradle to grave, to their corporate masters.
Viridian's practice of free market capitalism is thus
tempered by a kind of social safety net in that every
corporation is completely responsible for its
personnel. While government confines itself to a
narrow sphere of activities, acting more as a
facilitator and repository of public funds, the
corporations take the lead in public works and
social welfare programs. Though this often leads to
redundancy from corporation to corporation, and
the occasional strange and wasteful competitions
between corporations to out-spend their rivals on
prominent
(and
occasionally
completely
unnecessary) social programs, it is felt that such
small inefficiencies are nothing compared to the
surety of government incompetence.
One sphere in which the government is
paramount, perhaps the primary reason for the
existence of the Viridian Assembly, is in the armed
forces. Though Ironglass possess more men under

arms, VASA a larger fleet, and the Syntha the latest
technologies, no other faction can hope to combine
these traits into a better, all-around fighting force
than the Viridian Armed Forces. The Viridians take
an all-purpose approach to warfare just as they do
with their architecture and engineering, and the
Viridian army and fleet are both based squarely on
the doctrine of general utility and interchangeability. But as events in the wake of the
Koralon invasion spiral out of control, and as
ambiguous conflicts such as the war on Iskandria
continue to arise, the VAF's generalized approach
to war has been severely tested, in much the same
way as Viridian reliance on corporate initiative and
rational economic principles is increasingly being
called into question in an era of mounting
uncertainty.
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VASA: The Pan-Humanic
Protectorate
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VASA is many things to many people, nefarious
intergalactic meddler or preserver of the balance of
power, unjust monopoly or protector of the
spaceways, a necessary and inevitable evil or
unexpected stroke of historical good fortune: the
truth changes with one's perspective. VASA
embodies all of these extremes, and its
complexities and paradoxes are the outgrowth of
an unusual history that saw a state run
administrative body transformed into the most
pervasive and influential authority in human space.
VASA, acronym for the Viridian
Aeronautics and Space Administration, began life
as an arm of the Viridian World Government tasked
with the coordination and of disparate corporate
enterprises and the remnants of Myhrin's scientific
community in the early days of colonization of the
Viridia-Solaris / Leviathan Binary System. VASA
only emerged as an independent power once it had
colonized and transferred its headquarters to
Vacillus, a world orbiting the dead star Leviathan,
and developed the breakthrough technology of
grav-shunting that would forever open the vistas of
space. As sole possessors of this revolutionary
technology and of Leviathan's grav-well, VASA had
absolute control of intergalactic travel for decades,
and thus found itself in a very strong bargaining
position when the Wars of Secession finally tore the
homeworlds of man asunder.

With the development of grav-shunting
VASA took the lead in the most important
commercial, scientific, and, as it turned out, political
breakthrough since the development of space
flight. The ability to navigate n-space by linking far
distant points in space by means of a gravitic
manipulation enabled man to make the hop from
system to system and bypass the enormous gulfs
of interstellar space that made sub-light travel and
colonization a near impossibility. VASA's early
monopoly in this technology allowed it to lay the
foundations for its present control of nearly all gravwells in human space, and the enormous revenue
generated from the trade and excise taxes at these
points ensures VASA has the resources to support
the high-technology investments and enormous
fleet necessary for the maintenance of its position.
Though practically omnipresent in human
space - VASA does, after all, claim guardianship
over all mankind - the Protectorate cannot command
the kinds of material and human resources of the
more traditional empires such as Ironglass or Viridia.
Instead they maintain a decentralized and diffuse
presence throughout the galaxy; concentrating on
key strategic or economic regions and relying
heavily on espionage and diplomacy to wield power
in ways more subtle and cost effective than blunt
military force. There is no world, nation, or outpost
that has not in some way felt this 'long arm of VASA.'
But VASA soft power would not be nearly as
effective without the backing of the VASA fleet and
armed forces, highly trained and continually updated
with the latest technologies. While the VASA fleet

These wars first saw Prime, and then
Ironglass declare their independence from the
mother world of Viridia, both rebelling worlds
having developed along radically divergent lines in
this period when primitive spaceflight left them
isolated and virtually independent. VASA rose to
the occasion as arbiter of these conflicts, stabilizing
a situation that had the potential to destroy mankind
just as it had begun to make its first tentative steps
outside the homeworld system. With the signing of
the Treaty of Vacillus a new era in human history
was inaugurated, the Tripartite Peace, and VASA
grew into its new role as maintainer of the galactic
balance of power. It would prove a demanding task.

patrols the intergalactic space lanes - with many
worlds tithing resources and personnel to support
this titanic endeavour - the VASA military operates
on somewhat different principles. An elite body
specializing in surgical strikes and rapid deployment,
as well as peace keeping and psychological warfare,
the VASA armed forces are constantly shifting from
one galactic hotspot to the next where they are
called upon to fulfil a variety of roles, often
augmented by local planetary garrisons or other
VASA response teams. These elements are
combined to execute a particular task, then broken
down and rushed away to another crisis where a
new combination of forces is built in response to a

specific tactical need. The whole system exhibits a
greater fluidity than traditional strategic doctrine,
though it is also a great deal more precarious. But,
thanks to an unparalleled intelligence sharing
network, Sec-Net, and the Protectorate's dominance
of the space lanes, it has proven an effective and
efficient means of projecting VASA military might.
VASA continues to uphold the tenants of the
Tripartite Confederacy, and the centuries of peace in
the Viridian System that allowed the empires of man
to expand their colonial holdings is its greatest
legacy. However, VASA's failure to protect the
worlds of the galactic rim from the alien Koralon and
its military evacuation of this region has caused a

backlash of political destabilization that has severely
damaged VASA's reputation. Now the Koralon have
struck deep at the heart of human space, launching
an incursion that has plunged key systems into
anarchy. In the wake of these events many question
VASA's role, and even the Great Powers of the
Tripartite Confederacy, the homeworlds long held in
check by the Treaty of Vacillus, have begun to
extricate themselves from the web of alliances
linking them to VASA. Worse yet on Kyklops, where
VASA has carefully attempted to remain a neutral
mediator between rival factions, the Protectorate's
none-too-secret use of the criminal clans of the
Triads to manipulate events in the Iskandrian
Neutral Zone has driven both friend and foe further
from the VASA fold, and threatens to drag
Protectorate troops into open conflict with the other
Great Powers. It remains to be seen if VASA can
recover its prestige and harness its considerable
resources and unite mankind in a war against the
Koralon, or if the signs of destabilization are really
the portents of a conflict that will plunge the galaxy
into civil war.
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Junkers: The Ironglass
Imperium
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Brutally repressive, rigidly authoritarian, callous in
its regard toward human life and flagrantly
untrustworthy in intergalactic affairs the Empire of
Ironglass is viewed by many as the most disruptive
force in pan-humanic space. While it is inarguable
that the overlordship of the Ironglass Senate is
indeed every bit as cruel as their reputation
suggestions, and that the harshness of life under
Junker rule is fully as bad as the worst of slaveowning societies in Viridian's antediluvian past,
there are a few who argue that Ironglass is in fact a
great, stabilizing element in human history. Its
maintenance of enormous swathes of colonial
territory and a tremendous population in a nearfrozen social pattern along with its efficient
exploitation of marginal worlds acts as a counterbalance to the potentially dangerous aspirations of
the other Great Powers. This theory holds that
should a species-threatening cataclysm arise
through the misuse of new technologies or the
pursuit of social or evolutionary dead-ends the
Junkers, tenaciously following a course of
subsistence and survival, will endure while the

operations. Today of course a much simpler and
cruder device is outfitted to nearly everyone in
Junker military, service, or industrial positions, and
is used in a far more dramatic fashion should one
wish to set an example - the explosive detonation
of the offender's skull.
In these oppressive, yet isolated,
conditions
an
underground
revolutionary
movement took shape, and with the example of
Prime's new won independence as an inspiration
the prisoners of Ironglass were ready to take up
arms and declare their own autonomy. With a
ruthless and indomitable will the convict leadership
waged a bloody war against the Viridian authorities,
improvising weapons out of the mining equipment
that could be had in abundance in the tunnels of
Ironglass, such as high explosives and exo-skeletal
lifters. Junker military doctrine was born in this War
of Secession; the human wave assaults, the
coercive leadership, the absolute disregard for
human life. So too were the seeds of dictatorship
sown at the moment of revolutionary triumph, and
when the newly 'elected' Senate declared the
independence of Ironglass they slammed shut the
door to the outside world, instituted a draconian
system of laws, and constructed a state security
apparatus that ensured they themselves would

more fragile of man's great empires collapse under
the weight of their own grand ambitions.
Mankind's first extraviridian settlement,
Ironglass was founded as a penal colony, and the
taint of criminality has remained in the descendants
of those convict labourers transported to the mines
and tunnels of this harsh, desert world. Confined
primarily the habitable meridian between
Ironglass's permanent day and night sides, the
colony eked the barest existence. Sifting the ferric
sands of the vast dayside desert, the Red Erg, for
iron offered some return on its investment, though
cost cutting forced the convicts to trap their water in
subterranean basins and harvest the native algae
for food. The difficulty of keeping prisoners under
such grim conditions spurred the development of
the infamous neural spike, an off-shoot of Syntha
neural-circuit interface technologies, and the most
unruly convicts were outfitted with prototype spikes
that would monitor their mood and remotely induce
paralytic seizures should they seek to disrupt

never be the victims of revolution from below. The
convicts of Ironglass had merely traded one set of
chains for another, shackles that would prove a far
heavier burden.
The poverty of Ironglass and its dearth of
resources forced the fledgling state to perfect new
ways of exploiting their environment, and of making
due with the detritus of the other Great Powers.
Thus the name Junkers was bestowed upon them,
this motley collection of ex-prisoners in their
scavenged ships fighting over scraps like carrion
birds, squeezing every ounce of value out of an
unnoticed asteroid or picking an ancient space
wreck clean. Though unglamorous such techniques
worked, and the marginal sustenance they
provided allowed the government of Ironglass to
grow in power and expand into the galaxy just as
mankind was taking its first tentative steps outside
the Viridian system. Ironglass became an empire in
its own right, and has remained aggressively
expansionistic in pursuit of imperial glory. The

militarism and bloody-mindedness of the Senate
served them well in the wars of conquest and
piracy that accompanied the Junkers onto the
intergalactic scene, as did the ever-swelling surplus
population of Ironglass.
The great mass of people in the Ironglass
Imperium live in conditions of bare subsistence,
labour under harsh conditions, and are subject to
governmental whims to such an extent - never
knowing whether they will be conscripted,
reassigned, or simply abandoned on stripped out
planetoids when Junker scavenging fleets decide
to move - that the average Junker tends to be
suspicious, fatalistic, and cruel. It is a society of
prisoners governed by a small elite, and the only
pleasures offered the masses are the vicarious thrill
of imperial glory and the inhuman spectacle of
arena blood sports and public executions. To
govern this potentially dangerous populous the
Senate relies on paranoid and redundant methods,
such as parallel chains of command, and simple

compulsion such as the use of the ubiquitous
neural-spike. This system is most evident in the
Junker armed forces, the enormous legions, whose
soldiers and commanders alike are scrutinized by
the watchful eyes of Senatorial political officers, the
dread lictors and censors, who ferret out disloyalty
and weakness, create an atmosphere of fear and
distrust, and ensure that no army can operate
independently of Ironglass.
Now an enormous empire of hundreds of
worlds, with a fighting force estimated in the
hundreds of millions, the Junkers are ever-present
in galactic power politics and no important Tripartite
decision can be taken without at least nominal
Junker involvement. In the repulsion of the Koralon
Incursion the Junkers have proven themselves
surprisingly
useful
though
completely
unmanageable - allies, but their blatantly
opportunistic actions on reconquered worlds, and
their growing belligerence in the Iskandrian
struggle, are proof that they have no intention of
abandoning their antagonistic and contentious
stance in intergalactic affairs.
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Syntha: The Dominion of
the Machine Mind
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While some find the Syntha's pursuit of pure
science praiseworthy, and applaud Prime's
collectivist society as a step forward on the road to
human equality, most would agree that there is
something unsettling, something inhuman, about
the Syntha and their way of life. Syntha society is,
after all, dependant on the suppression of
fundamental human behaviours; a suppression
stipulated, monitored, and enforced by the artificial
mind of a machine.
The story of the Syntha begins in the great
age of early space exploration with the discovery of
the Prime planetoid. The outermost body of the
Solaris-Leviathan Binary System, Prime orbits both
stars in a slow, elliptical path that takes 323
standard years to complete. This curious, teardropshaped planetoid was formed some five and a half
billion years ago when the ancient dead star
Leviathan dragged the still-forming Solaris System
into a dual orbit, exposing the proto-Prime to
immense gravitic shearing. So unusual is Prime, its
anomalous magnetic and spectroscopic readings
long a source of confusion, that it was some years

families on Prime into the first Syntha. In the age of
the chemical rocket no human outpost was more
isolated, more truly distant, from Viridia than Prime;
and for decades the small scientific community
there pursued its goals of pure research unfettered
by homeworld interference. When the news broke
that the Prime community had not only succeeded
in creating artificial intelligences, but was also
experimenting with human neural tissue to create
cybernetic grafts, Viridia sought to intervene to
curtail what many of its people viewed as
dangerous and unprincipled tampering. This
sparked the First War of Secession, which saw
Prime gain its independence from the howeworld.
Soon a second round of even bloodier wars would
see a fully independent Ironglass and VASA and
thus usher in the age of the Great Powers.
The Syntha created for themselves a
society based on principles of economic equality
and rational organization, but it is a society wholly
governed by a single machine intellect located at
the heart of the Prime planetoid, the Prime AI. This
massive SPOMM mind is a vacuum-sealed sphere
of Prime Obsidian circuitry over 300 cubic meters in
volume and capable of processing trillions of
calculations per second. It is a masterpiece of
micro-circuitry; exponentially more sophisticated

before scientists concluded it was a naturally
occurring phenomenon and not, as the first excited
reports claimed, an alien artefact.
Prime's value is incalculable. In addition to
the rich seems of rare elements locked in its interior
the colloidal planetoid itself is comprised of a
substance unique to the known universe. Dubbed
Prime Obsidian, this strange pseudo-silicate has an
unusual circular molecular structure that makes it
fantastically durable, as well as super-conductive at
almost any temperature. It is this substance that
formed the cornerstone of Syntha research into
artificial intelligence, its unique properties enabling
the creation of the first non-human intelligences of
man's experience: the Synapsed Prime Obsidian
Matrix Minds (SPOMM) that caused a revolution in
automation, design, and society, and launched the
Syntha on a radical trajectory of experimentation
and social engineering.
But it was a different kind of revolution that
turned a colony of VASA scientists and their

than the simple SPOMM minds of the synthetic
class of Syntha society, the androsynths and
teratosynths. All variables of Syntha life, great and
small, pass through the obsidian relays of the
Prime AI, and within its circuits the destiny of the
Syntha is planned with rigorous, dispassionate
precision.
It is Prime that conceived of the present
Syntha social model, taking the principles of its
founders as a guide Prime has created a society
free of want, devoid of competition, without threat of
crime or violence. All production, distribution, and
services are performed by machine AIs; leaving the
ever-dwindling population of humans free to pursue
research and development in the pure sciences;
disciplines that require traits such as intuitive
analysis and imagination that even the most
sophisticated SPOMM minds lack. Human Syntha
are grown in nutrient tanks and remain there for
several years, undergoing a period of accelerated
development and education through virtual reality

simulations called Alephs. Emerging fully-grown,
often with several cybernetic enhancements, the
individual is free to pursue the life of his choice; but
given that each embryo is gene-patterned for
desired traits, and VR indoctrination is tailored to
produce a specific set of desires, skills, and
affinities for each person the concept of choice in
Syntha society is something of an illusion. Such an
absolute predetermination in society, the total
control of information and sensory input down to
the very cells of its citizens, is unparalleled in the
annals of man.
Pure science, as practised by the elite
human cyborgs of Syntha society, the prosthenes
and standards, is the overriding principal of Syntha
expansion. While other factions covet worlds for
life-supporting biospheres or a wealth of minerals,
the Syntha seek outposts of science, distant places
of observation and analysis, airless worlds
neighbouring astrological anomalies or possessing
rare elements. As such the Syntha posses the most

sophisticated and advanced technology in human
space, and much of their power is built on the
export of unique, secondary applications of
scientific discoveries. This is crucial in the militarily
sphere as well, where the Syntha exploit the
technology gap to get the most out of their
numerically small forces, comprised largely of
military grade SPOMMs and prosthene specialists;
always seeking the maximum gain for the least
expenditure.
The Syntha seek perfectibility in the
machine, they look toward a future in which the
lines between man and machine have
disappeared. It is this quest for a master race that
led the Syntha to their most startling breakthrough:
the creation of the biomechanoids. Biomechs are
literally fusions of man and machine at the genetic
level, a perfect synthesis. Whether Prime can
reliably achieve such results and inaugurate its
longed for future age, or if the strange,
experimental monstrosities newly revealed on the
battlefields of Iskandria represent a new focus in
Syntha priorities remains to be seen.
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Beyond the Viridia-Solaris / Leviathan binary
system there are thousands of other inhabited
worlds, humanity having spread itself wide across
the galaxy as soon as the means to do so had been
realised. Many of the inhabited worlds are mature
colonies every bit as established and prosperous
as the homeworlds, whilst others are developing
experimental societies plagued by difficulties and
engaged in a constant struggle to survive. There
are fertile paradises with rich biospheres, providing
an abundance of agricultural produce to put Viridia
to shame. There are military outposts chosen for
their tactical value or strategic locations. There are
worlds suited to researching new technologiesmuch like Prime- on account of their unusual
geologies or favourable environmental conditions.
There are many more worlds of marginal value to
settlers- after the mould of Ironglass- that have
been settled by prospectors chasing false hopes. In
the more affluent sectors there are worlds given
over entirely to tourism and leisure, such as the
Viridian financed Hypnos 4. There are also purpose
built worlds such as the Synthan IlluminatusWeishaupt L3 and L4 space labs in the Peos
Nebula; or the Junker Thanatos Class
Starfactories, which are planetoid sized tangles of
semi-repaired wrecks and lifepods to which the
biggest plasma drives in history have been
attached. They float through deep space
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processing cosmic debris and salvaging wrecks,
until they gather enough cargo to put in at a system
and trade, then it's off scavenging again.
The sheer variety of worlds and ways that
people have managed to exploit them according to
their needs defies the imagination. Bare asteroids,
bleak ice worlds, radioactive wastelands, planets
awash with toxic oceans, crushing gravity, all these
difficulties and more have been overcome when a
world has something worth having on it.
The technologies used to settle worlds
depend very much on the circumstances of the
world. Some worlds come ready made, with a lifesupporting biosphere capable of sustaining
humans. On others humans have to live in sealed
environments, often beneath the surface, where
they create artificial biospheres. For most colonies
though humans start off in sealed facilities, and use
terraforming technologies to transform worlds into
inhabitable environments over time.
Most of these colonies are allied to one of
the homeworlds, or more rarely they have direct
allegiance to VASA itself. This is all well and good
for the richer worlds, or the 'Gate' planets as they
are known in VASA bureaucracy, for whom
maintaining close ties with their patron state
provides them with security and prosperity. All
colonies have their own security forces, and some
starfleet capability to speak of so that they can deal

with home defence issues. Indeed on many worlds
less well off than the Gate planets the promise of
revolution is never far away and the security forces
are kept very busy. On the less important worlds
that make up about 80% of the human galactic
population (this is very approximate since an
accurate census hasn't been taken for over a
hundred years) the Tripartite Confederacy is often
referred to in hushed tones as the 'Tripartite
Conspiracy'. In some cases worlds have broken
away entirely from VASA, declaring their
independence in much the same way Prime and
Ironglass broke away from Viridia in the dim past.
Sometimes diplomatic solutions are found, more
often though the matter will be resolved through
bloody coup, revolution or sabotage. These worlds
in conflict are the battlefields on which the
homeworlds can compete with one another. The
Tripartite Confederacy and the Vacillus Treaty
would never allow the homeworlds to go directly to
war with one another again, lest they plunge
humanity into a galaxy wide civil war. Therefore
they covertly support their own factions on these
lesser planets, vying for advantage but never quite
coming into direct confrontation. Covert military
actions, back door arms deals with rebels and
terrorists, social engineering, bribery, propaganda,
and every dirty trick in the book is used by the
Viridians, the Syntha, and the Junkers in such

theatres, where the only victims are the politically
trivial populations of these minor colonies.
Once a colony has won its independence
though, it is incumbent on VASA to recognise the
new State in order to maintain trade and diplomatic
links with it- particularly if the colony has a rare or
unique resource that benefits everybody. Therefore
there are numerous independent worlds and
independent alliances that have their own forms of
government, ranging from isocratic utopias to
terrible despotic empires. Such independents have
limited sway over galactic matters though, and
VASA finds it much easier to dismiss them, or press
sanctions against them when they fail to comply
with interstellar law, than it does the Confederacy
colonies. A particularly insidious pitfall faced by
newly independent colonies is that they are horribly
vulnerable to exploitation by the Tripartite
Confederacy. Their economies can quickly become
destabilised by the trading power of the
Confederacy, tipping them straight back into the
sort of social ferment that precipitated their
independence in the first place. Human rights
violations inevitably take place and since they are
outside of the Confederacy it is easy for a
concerned homeworld to gain VASA's blessing to
bomb them into behaving themselves; before
generously stepping in to run the shattered
executive.
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A thousand years has past since mankind nearly destroyed itself through war and ecotastrophe, a
millennium in which all aspects of human life have changed beyond recognition. The following is a concise
guide to modern human history divided into rough, and overlapping, eras based on the predominant
political, cultural, technological, and social characteristics of a period. These divisions are imposed by the
historian, and the reader should take note that the realities of history are never so clear-cut.
All years are in VSY, Viridian Standard Years (identical with 'City Years' for those who prefer the older
chronology)

The Great Rebuilding

2160-2300

As the waters of the Great Melting receded humanity launched an energetic and carefully planned
terraformation project that turned flood-ruined Viridia into an arboreal paradise in little over a century. The
clean energy, bioorganic, and terraformation technologies that were perfected at this time were to be
indispensable once mankind took to the stars and applied them to the colonization of other worlds.
Politically, the scant and homogeneous survivors of the flood established a world government
based on the Karian ideals of corporatism and universal rights, and it was at this time that the remnants
of Karas' old rival, the Empire of Myrhin, were incorporated into the world state. Amongst the Myrhin
survivors was a community of brilliant engineers and physicists who were to form the nucleus of the new
Viridian Aeronautics and Space Agency.

The Early Space Age

2272-2600

The era that saw mankind's triumphant return to space really began with the founding of VASA in 2272.
Bursting with new energy and confidence, humanity explored the Viridia-Solaris and Leviathan Systems
and colonized the new worlds of Ironglass, Vacillus, and Prime. This age was one of rapid technological
growth coupled with the breakdown of central authority, and from it emerged the dominant schisms that
would characterize human history right down to the present century.
The end of this era saw dramatic innovations in the field of fifth dimensional physics that led to the
discovery of gravwells and their exploitation for quick transport between systems. The unified mankind that
took to the stars at the beginning of this era was little more than a memory to the competing explorers and
colonizers that would use grav-shunting technology to move humanity onto the galactic stage.

The Wars of Secession

2494-2582

The First War of Secession (2494-2498) occurred when the small scientific community of Prime, chafing
under Viridian regulations, declared their independence from the homeworld and, in a brilliant series of
defensive battles, successfully upheld their claim. The primitive and unspecialised ships of the era and the
extreme distances involved, the breakthrough AI technologies employed by the Prime scientists, and
VASA's increasingly uncooperative stance toward Viridian centrism all compounded to frustrate Viridia's
attempts to hold her most distant colony.
Inspired by Prime's success the volatile penal colony of Ironglass was next to declare
independence in a violent series of rebellions that sparked the Second War of Secession (2558-2580), a
far bloodier conflict than its predecessor which saw fighting across the homeworld system and in the fragile
newly established colonial holdings of neighbouring systems. The peace dictated by a fully independent
VASA at the close of this war established the Tripartite Confederacy, an alliance of Viridia, Ironglass, and
Prime overseen by an erstwhile neutral VASA that clearly delineated the balance of power among the
factions.

The Age of Exploration

2600-2900

Though grav shunting was perfected in 2463 and extra-solarian colonies established soon after, it was not
until the turmoil of the Secession Wars quieted with the ratification of the Treaty of Vacillus in 2582 that
mankind begun his galactic adventure in earnest. It is theorized that much of the energy that may have
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otherwise gone into further civil wars was now being channelled successfully into the vast frontier opened
by grav shunting technology. Humanity, having once again veered dangerously close to self-destruction,
spread itself outward at an almost frenzied pace.
This age could just as well be termed the Golden Age for, while humanity moved rapidly from
system to system, it enjoyed an era of unparalleled peace and prosperity. The checks and balances of the
Tripartite Alliance ensured a genuine peace, and even the colonial wars that would become endemic in
later eras were of minimal duration and intensity. Most colonies of this era were still ruled as direct holdings
of one of the Great Powers, or maintained a close affiliate status.

The Age of Dissolution

2800-3000

As colonies continued to prosper and the Great Powers further stretched their resources across an
enormous expanse of worlds, the inevitable cracks began to spread in the imperial façade. Wealthy worlds
sought fewer controls, troubled worlds demanded better leadership, and citizens across the galaxy began
to shake their fist at distant overlords who, rightly or wrongly, were seen as meddlesome and exploitive.
This was a time of growing colonial warfare and discontent, and often the numerous so-called
'Independence Wars' were thinly disguised conflicts between the Great Powers themselves. Many
ingenious ways to circumvent the Tripartite Treaty grew out of the small wars of this time, and it was also
at this time that, while the holdings of Viridia and VASA shrank, those of the Ironglass Imperium grew
dramatically. In such a chaotic environment new successor-style empires arose in direct challenge to the
rule of the Great Powers, the most spectacular of which was the empire of the Great Tyrant Iskander
centred on Arkadia. Because of this, the era is often called the Age of Tyrants.

Peril on the Rim

2928-3132

It has been theorized that had mankind not encountered the Koralon the decentralization of the Age of
Dissolution may have gone on indefinitely, instead we see a resurgence of central power following the
discovery of hostile aliens in the Void system in 2909. The constant warfare with the Koralon on the
Galactic Rim, which began with the Nu-Utopia expedition, has become a fact of life for humanity's outlying
worlds.
Unfortunately, little progress has been made in understanding or combating the Koralon since their
discovery and many of the systems that should have comprised mankind's frontline were lost to alien
encroachment. The ability to mount any real resistance to the Koralon in the Rim sectors was essentially
eliminated when VASA withdrew its aegis from the region in 3132. However, the diplomatic and material
planning that VASA invested into a proposed reconquest of the Rim was instrumental in the repulsion of
the Koralon during the Incursion.

The Present

3178

The Koralon Incursion of 3177 marks a dramatic shift in the nature of the war with the aliens, as well as
the way in which the Great Powers operate. It is of course too early to draw a conclusion from a conflict
still in its early stages for, although mankind has reconquered four of the five systems attacked by the
Koralon, the ruined worlds left in their wake and the tremendous damage and disruption sustained by the
empires of man leave humanity vulnerable to further attack.
And worst of all is the situation on Iskandria, once the heart of a tyrant's empire and now the
possible centre of the next round of interfactional fighting, the spark in a war that would dwarf those of the
twenty-sixth century. Fear of the Koralon has driven many colonies to isolate themselves, and others to
cultivate closer relations with one of the Great Powers. In such an atmosphere the animosities of the
homeworlds can easily spill onto the galactic stage just as they had during the time of secession and civil
war. And the Koralon themselves have proven to be at once more powerful and more subtle than we had
ever guessed.
It is clear that the Koralon Incursion marks a new era in mankind's history; one it is fervently hoped will not
be its last.
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The Koralon Incursion plucked from the heart of
human space planets of critical strategic
importance in five key systems; systems with
powerful gravwells, the crossroads of man's
galactic empire. Those worlds lie ruined now,
cruelly treated by their alien overlords and partially
assimilated by the mutanagenic coraline. After
heavy fighting, four of the systems were
reconquered - all save Arkadia - but every system
touched by the incursion is a pit of potential conflict
as the Great Powers squabble over access to
resources and remunerative treaties, and carve out
new spheres of influence on the blasted worlds.
And, of course, the Koralon and their slaves remain
behind on these supposedly liberated worlds.

The Actaeon System
The Actaeon System is a gateworld hub for the old
colonies of the western inner sphere, many of
which date back to the earliest days of galactic
exploration. This high population and high traffic
area was extremely vulnerable to a Koralon style
jump attack, and was caught nearly unprepared.
Perhaps because of this the Koralon fleet strength
in this system was somewhat less than that present
in others and this, coupled with the gateworld's cold
oceans and general unsuitability, made this system
the easiest to retake.
In little over a month a joint VASA-Viridian
expedition shunted into the system and liberated it,
deploying the Trojan device for the first time and
inflicting massive casualties on the Koralon fleet
before it withdrew. Though its infrastructure was
thoroughly destroyed, the gateworld is only in the
early stages of coraline-assimilation and can be
saved, though colonies elsewhere is the system
which relied upon artificial atmospheres suffered
100% fatalities. Actaeon, formerly independent, is
now a Viridian Protectorate.

Koralon on Kyklops left much of the planetary
surface intact. This is because they were able to
move immediately into the planet's warm oceans,
an ideal environment for the aliens, and begin rapid
transformation of the planetary ecosystem.
The remnants of the Incursion fleet that
defended Arkadia have been momentarily defeated
and the planetary garrisons reinforced, but rumours
of a pan-humanic civil war in the streets of
Iskandria are rife.

The Eris System
(Sovereign Hub)
The Eris system is primarily a VASA military
harbour and routing point, being located along a
chain of hub style shunt-lines approximately midway between the Viridia-Solaris System and the
Rim. Algercon, Eris' primary inhabited world, is
technically not a gateworld, rather the enormous
artificial planetoid called Sovereign that overseas
and services fleet traffic is the true gateworld.
VASA liberated Eris with the help of a
coalition of affiliate colonies but, as with the other
systems taken in the incursion, the reconquest is
incomplete. Sovereign lies partially destroyed and
virtually useless, and some 90% of its personnel
died in the Koralon attack, and the rest seem to
have been exposed to the coraline microbe, but it is
impossible to say how this occurred. Algercon, a
lush jungle planet, is thoroughly infected with
coraline and a pernicious new breed of hybrid biota
flourish on its increasingly hot surface. Expert
viridian jungle fighters have been brought in to
advise VASA on the best means of retaking the
planet.

The Rzhova Trinary
System
The Arkadia / Helios
Binary System
Only now is the fate of Arkadia being decided.
Kyklops, long a centre of trade, transport, and
communication thanks to the enormously powerful
Helios gravwell, has been thoroughly infested by
the Koralon but, unlike the other gateworlds, the
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The Rzhova Trinary System (Rzhova Primus,
Secundus, and Tertius) is, courtesy of its strangely
potent but unpredictable 'tandem well,' a
transportation centre for the twelve systems that
comprise the Iron Circle, an area in the inner
sphere rich in mineral wealth. The enormous ice
world of Rzhova Planetia and its fifteen moons are
the key to the system. Of all the systems taken by

The Yvetot System
the Koralon, Rzhova's worlds are the least suitable
to alien colonization, but its strategic importance
not only as a hub and mining centre but also as the
principal western access point to the systems
dominated by the Arkadia-Helios shunt-lines made
it a natural choice for invasion.
Rzhova is primarily a VASA holding, though
Ironglass is a principal second because of its
possession of numerous Rzhovan moons and subplanetary bodies, as well as its ubiquitous presence
in all of the systems that comprise the Iron Circle.
The Syntha also have extensive holdings here, and
are suspected to have secret bases throughout the
region.
The reconquest of the Rzhova System was
primarily a Junker affair under VASA auspices, but
this coalition is dangerously close to breaking down
as more evidence of Junker looting on Rzhova
Planetia and outlying colonies is discovered.

The Yvetot System possesses numerous marginal
but inhabitable worlds, most notably Yvetot Beta
and Gamma, and one of the deepest gravwells in
the eastern galaxy. Its position close to the Rim
made it a key system in the war against the
Koralon, and all of the Great Powers have some
military presence here. The Koralon fleet that
attacked Yvetot is believed to be the largest ever
seen.
Yvetot was never completely lost to the
aliens but was the site of a furious running battle as
the Great Powers poured hundreds of ships into the
system in an effort to preserve what they rightly
regarded as the front line in the war against the
Koralon. Even a syntha fleet was detected
operating in defence of their naval outposts, though
it refused any offers of assistance or coordination.
After months of fighting the Koralon fleet eventually
split up and warped out of the system, but both the
sweltering marshlands of Yvetot Beta and the
windswept deserts of its sister world, Yvetot Alpha,
are heavily infected with coraline.
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The miracle of grav-shunting is often taken for
granted in our age of far flung empires and galaxywide travel, but without this ingenious exploitation of
n-dimensional phenomena mankind would be
severely limited in its ability to spread beyond the
borders of the Viridia-Solaris / Leviathan System.
While true faster than light travel still remains a
fiction, the ability to instantaneously shunt from well
to well, and hence system to system, ensures that
humanity can pursue its galactic ambitions on a
practical timescale.
Underlying the complicated reality of extradimensional physics is the principle of n-space,
classically referred to as 'the sub-ether,' but also
commonly (but erroneously) described as the 'fifth'
dimension. N-space is perhaps best thought of as a
realm beneath our own (real space) in which many
of the laws of physics operate differently. Though a

breakthrough of grav-shunting. It was the unusual
behaviour of xaser-manipulated n-space in the
vicinity of Leviathan that first attracted the attention
of VASA, who had the foresight to assign their best
minds under the guidance of Dr. Donat Serjkov to
the task of discovering what had long been a dream
of mankind's - a gateway to the stars.
The architecture of n-space is radically
effected by gravity, and it seems to exist as a
strangely distorted reverse image of our own
universe with gravity acting as a kind of mirror.
Bodies in the real universe exert a consistent
gravitic distortion within n-space and, as it turns
out, gravity seems to be not only the most potent of
n-spatial forces (in contrast to our own universe,
where it is comparatively weak) but also the only
rationally consistent and predictable force common
to both spheres of existence, real and sub-ether

fruitful area of theoretical study since the twentysecond century, it was not until the mid-twenty-fifth
century that xaser technology was sufficient to begin
exploiting this hidden realm in earnest. By variously
focusing beams of inverted light xasers were able to
probe and manipulate corollary forces operating in nspace. Soon these new devices proved their worth in
exploration and communication, and were
instrumental in the discovery of Prime, for example.

space. What this means is that a known magnitude
of gravity in the real universe will exert a predictable
force in the extra-dimensional universe, and that
the manipulation or magnification of this force will
have consistent results within n-space.
Thus, not only was it discovered that the
architecture of n-space could be predictably
manipulated in the vicinity of a body of sufficient
gravitic magnitude (a grav-well) but that this

But it was not until grav-wells and gravlines were discovered and understood that xasers
became the revolutionary tool they are today.
Mankind is blessed in having such a powerful and
stable grav-well in the form of the dead star
Leviathan so close to home - had humanity been
limited to what it could observe from Solaris it may
have been centuries longer in discovering the

alteration could be extended in a controlled way to
a point of known magnitude - and be done in such
a way that objects from real space could pass from
one magnitude point to another. This is gravshunting, the manipulation of n-spatial gravitic
architecture by means of xasers from a grav-well
locus in real space so that it extends to another
such locus, almost always another star, in order

that these two points are temporarily connected. An
object passing through this n-space opening exists
completely out of time, and the movement between
distant solar systems is accomplished with less
sensation than that of a person walking from one
room to the next.
But just as the characteristics of planetary
and solar bodies vary tremendously, so to do the
routes between systems. Galactic maps depict
systems connected by grav-lines, or jump-lines as
they are often called by old spacers, and these
lines represent the common, most efficient, or
traditional
pathways
between
systems.
Theoretically a grav-line could be extended from
any grav-well of magnitude 4 or greater to reach
any other well in the entire galaxy - but realistically
we know this to be an impossibility. What the
standard series of gravitic pathways on the map

wells that could previously be shunted into from
dozens of neighbouring systems were suddenly
accessible from only a few of the closest stars,
stars from which one-way shunting was possible.
It is difficult to believe that there are still
systems completely inaccessible to humanity,
many of which are within the so-called 'borders' of
mankind's galactic empire. These remote places
are no further away than the farthest of human
colonies, but they may as well be in another galaxy
for all practical purposes. Such systems lack gravwells of sufficient magnitude for 'cold-shunting,' the
process by which a ship shunts without any aid or
precise data from its target location, and are only
accessible by centuries-long voyages through
interstellar space. Generally such systems are the
subject of remote probes, a few have been the
destination of slow ship colonizers of various kinds,

show are the possible routes between stars given
the infrastructure and grav-well magnitude of the
systems in question, and such pathways become
easier to create and more stable the longer they are
exploited.
Infrastructure is an important and often
overlooked component in grav-line capability, and
the enormous xaser stations of the Gateworld
systems and other galactic hubs are what make

but for the most part they, and the billions of
uncharted parsecs of blackness between systems,
remain a mystery.

many of the longer shunts feasible. Indeed, the
longest of such lines (such as the Helios-Deneb
line) are only made possible by tandem xasering,
the precise working of both ends of a grav-line
simultaneously. This vulnerability has been
dramatically demonstrated recently with the
Koralon Incursion, for as the Gateworld systems fell
to the aliens they in effect became more remote -
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Kothon is a large ice moon composed of the
remnants from a planet that once occupied the
closest orbit to Leviathan. When the massive star
underwent its death-spasms this world was
destroyed, reduced to a cloud of gas and shattered
rock. Some of this material fell into orbit around
Vacillus, compressing and accreting to form
Kothon. The rest carried on to be captured by
Urukh, where it formed that planet's five moons. Of
course aeons have passed since this happened,
and now Kothon is a smooth, inert sphere of rock
covered in a surface layer of ice and frozen noble
gases and halogens that is a uniform fifteen
kilometres thick.

under attack. Each one of these defence ports is a
weapon emplacement pod, equipped with a VR
controlled primary weapon operated by a
technician back in one of the sub-surface bunkers.
These are mostly heavy ion cannons, but there are
also ion torpedo launchers, quantum mine layers
and flux wall generators.
Of course the most visually impressive
thing about Kothon is the space harbour. A manmade construction that surrounds the entire moon
like a ring around a gas giant. As aforementioned,
all flights through the grav-well must stop for
customs processing at the harbour. This also acts
as a pick-up point for cargoes, with short-haul
flights moving back and forth between the

Cut into the ice is a complex of trenches,
sub-surface hangers and bunkers that honeycomb
the entire permafrost layer. Within these frozen
warrens the might of the Vacillus military fleet is
berthed, hidden away from prying eyes below the
deceptively blank veil of ice. The access routes to
the vast hangers are deep, wide trenches, carved
out by fusion drills. At short intervals along the walls
of these trenches are defence ports, in case the
unthinkable should ever happen and Kothon come

Homeworlds and Vacillus. Many grav-drive
equipped ships will move cargoes through the gravwell, to and from colonies in the wider galaxy, but
never get any further into the Viridia-Solaris /
Leviathan system than Kothon.
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2166.01 New Karas Founded:
Work officially begun on the construction of New Karas, intended capitol of the new Viridian world
government. The city was planned around enormous, self-sufficient habitats dubbed 'solar cities.' The site
is situated close to the ruins of 'Old' Karas, which were preserved as a memorial.

2244.10-2245.03 Saurian Sub-Breeds Stabilized:
After years of genetic manipulation and controlled breeding programs the first of the basic saurian subbreeds were pronounced genetically stable. Soon Terrasaurs, Megasaurs (Behemoths), and Struthiosaurs
would fulfil a variety of roles in fields as diverse as horticulture, transportation, and law enforcement. One
hundred years later Lechteosaurs (Sandrunners) would be developed using a similar process.

2333.08 First Convicts Transported:
In an effort to supply the fledgling colony of Ironglass with manpower the Viridian Assembly began the
transportation of criminals to the dangerous planet. Employed in construction and dust mining operations
such criminals have an estimated average life expectancy of 1.8 years.

2422.07 Prime Discovered:
For centuries humankind knew that something strange lay at the very edge of the Viridia-Solaris /
Leviathan System, but the reams of bizarre electromagnetic and spectroscopic readings where interpreted
as everything from another dead star to an alien artefact. Prime was confirmed a planetoid only after
extensive sub-ether parallax readings via primitive xasers where taken from extreme positions north and
south of the Viridia-Solaris orbital plane. An expedition under Dr. Marcus Baxter bound for Vacillus was
rerouted to explore the mysterious body, and within five years a flourishing colony was established on the
planet.

2427.01-2441.10 Vacillus Colonized:
VASA colonization of Vacillus begins in earnest with the utilization of new, prefab colony hab structure
technologies. Huge resources are poured into the colonization of the ice world, and Himera, the great panVacillian city, slowly takes shape as separate colonies around the planet connect with one another. The
period of extreme growth soon ends, but another, even more rapid period of building and immigration
occurs at the end of the twenty-sixth century.

2450.04 Neural Spikes Invented:
As an outgrowth of their consciousness transference research, Prime scientists discover a neural
capacitor capable of monitoring and influencing brain activity. Experiments on human subjects follow. An
export model of the capacitor, the neural spike, is soon introduced to the Ironglass colony. The new spike
requires no prime obsidian in its construction, and future models were modified to take an explosive
charge.

2463.09-2464.06 Grav-Shunting Breakthrough:
After years of theoretical dead ends and dangerous experimentation a team of VASA scientists headed by
the erratically brilliant Dr. Donat Serjkov successfully send and retrieve a series of robotic probes into
several neighbouring systems. VASA waits nearly a decade for the perfection of the technology before
announcing its discovery, a technological head start it exploits to the fullest.

2481.02 First Extra-Solarian Colony Established:
After a decade of preparation, the VASA Korinski mission successfully establishes a colony on Verdant, a
type three world in the Lukius System. In the same year (.08) the Korinski XII colonizer, with a crew of
seventy-six and a compliment of twelve hundred colonists in stasis, is lost in a shunting accident,
becoming the first ship lost in n-space.
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2496.02-.03 Battle of the Black:
After years of blockade Viridia launches an assault against the rebelling Prime colony. Comprised mostly
of transports and shuttles carrying marines for a ground attack, the Viridian fleet is all but annihilated when
faced with fast Syntha AI ships armed with first generation ship-to-ship weaponry. Despite additional, even
bloodier deep space battles the Battle of the Black sets the tone for the conflict with Prime and is viewed
as the decisive engagement in the First War of Secession.

2528.07 Prime AI Goes Live:
The decades-long Mentor Project in recursive non-linear synaptic pathing finally creates real artificial
consciousness by harnessing the combined pseudo-neural capacity of the Prime planetoid to write
spontaneous mentation lanes into an enormous sphere of flawless Prime Obsidian. The resultant
'computer' is a self-aware mind with a computational capacity well in excess of 1em *103, in which 'em' is
the combined intellectual potential of every human being who has ever lived.

2558.10 Night of Blood and Sand:
In a spectacularly coordinated coup Ironglass revolutionaries eliminated or expelled Viridian administrators
and security personnel from Ironglass' capital, Meridian, timing their rebellion to coincide with a ferocious
sandstorm. The mysterious Junker founder Kaizar triggered the massive rebellion of the colony's criminal
underclass that launched the Second War of Secession.

2575.04 Battle of Moloch:
Often regarded as the turning point in the Second War of Secession, this battle marks a major naval defeat
for Viridia. When the Junkers received word that the Viridians were amassing a secret 'secondary fleet' in
the shadow of Moloch, a moon of Lucifer, in preparation of a planned invasion of Ironglass, they committed
their entire navy to the fleet's destruction. Junker tenacity, and the debut of their brutal new augerequipped Raven assault craft, won the day for Ironglass.

2578.09 First Biomech Sighted:
Analysis of recordings and interviews with survivors of the failed Syntha assault on the OEB-5 nightside base
on Hecate, Viridia's largest moon, confirm the incredible rumours circulating about a super-soldier in the
Syntha ranks. Clearly seen in several recordings is a young woman leading the androsynth assault, her
reflexes even faster than those of the machines around her. Most amazing of all is the footage of her moving
easily through OEB-5's hanger, a section open to the moon's surface and completely without life support.

2582.02 Treaty of Vacillus Ratified:
Years of tense negotiation and the threat of resumed hostility following the Second War of Secession culminated
in the ratification by all parties of the Treaty of Vacillus. This founding document of the Tripartite Confederacy is
a masterpiece of checks and balances and, though the Great Powers often clash on distant worlds, is credited
with preventing another outbreak of civil war. The treaty recognizes Prime and Ironglass as sovereign entities
fully Viridia's equals, and establishes VASA as an autonomous regulatory agency with the authority to maintain
intergalactic standards in trade and transportation, as well as enforce the letter of the Treaty.

2606.05 Kothon Harbour Completed:
After nearly twenty-years of intensive construction the fortified harbour complex on Vacillus' moon Kothon
was completed. Paid for with Tripartite funds, this massive artificial ring is the hub for all movement in and
out of the Leviathan grav-well, and is also the military base for VASA's formidable homeworld fleet.

2630.01 VASA Sec Net Established:
Combining their military and commercial surveillance and communication systems with a newly layered
civilian data net, VASA launches Sec Net as an all in one sub-ether system for the conveyance and
monitoring of information. Sec Net quickly becomes the galactic standard for entertainment, encryption,
and communication, and is invaluable for VASA's decentralized approach to maintenance and
intervention, allowing their operatives to interface and launch joint initiatives efficiently.
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2789.02-.06 Strike on Kalakan:
Gallus Nebrius Yg, Factotum of Kalakan and self styled 'Iron Tzar' of the Hrebeidine Systems, is killed in
the destruction of his palace by a combined tripartite strike force under VASA command. Having long been
a thorn in the side of VASA, and a vocal proponent of colonial independence, Yg is often cited as the first
of the breakaway tyrants. In the same year Iskander is born on Mandigant.

2822.04 Iskandria Founded:
After a phenomenal rise to power as dictator in the Karnus System and ruler of several nearby systems
Iskander launches a massive building campaign in the Helios-Arkadia Binary System. Originally intending
to create a hub-style artificial planetoid near the Helios well, Iskander changes his mind after what he
called his 'Cyclops Dream,' and reroutes massive resources into the building of a city on Kyklops.

2839.02-.03 Battle of Eight Fleets:
After months of blockade of the Karnisian planets, the Viridian Interdiction Fleet (sub-divided into eight
patrols) is surprised by a rapid attack from Iskander. Using the newly active Helios grav-well, Iskander
funnels every ship at his disposal into the system and obliterates the Viridians.

2844.09 Assassination of Iskander:
Upon his return to Kyklops after quelling a minor rebellion in the Orchithin System, Iskander suffers a
series of embolismic seizures and dies within a matter of days despite his placement in low-level stasis.
His autopsy later reveals extensive neurogenic scaring throughout the foramen magnum of the kind
induced by point-blank cyclonic phasing. Speculation as to the culprit varies widely, though the most likely
theories centre on a VASA-aided plot by General Crantius, or a hit from a lone Syntha operative.

2865.05 Kyklops Partitioned:
Years of bitter fighting between Iskander's successors in the Generals' War ensured that none of them
were prepared to resist the full onslaught of the Great Powers when it came. Iskander's empire was quickly
devoured by the Tripartite Powers, acting in concert or individually, until only its capital remained. Iskandria
surrendered in 2864 with only token resistance, and the Powers agreed to a Partition and Intervention
Treaty that gave them shared access to the world and its nearby grav-well.

2872.02-.06 War of the Star Factories:
Provoked by increased Junker illegal mining operations in seven of the twelve systems of the Iron Circle,
VASA authorities intercede and attempt to shut down the operations of the Star Factories Attatax and Jurio
Ferrocain. The Junkers choose to fight, and chase off the VASA fleet in the Battle of Red Disk. A minor
war develops in the Iron Circle until VASA cuts its losses, grants Ironglass a mining charter for the Iron
Circle, rendering Junker operations in the area legal.

2909.07 Koralon First Contact:
The Viridiform Plus Inc. sponsored Blue Eden project was an attempt to rush terraform the type-three
ocean world Void 1.1 as a springboard for future colonization in Rim Sector 52. Unbeknownst to the
expedition, Void was a Reef World inhabited by the Koralon, and soon the process of mutation began to
claim the scientists. Dr. Avery Valverde, the only survivor of Blue Eden, subsequently released reams of
data about this nightmarish encounter into the public domain in an effort to warn humanity. Dr. Valverde
disappeared from the public eye in 2912 and was never heard from again.
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2926.02-.05 Nu-Utopia Fleet Vanishes:
The powerful and independent border world of Nu-Utopia had long made a habit of acting counter to VASA
directives in the Rim Sector. Organizing its own expedition to the Void System, it appointed Admiral Mallem
Nozik to command a hundreds-strong fleet of warships and scientific vessels. After some promising data
on the Koralon emerges from the expedition it stops broadcasting, and is never seen or heard from again.
The resultant loss topples the government of Nu-Utopia, which soon applied for VASA charter in 2930.

2928.08-2977.02 The Ten Sector Collapse:
Soon after the Nu-Utopia disaster, the Koralon began sending expeditionary fleets of their own into human
space. Initially such attacks were probing raids, but soon massive forces were brought to bear on the
outlying colonies of mankind's empire. Though the Great Powers reinforced their holdings and VASA itself
focused the bulk of its resources to decades of bitter fighting, the Koralon overran ten of the fourteen
sectors comprising the Rim, and assimilated or destroyed seventy-two worlds and habitations.

3040.06-.08 Sharnfeldt Evacuated:
The type-two world Sharnfeldt in the Fin Faolis System is infected with coraline and mutations run rampant
in its close-packed cities. One of the few remaining worlds of importance on the Rim, the swift spread of
the infection and slow response by authorities necessitated its evacuation by VASA. It is speculated that
the infection was the result of illicit trade in coraline, and not Koralon activity.

3132.01 VASA Withdraws From the Rim:
Nearly two centuries of warfare with the aliens on the Rim Sector have seen mankind's overextended
empire dwindle one world at a time. The distant and sparsely populated Galactic Rim settlements make
poor staging areas for logistics bases for the kind of warfare necessary to combat the aliens, and VASA is
unable to check Koralon fleet activity. Facing mounting difficulties and staggering losses, VASA sees no
choice but to withdrawal its forces to a more defensible systems though, to its credit, it attempts to
evacuate as many worlds as possible during the retreat.

3177.04 Koralon Incursion Begins:
The unexpected assault on key Gateworld systems within human space by phase-shunting Koralon fleets
leaves the empires of man in chaos, and cuts vital transportation networks and supply and
communications lines throughout the galaxy. The resultant turmoil undermines political alliances and
pushes the Great Powers to the brink of civil war.

3178.08 Operation Arkadian Dawn:
After the successful retaking of four of the five Gateworld Systems lost to the Incursion, a joint fleet under
the command of Viridian Grand Admiral Cranmer regains control of the Helios grav-well in a monumental
battle against the Koralon. With communication and travel lines now reopened between human space and
Kyklops, Viridian, Junker, and VASA reinforcements arrive on Iskandria to continue the struggle there
against the Koralon…and each other.
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Iskandria, a vast city on a small blue world. Once home to hundreds of millions, a seat
of empire, of commerce and communication, the hub of a thousand planetary systems.
Now the city is a grave, its spires shattered, its highways churned and cratered, its people
in arms or in deep hiding or given over to the nightmare of alien assimilation. War fleets
converge here, armies mobilize, creatures inimical to mankind infest the warm seas
that surround Iskandria, and poison the entire world toward human life.
Men die here.
Iskandria: Planetary Data is the essential companion to the Urban War & Metropolis
game systems. This sourcebook contains a wealth of information on the protagonists
and their conflicts within the Draconis Alba galaxy.
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Galaxy and Star-System maps
Background and history of Iskandria
Detailed maps of Iskandria
Chapters on each of the warring factions
Background on the Homeworlds
Chronology of the last Millennium
Exciting stories on characters caught up in the conflict
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